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SU cuts votes needed in referendum Secretary dies from cancer
Mikhail says SABB couldn't pass otherwise
the meeting, "We should not be
referring to the SABB referendum
while talki ng about this bill."
Arter m uc hdebate, the Studem
Filiatrut asked, "Are we going
Uni on passed a bill to reform its
to
lower
our standards every tl me
elections code last Tuesday, three
we want som eth ing passed )"
weeksa fterrhe bill wasoriginally
The bill was tabled for the second
introduced. The most deba ted
week at the Oct. 8 meeting, and
change in the code reduces the
debate on the Issue continued at
amount of th e student body
last Tuesday's meeting. Sullivan
needed to vote in a referendum
allowed students on both sides of
from 50 percent to 25 percent.
the issue to offer their arPassage of the bill
guments in a n med debate.
comes three weeks
"We're pus h ing this
before the st udent
"Are we going to lower our
through for a referendum,
body votes on a refnot just election refor m,"
erendum to app rove
standards every time we
said sophomore senator Ed
the St udent Union's
Klein in the debate, who
proposed Stud e n t
want something passed?"
tried to persuade the SU
Ac tivi t y Budget
not to red uce the amount
Board . The SA BB
Kevin Filiatrut
of students required to vote
would create a comin a referendum to 25 permittee of students
and faculty to determ ine alloca- care," said SUTreasure rRyan Daly. cem.
Junior Barry MacEntee option of funds to chartered student "You are not going to get 50 percent of the school to vote. There is posed Klem in the debate. "Vote
organi zations.
rcent," he sa td. "Thalls all
u [or 2
o m uch a at h h r r
U h1 Ju tice ames ul i'te going to get in this (SABB)
van, who presented the elections won't change peopte m
Mikhail agreed . "SABB is three election."
bill , satd that a referendum is the
SU officials and other students
one check the student body has years in the making, a nd everyone
is awaiting it," he said. "If we go continued debate, and voted sevon the se nate.
"We're lowering (the percent- back to 50 percent, the student eral times on variousamendments
agel so we ca n pass SABB," said bod y will be rea ll y apathetic, to the bill that wou ld change the
see SU, page 2
sop h o more senator Ke vin [SABB]will never pass. People don't
Filiatrut at the SU meeting. "ln care."
Mikhail related theSABB refermy mind that's ridiculous."
Sulliva n responded,"This is not end um to the elections code bill
merely about SABB ... but if this bill despite the fact that SU President
Doralice Tavolario said earlier in
is going to affect SABB, so be it."

Tom O'Konowitz

Ass istant News Edi tor

At the Oct. 8 SU meeting, th e
Senate began debate on what percentage of th e st udent body
sho uld be requi red to vote m a referendum. Only 27.8 percent of
the stude nt body voted in last
year's executive elections, said SU
Vice President Bishoy Mikhail at
the meeting.
"I went to every single door on
this campus a nd people just don't

Cherie Skoczen

working at JCU m the Facult y
Secretary'sOffice, wh tc h wasasecMan lyn Colltns,whowasasec- retanal pool that did corresponretaryatjohnCarroll for24years. dence work for faculty members.
was descnbed as a person with a The work of th1s office has since
lot of spir it whose
been dt spersed
faith a nd famil y
to th e depart
were very impormental secreta rtant to her.
ies Coll ins was
also a secretary
Coll ins dted
in the School of
Wednesday, Oc t.
Business for sev·
16, in Universny
era! years
Hospitals, said
Th1ssu mmer
Paul Kantz, vice
Collins was di
pres1dent for deag nosc d wi t h
velopment. She
cancer, and <:.he
was 61 years old.
began hcmo
As sec reta r y
therapy trea t in th e development. "Things
ment office fort he
seemed to be
las t ten yea rs, Ma rilyn Collins
progressIn g
Kantz
said
Collins handled phone caJJs and well," Kantz sa1d. "But about th ree
receptiondunes,andshedid most weeks ago, after she had a chemo
of his correspondence. "She was treatmem , she didn 't feel well.
Then the cancer began to spread
my right arm," he said.
He added that Collins was a throughout her body."
A fun ral mass was held [ r
person who other secretaries in
the dcpanmcmlooked u to and C.otltn:. at ...,l M.ng."c t Muy
Church in 1-uclid, on Saturday.
who was a model for ochers.
"She had a wonderful manner Rev Richard Salmi, SJ., and Rev
with people," Kantz said "She Wilha m Bie hl, Sj , represented
was very effic tcnt, bu t Ill a low- John Ca rroll as concelebrants at
key way. She was the pe rfect sec- the Mass. Collins' brother, Rev.
Fred Slaven, was the mai n eelretary."
In Oct., 1972, Collins began
see COLLINS, page 2

News Edito r

Binge drinking a reality at Carroll

Shea names assistant
Tom O'Konowitz
Assistant News Editor

Rev.johnJ Shea,SJ., Joh n Carroll University president, recently
appointed Donald Czapsk i as his
spec ia l ass ista nt and officia l link
to st udents and fac ul ty.
Czaps ki ,
who has been
on the job for
rhreeweeks,is
the ltrst person to assum e
this new position a t j o hn
Carroll
''I'm going
to be helping
Fr Shea inactingas a liatson
with faculty Donald Czapski
and students,"
Cza pski said . "He wants greater
comact with students. He wants
to know what concerns the students have."
Czapski said that he hopes to
meet with student leaders to learn
the1r concerns and communicate
them to Shea.
"My goal is to se rve the presi dent and make sure he has close
contact wit h the students and faculty," he sa1d . "1 will act in hts
abse nce to keep an eye on the

heartbeat of the university and
convey that to Fr. Shea."
In the near future , Czapski
plans on meeting more people, visiting student groups, listening to
issuesandgettingouraroundcampus. Cza pski said he hopes students share their concerns with him so he can
communicate student
conce rns to the president
Student Union President Doralice Tavolario
has met wnh Czapsk1.
"The president of the
university really needs
to be more in tune wit h
the students," Tavolario
sa id. "This is Fr. Shea's
way of do ing it.
[Cza pski] is very interested in what students wa nt and
what their needs are"
Often stud ems feel they are not
being heard,Cza pski said. "Fr.Shea
wants to hear them," he added.
Czapski is not replacing WD.
Bookwalter who is assistant to the
president. Bookwalter will maintain h is responsi bilities, but he
will focus more on dealing with
the Board of Trustees, of which he
is the secretary.

see ASSIST ANT, page 3

Students seek weekend relaxation through alcohol

Jennifer Talllsman
Photography Editor

said she would consider herself
a binge drinker. According to
Scharre, she a nd her friends acce pt binge dri nking because
they feel they deserve to "kick
back" and drink after a hard
work week.
"During the week. everyone
is just dealing with the press ures
of school," she said . "But when

Near! y ha lf of all college students binge dr ink, according to
the Ohio Department of Public
Safety. John Carroll University
is not an exception to this statistic.
Accord ing to Nancy Taylor, a
staff member at JCU's counseling ser vices, binge drinking is a problem accepted
on most college campuses,
including John Carroll.
Binge drinking is not agespecific. "Any student on
any ca m pus could be a
binge drinker," Taylor sa id.
A bingedrinkerissomeonewhohasconsumed five
or more dr inks m one sitting in the last two weeks.
Taylor said But she added
that people shouldn 't al ways focus on how much
or how ofte n a person
drinks. Instead , they
should be concerned with
why someone drinks and Drinking in the dorm rooms is a
what happens when a per- common weekend a c t ivity for many
sondnnks. "Many studentS Carroll students.
can't have fun unless they
are drin king," she said "And college ID mght comes along,
drinki ng for many of them everyone just goes out and goes
wild." Schane said she only
means getti ng drunk."
Becky Schane, a sophomore, dnnks once a week, b ut she

drinks eight to nine beers in that
one night, which does get her
drunk. "I do get drunk, but I
don't black out a nd I don't puke
the next day."
Even though Scharte has not
experienced any repercussions
from drinking, she has seen the
effects it has had on her friends.
AccordingtoSchan e,oneofher
friends has wet her bed, left
bars with men she didn't
know well and woken up
with bruises (and d1dn 't
know how she got them) as
a result of being drunk.
' It would scare me to
wake up and nor know
what l wasdoingorwhere I
was," Scharte said.
According to Taylor, forgetting where a person was
or what he or she did is one
of the frequent problems
bmge drinkers experience.
Other difficulties include
engaging in unplanned or
unprotected sex. missing
classes because of a hangove r, gettmg hurt physically, damaging property
and getting in to trouble
wit h cam pus or local poltce.
A senior, who requested anonymity, satd he had problems

\

see BINGE, page 2
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JCU to dedicate Bo ler School of Business
John Carroll University will officia Uy dedicate the
John M. and Mary Jo Boler School of Business this
Sa turday at ll a.m. The Balers presented the school with
a $LO million matching giftearlier this year, part of
which will be used to award annual sc holarships to
students for the Boler School of Business.
"We are honored to have the Boler name attached
permanently to the School of Business," said Frank
Navratil , dean of the Boler School "Personally and
professionally, the Balers have shown themselves to be
exemplary ci tizens. We will continue to strive to live up
to their name.·
Un iversity Hts. to discuss Miramar pa rking
The University Heights Planning Commission
will meet at City Hall Wednesday night at 7:30p.m. to
d1scuss the possibility of eliminating parking on
Miramar Blvd. The meeting will be open to the public
for discussion. "As many students as possible should be
there to voice their opinions," said St udent Union
President Dorahce Tavolario at a recent Student Union
meeting.
ROTC s pons ors blood drive n ext wee k
ROTC's annual fall blood drive will be held next
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 29and 30 from 12:30 p.m.
w 6:30 p.m. in the Murphy Room . Free Papa johns pizza
will be available, and donors can also enter a drawing to
win d inner for two at East Side Mario's.
New d ebaters win inJ V tournament
Jim Lynch, a sophomore from Cleveland, and Katie
Lavelle, a freshman from Wooster, debuted in intercollegiate debate with a first place victory in the ju nior
varsity division of t he Motor City Debate Classic last
weekend at Wayne State University. The pair was
undefeated in their six prel imina ry rounds, a nd then
won a unanimous dec ision against th e Univers ity of ·
Michigan, Dearborn in the final round .

Com piled by To m O'Ko nowitz. assistant news edi to r.

percentage.
During the debate, Daly said, "I
th ink people should think about
this a bit moreclearlyand put their
emotions aside."
Daly sa td that the proposed
election bi 11, with a reduction in
the amount of voters needed in a
referend urn included,was released
earlier and debate should have
been brought up sooner.
"!The debate] is setting all our
agendas back," Daly said. "Why
bnng up at the last m inu te wha t's
been going on?"
Ina final vote on the entire elections b ill , the St udent Umon
passed it 15 to 8, with an amend-

BINGE

ment that would require 25 per- know what the results are, the eleccent of the entire student body to tion might be seen as unfair,which
vote in a referendum.
would bring into question theSU's
Anotherchangein the new bit! credibility.
Under the new bi II," After tabuis a reduction.from two-thirds to
one-half, in the required amount lation,election totals shall be made
of students voting in favo r of a public, upon request."
The referendum vote to approve
referendum for it to pass.
The new elections code bill the SABB is scheduled to be held
wi 11 for the first t1 me allow elec- Nov: 4-5. in conjunction with the
national election. If the referention totals to be made public.
Chip Ranaletra,chairof theSU dum was held two weeks ago, 50
electionscommittee,tried to make percent of the student body would
an amendment to the bill that be required to vote,with two-thirds
would keep totals undisclosed.
of them voting in favor of the refer"In the past, 1 know that the endum. Now wi th the new elec Carroll News has been interested tions code passed by the SU last
in publishingnumbers, and lhave week, 25 percent of t he entire stubeen very against that," he said.
dent body must vote in the SABB
Pam Mason , advisor to the SU, referendum, with half of those votsa id that if the public does not ing in favor of it.

with alcohol in the past. He said
he has had un protected sex w hen
under the influece of alcohol. "As
aguyincollege,oneofmymorives
was to get dr un k, and another was
to get laid," he said .
He said his drinking p roblem
starred when he was in jun ior high
school, said that it got worse when
he came to college.
"College is set up to bi nge dri nk,"
hesaid . "lt iswidelyaccepted that
on Thu rsday, Friday and Saturday
you get ha mmered ," he said.
Accordi ng to t he senior, he is a
con victed felon a nd had always
bee n in trou ble wi th the law. He
saidhehasbeensoberfor two-anda-half years, the res ult of entering
three treatment centers. "I could
only s tay in denial of my s ituation
for so long,• he said. "1 felt like I
didn 't know what I was doing or

"You should wake them every
one or two hours to make sure
that they are not in a com a," she
said. "You should also m ake sure
the person doesn't vomit in their
sleep because this could lead to
them breat h ing their vomit in to
t heir lungs."
She added that if the person
doesn't respond , they should be
taken to the emergency room immed iately. Other signs of alcohol
po isoning are pe rspi ra tion ,
flushed skin a nd deep breat hi ng.
McHa le sa id s he bel ieves
strongly in the need for prevention and education. She said that
she is aware of at least three reported cases of alcohol poisoning
atJCUthissemester. McHalecautions strongly aga inst mix ing
drugs and alcohol.
"Mixing anti-depressants a nd
alcohol is a dead ly combination ,"
she said. Examples of a nti-depressantsare prozac,zoloftand paxil.

th at he learned th e hard way tha t
he can 't handle hard liquor. When
he was a junior in high school he
drank a bottle of gi n in one hour,
andasaresul twent totheh ospital
w ith a case of alcohol poisoning.
"What !learned from that experience is if your going to drink,
do it as moderately as possible ,"
Paquette said. But Paquette said
this has n't stopped h i m from
drinking. He said he would consider himself a binge dri nker beca use he still drin ks at the end of
the week.
Paquette said he knows he is
lucky that his high school fr iends
took him to the hospital and that
his situation wasn't more serious.
According to Rose McHale, a
nurse in the university health service, someone who consumes excessivealcoholshouldbeobserved
frequently during the night.

wiLh al cohol. Acetaminophen
(Tylenol), a typical hangover
"cure," is toxic when combined
wi th alcohol. she said.
Taylor said she wants to explode the myth and explore the
realityofbingedrinkingoncampus She said students think this
won't happen on their floor, their
building or their campus.
She said an Ohio Wesleyan
University student was recently
killedinafirethere,anddrinking
was found t~ play a role in the
dea th. "It could have happened at
JCU just as easily," she sa id.
In the wake of TEAM (Teaching Effective Alcohol Ma nagement) Wee k, Taylor sa id that is
notenough. "Aone-weekeffortis
not the same as a comprehensive.
ongoing prevention program,"she
said. Taylor is ~king on a personal and professional mission to

continued from page 1
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DO YOU ENJOY USING
MATH AND COMPUTERS
TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY?
• Are You Interested in aHigh-Paying, Secure and
Challenging Career?
• Would You Like to Be Enrolled in a Program that
Consistently Leads to Job Placement?

rrrrrrrrrrrrrttrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Let Us Tell You About Our
M.S. And Ph.D. Programs At Our

OPEN HOUSE
Department of Operations Research
Weatherhead School of Management
Case Western Reserve University

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1996
10:30 A.M.-4:00P.M.
AITENDANCE IS FREE
Acomplimentary lunchwill be served; Reservations ARE required
For information and reservations, contact Jennifer Baker
at (216) 368·3845, or e-mail:~b2@po.cwru.edu

We need m attitude mangel
We arc currmtlu scekif'lg fun, positive people to
service our guests! We'veraised our standards,
and need immediate wait staff members!
If UOUwaf'lllo be part of a NEW ATTITUDE,
applu in person todau!
No experience neccesary. ju to {Jrcot ottitucte.

RUBYTUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACII\VOOO PAVILLION MALL
24325 CIIAORIN BLVD.

464-2700

have a substance abuse prevention
conference sometime this semester.
Jon Ropa r,coordinatorof counseling a nd health services, has
counseled students with drin king
iss ues. According to Ropar, some
st udents have a need for t reatment
outside of JCU. "lt is very d ifficult
for students tostopdrinking wh ile
all thei r peers a re going out to Lee
Road," he said.
Ropar said the ri sks a re just as
serious for binge drinkers as they
are for alcoholics. But he puts t he
responsibi lityto stop bingedrin king back on students beca use they
have the c hoice to change their
ent ire mentality about d rin king.
"When we put up beer tents and
ta ke freshma n to the Flats, we're
saying it's okay to drink," Ropar
said. "Were promoting that mentality, and that's risk y b usiness."
The senior said he does believe
it's possible to find a new solution
to an old problem. "We need to
n
ng
rem edy. If you look at the history,
the problem is still here in 1996.'
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JCU students travel to
see AIDS quilt in D.C.
laltelsha Dobbins
group participated m a ca ndleStaff Reporter
light march ceremony. The
Fifty JCU students and faculty Candlelight March was healing,
joined ove r seven million Ameri- said Ferguson . "Everyone was
cans at the nation'scapital on Sat- coming together no mauer[whatl
urd ay, Oct.
theirraceorgenl2,toparric id e r," sh e said .
pa te
in
"Cand les ex "You don't really
tended from the
"Quilt in the
Capita l."
Ca pitol Building
la b e l ed
knOW hOW many
to the Washingby some as
ton Monummt."
the l a rgest
people have died
Senior Mon A I D S- r e roe France, John
lated even t
Unti/ YOU are
Carroll's gro up
in histor y, It
l eade r for t he
was a week there."
tri p to Washington, said he ree nd d ed iMichelle Bjil me m be rs the
ca ted to remem ber
ca ndlelight serth ose w ho
v ice to be t h e
most remarkable part of the event
have d ied from AIDS.
Durin g their one day stay in
"lt was at t hat moment that I
Washi ngton, D.C., th e JCU group realized just how many people
read na mes of deceased AIDS vic- were actually t here,· he said. "You
tims displayed on quilts, a nd they could just feel the energy."
also attended a cand leligh t march
Mic helle Bjil, a J CU stud ent
ceremony.
who a tte nded the event wi th a nThe NAMES Projec t Founda- ot hergroup,alsofound thecandletion d is played theentire AIDS Me- li ght service to be an eye-opener.
mor ia! Quilt on America's front "lt was amazing to see the whole
law n, t he Nati onal Mall. A bout street lit up," she said. "You don't
4 5,000 AI DS Memoria!Quiltpan- really know how many people
els stretc hed from the Ca pi tol have d ied until you are there."
Bu i ld ing to th e Was hin gton
The Quilt was started in San
Monument, covering 24 acres of Francisco by gay rights activis t
la nd. Eac h pa nel, dedicated to a Cleve Jones a nd a group of volun pe rson whodied from AIDS, was 3 teers. They wanted to express their
grief over the deaths of their loved
feet by 6 feet, the size of a grave.
Tasha Ferguson,JCU's director ones and to make the public aware
of social services, said it took her of the devastation caused by AIDS,
all day to read the pa nels, a nd she accord ing to the National AIDS
was only abl e rn ' ee about half of Quilt website.
Ac cord ing
t hem. "This is so much dea th," she
id.
)(
per nt
deaths were represented on the
quilt s. according to Ferguson.
Sa tu rd ay e ven in g the JC U

~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Freshmen choose candidates for elections
Dan Kyle
Staff Reporter
Resul ts from the Freshman
Class primary elections were announced Tuesday night, narrowing the list of candidates to twelve
for six positions.
The two remaining candidates
for Freshman Class President are
Patrick Scan l an and Melanie
Shakarian.
Scanlan was student council
presidemat his highschool,where
he said he developed leadership
skills that he can use inJCU'sSrudent Union.
Shakar ia n also was president
of her high school student council. Her high school selected her to

carry the Olymptc torch through
parts of Cleveland this summer.
Candidates for freshman class
vice president are Jason Thomas
Dale and Kate Meacham
"I get to know a lot of students,·
Dale said. "I will do what I can to
get involved ."
Meac ham said that she hopes
to get the whole freshman class
involved in school activ iues.
Candidates for freshman class
secretary are Lau ra Fruscella from
Solon , Ohio, and Mandy Novak
from Ch icago, Ill.
Treasurer candidate are Chris
Kerr and Bnan Polomsky.
Four freshme n w ill campaign
fo r two on-cam p us senator posi-

tions. Candida tes are Theresa
Bodnar, Doug Dent ler, Kristina
Egan and Jeremy Onk.
General electrons will be next
Monday and Tuesday in the
Atnum.
JamesSulhvan,Student Union
chief justice,said he hopes most of
theClassof2000will vote in next
week's elections.
"I think the freshme n have a
responsibi lity to vote [beca use)
their first year will determine the
progress for the nex t four years,•
Sullivan said. "This is the greatest
source of powerthefreshman class
holds because the six people they
c hoose wi 11 represent their class
for the whole yea r."

New assistant to act as Shea's link to students
continued from page 1
Czapski also said that his new
position is not meant to discourage students from communica ting w ith Rev. Richard P.Salmi,SJ,
vice president fo r stude nt affairs.
Cza pski, with his wife Cynthia
and their dog Clancey, comes to
Clevela nd from Balt imore, where
he w as born and raised.
This is not the first time Shea
h as hi red Cza pski. ln 1979, when

&tkrget
OllttJI!tf
vote 111 tile
fregitmen

a t Loyola Coll ege in Ma r yland,
Shea hired Czapski as a counselor
and psychology ins tructor. Then
when Shea left his posit10n as di rector of the counseling center ,
Czapskiassumed his role. Czapski
was a t Loyola for 15 yea rs.
"My ini tial reaction to John
Ca rroll is that it's a wond er fu l
place," he sa1 d. "T he students are
very polite a nd friendl y, and they
seem focused on thei r studies."

Cz.apski w11l assume full responsibility for planning com mencement and he will assist in
Shea's plan to bring more j esuits
to the university. He satd that his
position is tmcha rted territory,
and he's not quite sure where it
wi ll go. He does plan on worki ng
close ly with students and fac ulty.
"l thin k studem idea are very
important,"Czapskisaid. "Fr.Shea
t hin ks they are, too."

Po you wam to park on
Mirat~tar ever agalt1?l
The University Heights Planning Committee is going to
discuss whether or not you
can park on the streets around

Oct. 30 at
7:30 p.m.
U n iversi t y
l C U . D o yo u want to take the
Heights City
bus to school every day?
fhet1 get there, et1ough said. H a I I

COLLINS
continued from page 1
ebrant. Slaven is a priest in Youngstown.
Collins is su r vi ved by five
daughters, two of whom are John
Ca rroll graduates. Her husband,
Bill , died suddenly of a heart at tack in July, 1995, Kantz said. "She
never really fully recovered from
that ," Kantz said. "She had been a
different person since. His death
took her heart out of her."
A golf enthusias t, Col! ins spent
a lot of her time on the golf course.
"We liked to take Fridays off from
work and go play anywhere from
27 to 36 holes of golf,• said Doris
Pudloski, director of inst itutional
research.
Pudloski said Collins is one of
the best friend s she will ever have.
"She was one of the kindest, dearest, most Christian people I know. I
learned an awf ullot from her about
faith, love and laughter."

For ~reat bar~ains
on pre- owned
furniture. appliances.
housewares and
clothin'2>. cone to ...

An ancient city with
modern importance.
Vienna is an elegant city in the center of Europe. Its
baroque architecture, cultural importance and proximity
to all Europe has to offer make it an ideal place to study
the politics and cultures of Central·Europe. Our European
Studies program in Vienna offers classes in music, history,
political science, business, psychology and even ecology.
All our courses are taught in English with one Gennan
language class. You'll participate in an extensive ~eldstudy trip to places such as Zurich, Berlin, Brussels,
Budapest and Dresden. Speak to your study abroad advisor
about Beaver College programs or call for a free catalog
today.

THRIFTIQUE
on Larc hne re
open Monday
through Saturday

1.1-S p.m.
One block North of SNoker Square

12611 Larchmere
231-6060

Study Abroad with Beaver College
1.888.BEAVER-9 • 1.888.232.83 79
cea@beaver.edu
http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

Cool Meotts for Z11d attd Jrd prize!
,----------~

1 22 ou. ice beverage 1
I
$2.00
1
1GhouliRh Rhot RpeeialR 1
I
$2.00
I
I free pizza and wingR
1L 9p.m.-midnight _....1

__________ I

The Janglers-Unplugged Jam

1\leet

(~aptain

l\lorgru1!

T-Rhirt and prize giveaways!
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JCU to dedicate Boler School of Business
john Carroll Universi ty will officiall y dedicate the
john M. and Mary jo Boler School of Business this
Samrday at 11 a.m. The Bolers presented the school with
a $10 million match ing gift earlier this year, part of
which will be used to award annual scholarships to
students for the Boler School of Business.
"We are honored to have the Boler name auached
permanently to the School of Business," sa td Fra nk
Navratil , dean of the Boler School "Personally and
professionally, the Bolers have shown themselves to be
exemplary ci tizens. We will contin ue to strive to li ve up
tO their name."
University Hts. to discuss Miramar parking
The University Heights Planning Commission
will meet at City Hall Wednesday night a t 7:30p.m. tO
discuss the possibility of eliminating park ing on
Miramar Blvd. The meeting will be open to the public
for discussion. "As many students as possible should be
there to voice their opinions," said Student Union
President Dora lice Tavolario at a recent Student Union
meeting.
ROTC sponsors blood d rive next wee k
ROTCs annual fall blood drive will be held next
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 29 and 30 from 12:30 p.m.
to 6:30p.m. in the Murphy Room. Free Papa johns pizza
will be available, and donors can also enter a drawing to
win dinner for two at East Stde Mario's.
New debaters win inJV tournament
jim Lynch, a sophomore from Cleveland, and Katie
Lavelle, a freshman from Wooster, debuted in intercollegiate debate with a first place victory in the junior
varsity division of the Motor City Debate Classic last
weekend at Wayne State University. The pair was
undefea ted in their si x prel iminary rounds, and then
won a una nimous dec ision agai nst the Un iversity of
Michigan, Dearborn in the fina l round .

Compiled by To m O'Ko nowitz, amsta nt news ed ito r.

percentage.
During the debate, Daly said , "I
think people should think about
this a bitmoreclearlyand put their
emotions aside."
Daly said that the proposed
election bill, w ith a reduction in
the amount of voters needed in a
referendum included, was released
earlie r and debat e should have
been brought up sooner.
"fThe debate] is sett ing all our
agendas back," Daly sa id. "Why
bring up a t the last minute what 's
bee n going on?"
In a final vote on the entire election s b lil , the St udent Umon
passed it 15 to 8, with an amend-
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with alcohol in the past. He said
he has had unprotected sex when
under the influeceof alcohol. "As
aguyincollege,oneofmymotives
was to get drunk, and another was
to getlaid," he said.
He said his drinking problem
started when he was in junior high
school,said that it got worse when
he came to college.
"College is set up to binge drink,"
he said. "It is widely accepted that
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
you get hammered ," he said .
According to the sen ior, he is a
convicted felon and had always
been in trouble with the law. He
said he has been soberforrwo-anda-half years, the resu lt of entering
three treatment centers. "I could
on! y stay in denial of my si tuat ion
for so long," he said. "I felt like I
didn't know what 1 was doing or

ment that would require 25 percent of the entire s tude nt body to
vote in a referendum.
Another change in the new bill
is a reduction , from t wo-thirds to
one-half, in the required amount
of students voting in favor of a
referendum for it w pass.
The new elections code bill
will for the first time allow election totals to be made public.
ChipRanaletta,chairof theSU
electionscommittee,tried to make
an amendment to the bill that
would kee p totals undisclosed.
"In the past, I know that the
Carroll News has been interested
in publi shmg numbers, and I have
been very against that," he said .
Pam Mason, advisor to the SU,
said that if the public does not

know what the results are, theelecno n might be seen as unfair, wh ich
would bring into question theSU's
credibility.
Underrhe new bi II ," After tabulation,election totals shall be made
public, upon request."
The referendum vote taapprove
the SABB is scheduled to be held
Nov: 4-5, in conjunction w it h the
na tiona l election. lf the referendum was held two weeks ago, 50
percent of the student body wou ld
be required to vote,w ith two-th irds
of them voting in favor of the referendum. Now with the new elections code passed by the SU last
week, 25 percent of the enti re student body must vote in the SABB
referendum ,with half of those voting in favor of it.

"You should wake them every
one or two hours to make sure
that they are not in a coma," she
said. "You should also make sure
the person doesn't vomit in their
sleep because this could lead to
them breat hing their vomit into
their lungs."
She added that if t he person
doesn't respond, they should be
taken to the emergency room immed iately. Ot her signs of alcohol
poisoning are perspirat io n,
flushed skin and deep breathi ng_
McHale said she believes
strongly in the need for prevention and educat ion. She said that
she is aware of at least three reported cases of alcohol poisoning
atJCU this semester. McHalecautions strongly against mixing
drugs and alcoh oL
"Mixing anti-depressants and
alcohol is a deadly combina ti on,"
she sa id_Examples of anti-depressantsare p rozac,zoloft a nd paxil.

have a substance abuse prevention
confe rence sometime this semester.
Jon Ropar,coordinatorof counseling an d health services, has
cou nseled students with dri nking
issues. According to Ropar, some
st udents have a need for treatment
outside of ]CU. "It is very difficult
forstudents tostopdrink ing while
all their peers are going out to Lee
Road," he said.
Ropar said the risks are just as
serious fo r binge drinkers as they
are for alcoholics. But he puts the
responsibility to stop bingedrin kingback on students because they
have the choice to change their
entire me ntality about dr inki ng.
"When we put up beer tents and
take freshman to the Flats, we're
saying it's okay to drink ," Ropar
said. "Were promoting th at mentality, and that's risky busi ness."
The senior said he does believe
it's possible to find a new solution
to an old problem. "We need to
Tlt'!'IO' ----,.,"""'"'~
n
fng
remedy. If you look at the h istory,
the problem is still here in 1996."
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DO YOU ENJOY USING
MATH AND COMPUTERS

TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY!
• Are You lnterested in aHigh-Paying, Secure and
Challenging Career?
• Would You Like to Be Enrolled in a Program that
Consistently Leads to Job Placement?
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Let Us Tell You About Our
M.S. And Ph.D. Programs At Our

tha t he lea rned th e ha rd way that
he can 't handle hard liquor. When
he was a junior in high school he
drank a bottle of gin in one hour,
and as a resu ltwenttot he hospi tal
with a case of alcohol poisoning.
"What !learned from that experience is if your going w dri nk,
do it as modera te! y as possible,"
Paquette said. But Paquette said
thi s ha s n 't stopped him from
d rinking. He said he would consider himself a binge drinker beca use he st ill drin ks a t the end of
the week.
Paquette said he knows he is
lucky tha t his high school fr iends
took him to the hospital and that
his situation wasn't more serious.
According to Rose McHale, a
nurse in the university health service, someone who consumes excessive alcoholshould be observed
frequently during the night

with alco hol. Acetaminophen
(Tylenol), a ty pi cal hangover
"cure," is toxic when combined
wi th alcohol, she sa id.
Taylor said she wa nts to explode the myth and explore the
reality of binge dri nkingon cam pus. She said studen ts think th is
won't hap pen on their floor, their
building or their campus.
She said an Ohio Wesleyan
Universit y student was recently
killed inafirethere,anddrinking
was found t9 play a role in the
dea th. "I t could have happened at
jCU just as easily," she said.
In the wa ke of T EAM (Teaching Effective Alcohol Ma nagement) Week, Taylor sa id that is
not enough. "A one-week effort is
not the same as a comprehensive,
ongoing prevention program," she
said. Taylor is taking on a personaland professional mission to

OPEN HOUSE
Department of Operations Research
Weatherhead School of Management
Case Western Reserve University

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1996
10:30 A.M.-4:00P.M.
ATI'ENDANCE IS FREE
Acomplimentary lunch will be served; Reservations ARE required
For information and reservations, contact JenniferBaker
at (216) 368-3845, or e-mail:jjb2@po.cwru.edu

We need m attitude change!
We are currently seel\iiiQ fun, positive people to
service our guests! We've raised our standards.
and r~eed immediate wa it s!aff members!
If you want to be part of a NEW ATTITUDE,
apply in perso11 today!
No experience necre.'Xlry,ju to grc<lllltlilu<lc.

RUBYTUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACiiWOOO PAVILLION MALL
2432~ CIIAORIN BLVD.

464-2700
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JCU students travel to
see AIDS quilt in D.C.
La ltelsha Dobbin s
group participated m a candleStaff Reporter
light march ceremony. The
Fifty JCU students and faculty Candlelight March was healing,
joined over seven million Ameri - said Ferguson. "Everyone was
cans at the na tion's capi tal on Sat - coming together no matter[whatl
urd ay, Oct.
theirraceorgen12, toparticider," she said .
pate
in
"Cand les ex "Qu ilt in the
"You don't really
tended from the
Capital."
Capito!Building
Labe l ed
knOW hOW many
to the Washingby some as
ton Monument."
t he la rgest
people have died
Senior Mon roeFrance,john
A I D S - r elated evem
Until YOU are
Carroll 's group
in history, it
leader for the
was a week there."
trip to Washingend d edi ton, said he re ca ted to reMichelle Bjil members the
m e m be r
candlelight serth ose w h o
vice to be the
have died from AIDS.
most remarkable panoftheevent.
Duri ng the ir one day stay in
"lt was at that moment t hat I
Wash ington, D.C., t he j CU group realized just how many people
read na mes of deceased AIDS vic- were actually there." he said. "You
ti ms displayed on quilts, and they could just feel the energy."
also attended acandleligh t march
Michell e Bjil, a JCU student
ceremony
who atte nded the eve nt wi th a nThe NAMES ProjCCt Fou nda - ot hergroup,also found thecandletion d isplayedtheent ireAlDS Me- li ght ser vice to be a n eye-open er.
moria[ Quilt on America's front "It was amazing to see t he whole
law n, the Nat ional Mall. A bout street lit up," she said. "You don' t
45,000AIDS MemorialQuiltpan - rea lly k now how many people
els stretch ed from the Capitol have died until you are there."
Bu ild i ng to th e Washi ngton
The Quilt was started in San
Monument, covering 24 acres of Franc isco by gay rights activist
land. Each panel, dedicated to a Cleve jones and a gro up of volun person whod ied from AIDS,was 3 teers. They wanted to express their
grief over thedeaths of their loved
feet by 6 feet, the size of a grave.
Tasha Ferguson,JCUs director ones a nd to m ake the public aware
of social servi ces, said it took her ofthedevastation causedbyAIDS,
all d ay to read the pa nels, a nd she accord ing to the National AIDS
was onl y able tn see abou t half of Quil t we bsite.
Accord ing
them . "T his is so muc h death," she
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Freslmen choose candidates for elections
Dan Kyle
Staff Reporter
Results from the Freshman
Class primary elections were announced Tuesday night, narrowing the list of candidates to twelve
for six positions.
The two remaining candidates
for Freshman Class President are
Patrick Scanlan and Melanie
Shakarian .
Scanlan was student council
president at his highschool, where
he said he developed leadership
skills that he can use injCUsStudent Union.
Shakarian also was president
of her high school st udent coun cil. Her high school selected her to

carry the Olymprc torch through
parts of Cleveland this summer.
Candidates for freshman class
vice president are Jason Thomas
Dale and Ka te Meacham
"!get to know a lot of st udents,"
Dale said. "I will do what I can to
get involved."
Meacha m said that she hopes
to get the whole freshman class
involved in school activ1nes.
Candidates for freshman class
sec retary are Laura Fruscella from
Solon, Oh io, and Mandy Novak
from Ch icago, Ill.
Treasurer candidate are Chris
Kerr and Brian Polomsky.
Four freshmen will campaign
for two on -campus senator pos1-

tions. Candidates are Theresa
Bodnar, Doug Dentler, Kristina
Egan and jeremy Onk.
General elections wrll be next
Monday and Tuesday in the
Atrium .
James Sullivan, Student Union
chiefjusttcc,said he hopes most of
the Class of 2000 wil l vote in next
week's elections.
"I think the freshmen have a
responsibility to vote !because)
their first year will determine the
progress for the next four years,"
Sullivan said. "This is the greatest
source of powerthefreshman class
holds because the six people they
choose will represent their class
for the whole year."

New assistant to act as Shea's link to students
continued from page 1
Czapski also said that his new
position is not meant to discourage students from communicating with Rev. Richard P.Salmi,SJ.,
vice president for st udent affairs.
Czapski, with his wife Cynthia
and t heir dog Clancey, comes to
Cleveland from Balt imore, whe re
he was born a nd raised.
T hi s is not the first time Shea
has hired Czapski. ln 1979, when

at Loyol a College in Ma r yla nd ,
Shea hired Cza pski as a counselor
and psychology instr uctor. T hen
when Shea left his positmn as director of the counseling center ,
Czapskiassumed his role. Czapski
was at Loyola for IS years.
"My in itial reaction to john
Carroll is that it's a wonderful
place," he sa1d. "The students are
ver y polite and frie ndly, and th ey
seem focused on t heir stud ies."

Czapski w t1l assume full responsJbJht y for planning commencement and he will assist in
Sh ea's plan to bring more j esuit s
to the universi ty. He said that his
positton is tmcharted territory,
and he's not quite sure where it
wi l l go. He does plan on working
closely with students and facu lty.
"I t hi nk srudent ideas are very
imponant,"Czapski said. "Fr.Shea
t hinks they are, too."

Po you wam to park o.,

&tterget
011t dl!tf
vote in tlfe
fre.sltme11

MiratMar ever agafM?I
The University Heights Plann1ng Committee is going to
di scuss whether or not you
can park on the streets around
JCU. D o yo u w ant to take the

said.
ly ll per nt
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deaths we re re presented on the
quilts, according to Ferguson
time it was
Sa tu rday e ven in g th e j CU show n in its entire ty.

Oct. 30 at
7:30 p.m.
University

Heights City
fheM get there, eMough said. H a I I
bus to school every day?

COLLINS
continued from page 1
ebrant. Slaven is a pr iest in Youngstown.
Collin s is s ur v ived by five
daughters, two of whom are j oh n
Carroll grad uates. Her husba nd ,
Bill , died s uddenl y of a heart attack injuly, 1995, Kantz said. "She
never really fully recovered from
that ," Kantz said. "She had been a
different person since. His death
took her heart out of her."
A golf enthusiast, Collins spent
a lot of her time on the golf course.
"We liked to take Fridays off from
work and go play anywhe re from
27 to 36 holes of golf," said Doris
Pudloski, director of institutional
research.
Pudloski said Collins is one of
the best friend s sh e will ever have.
"She was one of the kindest, dearest,most Christian people I know. I
lea rned anawfullot from her about
faith, love and laughter."

For <?>reat bar<?>ains
on pre- owned
furniture. appliances.
housewares and
clothin<?>. c one to . . .

An ancient city with
modern importance.
Vienna is an elegant city in the center of. Europe. lts
baroque architecture, cultural importance and proximity
to all Europe has to offer make it an ideal place to study
the politics and cultures of Central Europe. Our European
Studies program in Vienna offers classes in music, history,
political science, business, psychology and even ecology.
All our courses are taught in English with one German
language class. You'll participate in an extensive f.ieldstudy trip to places such as Zurich, Berlin, Brussels,
Budapest and Dresden. Speak to your study abroad advisor
about Beaver College programs or call for a free catalog
today.

THRIFTIQUE
on Larchnere
open Monday
through Sa turday

11-5 p.m.
One bl ock North of Shaker Squa re

12611 Larchmere
231-6060

Study Abroad with Beaver College
1.888.BEAVER..9 • 1.888.232.8379

cea@beaver.edu
http://www.beaver.edu/cea/
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1 22 ou. ice beverage 1
I
$2.00
1
1Ghoulish shot specials 1
I
$2.00
I
1 free pizza and wings
9p.m.-midnight _j

I

l
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The J anglers-Unplugged Jam

1\leet

(~aptail11\lorgan!

T-shirt and prize giveaways!
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Conflict deepening in Northern Ireland
17 months for the first orne since unity. ow the future of Ireland
Tom Mulloy
1922,the year Ireland was granted appears as cloudy as it ever was.
Staff Reporter
After the bombing, U.S PresiSince February 18, the citizens its statehood Mapr was able to
and government of England have conduct the talks without having dent Bill Clinton vowed to conbeen walking on eggshells, won- to focus h1s attention on the IRA. tinuetoworkforpeace. Heis,howdering when and where another Moreover, Adams and the IRA fi- evcr,just a figurehead 111 the negoterrori st attack by the lrish Re- nally had thmdream of a um£ied tiations. Major would also glad\ y
end the IRA's reign of terror, but he
publican Army (IRA) might oc- Ireland within their grasp.
Adams and the IRA believe that has nothing with which to negocur. Thetr ques tions were answered when a series of born bs since Northern Ireland (Ulster) is tiate, nothing he is willing to give
exploded at an English military pan of Ireland it should be ruled up. Ulsterishisonlypossessionof
base in Lisburn,Northern Ireland, as such; it should not be under the any interest to the IRA, and he
on Oct. 8. Noone was killed in this control of England. Major holds refuses to to make cioncessions
attack, but 31 were m jured. This is that England's claim to Ulster was here.
the first bombingin
Bruton is also
Northern Ireland
virtually powerthat the IRA has adlessi n this struggle.
This is the first bombing in
mined to si nee the
Although he and
abrupt end to the1r
Major have atcease-fire earlier Northern Ireland that the IRA has
tern pted to conthis year, but there
tinue talks in the
have been others. It admitted to since the abrupt end
wake of these
is unclear as to how
bombs, they refuse
manymore will octo include Adams.
to their cease-fire earlier this
cur before legitiAdams is the
man of the hour,
mate action is year, but there have been others.
the only one cataken.
pable of ending
The lRA unconditional cease-fire was signed on part of the deal that gave Ireland this near century of fighting. He
September l, 1994. Its objective its statehood in 1922, thus justify- has the power to pull the plug on
was to create a peaceful and safe ing England's control of Ulster. the lRA, which would give he,
environment in which to conduct Both sides have legitimate gripes, Major and Bruton some breathing
peace talks and negotia tions. At so the question is one of steadfast- room. Adams also has the power
to kill any progress by intensifythat time, Irish Prime Minister ness: Who will blink first?
The IRA attempted to answer ing the bombing.
john Bruton met with British
Unfortunately, rig ht now
Prime Minister John Major and when it unceremoniously ended
Gerry Adams, lead er of Sinn Fein, their cease-fire in February. A Adams is enjoying the mind
the political wing of the IRA. Their package of explosives, traveling on games he is playing with Major
goal was to conceive a solution an Ulster bus with an IRA soldier, and Bruton.
As ironic as it seems, he continupon which both sides cou ld exploded when the bus hit a potagree. Unfortunately, that solu- hole. With it went over a year of ues to be theAchilles'heel not only
tion never developed.
hard work and anticipation. De- for Major and Bruton, but also for
Some good did come from this spite the fact that it was an acci- the whole peace process that is
situation, however. Engla nd en- dent, Adams nonetheless used the essential for the unification of
joyed uninhibited peace for over situat ion to resume his crusade for Ireland to be successful.

Mechanical failure suspected in plane crash
TWA Flight 800 investigators are examining a fire-damaged
fuel vem line from the downed jet to see 1f an ignition charge
might have traveled through the vent and sparked an explosion of
the central fuel tank. If this scenario proves to be true it would
mean that mechanical fa1lure downed the jetliner. The fuel vent
line is just one of a number of avenues that investigators are
pursuing as the search for mechanical causes in the July 17 crash
continues to take cemer stage in the absence of any evidence of
sabotage.

Middle class most upset with US politics
A Gallup poll report entitled 'The State of Disunion' has found

that thosewhoaremost worried, upsetandangryaboutAmerican
politics in general are the white, well -educated middle classes
who are most prominently from small towns in the East Central
states and the West. According to the report, those at the bottom
of the socio-economic spectrum are, in fact, the least upset with
the U.S. government.

Survey predicts more hiring than firing
A survey conducted by the American Management Association has found that more companies plan to hire workers than
plan to dismiss them in rhe upcoming year. The study, which
surveyed human resource execut 1ves at 1,441 firms around the
country, found that only one out of every five companies plan to
eliminate jobs within the next nine months, while nearly half of
them plan to add jobs.

Japanese laws break business and political ties
AJapanese report has announced that new political financialdisclosure laws have reduced business donations dramatically
and 1ncreased taxpayer subsidies in this year's japanese national
campaign. The new laws have been instituted in an effort to break
the historic and notorious alliance etween japanese businesses
and the government.

Decreased child labor usage found
The la_bor Department reponed Monday that public pressure
pr uc garments or .. mar e s. e a r panme111 state
that whilerheyare happy about the decrease, many U.S manufacturers and retailers arc not addressing the problem efficiently.
The Labor Department has been campaigning for more than a
year to pressure U5. retailers to police their overseas and domestic
garment manufacturers to protect against the use of child labor.

Shane Subler
Staff Reporter

For the second time in six
months, production at General
Motors Factories across North
America has been disrupted because of a strike at integral GM
parts plants.
More than 26,000 workersf rom
the Canadian Auto Workers
Union (CAW) walked off their jobs
October 2. A!though both GM and
CAW leader Buzz Hargrove have
indicated that a settlement could
comesoon,noagreemem has been

Palestinians walk out on peace talks
Palestinian officials staged a walkout from deadlocked peace
talks with Israeli representatives last Monday night. The Palestinian. stated that the tensions at the bargaining table were due to
the arrogance of Israel negotiators.

World Briefs wcrecompilcd by joe Wholley,Assl5tanl Tnt. News&
Bu itle s Editor. with the aid of wire sources.
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made as of th e time of press.
in their attempt to limit GM's
Nearly 7,500 workers were outsourcing plans. They cite the
idled because of the strike, includ- fact that GM'sCanadian plantsare
ing workers at GM's nearby already far more productive than
Lordstownassemblyplant.ln late those in the U.S. Canada's stateSeptember, howrun health
ever, Hargrove
care system,
indicated that a If GM Is unable to
along with
strike was imthe low Caminent. This led find other ways to
nadian dolGM to run overlar, mean
timeatitsCana- reduce its labor
thatGM'sladian parts plants
bor cost per
to avoid any costs, jobs may have vehicle in
shortages of esCa nada is
sential parts. to be sacrificed...
$10 cheaper
Thishasallowed
than in the
GM to continue
U. S. Beproduction of its light trucks, cause of this, the Big Three and
sport-utility vehicles, and Saturn major japanese auto makers have
cars. These three are currently beensignificantl y expanding proGM's most profitable and success- duction in Canada [on he past five
ful units.
years.Therefore, the CAW is relucThis strike follows a March tant togiveGManyi ndication that
strike at two key Dayton brake reversal of this trend will be acplants,and has shutdow n most of cepted.
GM'sNorthAmerica n production
The outcome of this strike may
for two weeks.
seta precedent forGM'sAmerican
A!though wages and overtime operations. If GM is forced to give
are issues in the strike, the most up too much to the CAW in this
pressing issue, as in the Dayton strike, the United Auto Workers
strike, has been the issue of will have the upper hand in blockoutsourcing. In an attempt to cut ing GM'sf uture outsourcing plans.
costs, GM wants to send some of 1f GM is unable to find other ways
its parts production from more to reduce its labor costs, jobs may
expensive GM-affiliated plants to have tO be sacrificed because of
less expensive outsidecontractors. lost sales to lower cost produce rs
If GM is able to obtain concesThe auto unions, fearing the loss
of union jobs and lower wages re- sions from the CAW, however, it
sulting from outsourcing, have will have momentum going into
staunchly rejected GM's plans to future negotiations. This may lead
do so. GM says it must outsource to plant shutdowns at high-cost
some production to remain com- GM parts factories as production
petitive. GM's labor cost per ve- moves away from GM-affiliated
hicle is already the highest of the factories. Either way, a shake up in
Big Three (auto makers)
the u.s. economy could result.
Hargrove and other CAW lead- GM's "sneeze" could give the rest
ers, however, have remained firm of the nation a "nasty cold".
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Staff Reporter
According to some very favorabk polls, Bill Cl in ton cla1med a
clear victory on Wednesday Oct
16,1996 in the second of the presidential debates.

News Analysis
A CBS v1ewers' poll scored the
first debate a win forCiinton ,50%28%; on Wednesday, I[ was judged
a 62-17 victory fort he president in
a CBS-New York Time survey.
Eve n people who did not see the
second debate gave Clinton a 42 14 win in the polls, based on what
they had heard or read from a secondary source.
Polls are and have always
proved to be a powerful source of
public information, whet her they
are accurate or not. Public opinion polls "a re closing down the
conversations, making people believe th at there is nothing to talk
about; it's all ove r," said Richard
Harwood, a Bethesda, Maryland
public policy analyst. They seem
to be declaring a finished race before the Nov. 5 election results are
even close to being in.
There are areas that Dole can
still possibly work on to close the
gap between the president and
him self. Accord ing to a field poll
taken in California, after both debates had been held, Dole cut
Clinton's 22% lead in half to 10%.
Because California has54electoral votes,Dole is makmgthestate

of the race.
It looks as if there could soil be
a race between Dole and Clinton,
according 10 those who watched
the debates. "Bob Dole came off as
being very authentic and real and
at home," said Harwood He was
sure-footed and relaxed in an area
in which Clinton 1s said to be the
absolute best.
janet Clift, a kindergarten
teacher, graded Clinton's debate
performance as "e xcellent, a!though I would have liked to have
heard a little more about education from both of the candidates."
While both Clinton and Dole
received positive as well as negarive feedback about their performances last Wednesday night, the
question remains-- what was the
"rea\" effect that the debates had
on the general voting public?
With fewer than one in lO voters undecided on their choice for
president, the debate may have
been less about picking sides and
moreaboutfindingreasons to stay
withaparticularpartyandwhich
cand idate to continue to support.
If that is whatthedebates were to
the viewers, then it appears that
Dole has an arduous task ahead of
him to turn the campaign around
in the final days before Nov: 5.
Another type of poll introduced in these presidential debates,debate-night 'i nstant' polls,
brings a whole new perspective
into the race. A sample of those
watching had their immediate reactions measured and those reactions have become the opinions

1on is based on. These opimons
are magnified as time goes by and
people absorb the commentanes
made and mformation becomes
second, third, and fourth handed
to represent something resem- Kristen Schneldler
blingfirst-hand truth. The pubhc Int. News & Business Editor
and professional criticisms and
Not letting the bad weather
analyses continue to build upon rain on h1s parade, President
one another.
Clinton did not disappomt the
All of the polls that feed into (estimated) 15,000 people await
public opinion and publicfeehngs ing his arrival at Cuyahoga Comconcerning a candidate have a munity College's Western Camgreat effect The fact that they are pus in Parma Monday morning.
quicklyproducedandeasytoread
"I won't let the rain bother me
allow them to frequently be the if you don'tlet it bother you," said
primary source of information Clinton. The crowd cheered
that the public draws from . Poll- Clinton on despite the ram, and
stershavepowerintheseelections, the numerous umbrellas that kept
perhaps more so than ever before. many from getting a view of the
The candidates have an interest- pres1dent. "I was a little disaping fight ahead of them. "We are pointed because of the weather
going to get tough in this cam- and because l couldn't see Clinto n
paign. You haven't seen anything very well, but it was still excityet," said Dole.
ing," said john Carroll University
An underlying problem for junior Beth Arakaki
these candidates is that "this elecDue to the rain, Clinton's
tion has followed a story line that speec h may have been a little on
hasn't changed much since the the short side in length , but was
beginning," said Harwood. Essen- not short on substance. The first
tially, the polls only further these issue the president addressed was
inioal behefsaboutthecandidates the economy, accentuating that
and the race between them. john "we have 10.5 million more pbs"
Ca rroll students can attest to the than four years ago, and that "the
public'srelianceon pollresultsand unemployment rate has decreased
whatthespindoctorshaveLOsay from 7 percent to 4 8 percent."
about them. 'The polls are right. Clinton added that dunng his four
Dole is too old and he cannot re- years in office the crime rate has
late to the youth,' said sophomore also gone down.
Mike Majesky.
The issue of the day, however,
But, keep in mind that despite was education. Prior to the
whatthepollsmayimply,theelec- president's speech, several loca l
tion has not yet taken place.
Democrats spoke, addressing the

Clinton rallies through rain

lu

Flats West Bank

importance of education The introductoryspeakers included lOth
Congressional district candidate
Dennis Kucimch and U.. Senator
john Glenn, who said "education
is the key here."
Clinton focused on several aspects of educauon, including the
Head tan program, h1s college
"direct loan program," the importance of the Department of Education (which he made sure to
point out Dole'sopposaion to)and
his hope for seeing to itt hat everyone 1s able to get a c liege ed ucati on regardless of their mcome
level linton told those present
that ' weare gomgto invest in education together." which was received by a great amount of cheers
from the numerous student
group present.
Clinton's visn to the Cleveland
area this week was just the latest
m a string of visits from both
Clin ton and Republican presidential nominee Bob Dole to this area.
The rail y, despite its br vny,
succeeded in pumpin g up th e
crowd, whi h tncludcd a number
of jCU student . One of those tudents,junior Lon Roddy, was a bit
more fortunate than most "It was
great.. I got to shake President
Clinton's hand after his speech,
along with nator Glenn' . We
JUSt kept pushing our way up to
the front, and Iu ked out."
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Conflict deepening in Northern Ireland
unity. Now th e future of Ireland
appears as cloudy as it ever was.
After the bombing, U.S. PresiSmce February 18, the citizens
dent Bill Clinton vowed to conand government of England have
tinue to work for peace. He is, howbeen walking on eggshells, won ever, just a figurehead in the negodering when and where another
tiations. Major would also gladly
terrorist attack by the Irish Reend the IRA's reign of terror, but he
publican Army (IRA ) might ochas nothing with which to negocur. Their questiOns were antiate, nothing he is willing to give
swered when a series of bombs
up. Ulsterishisonlypossessionof
exploded at an English military
any interest to the IRA, and he
base in Lis burn. Northern Ire !and,
refuses to to make cioncessions
on Oct. 8. Noone was killed in this
here.
attack, but 31 were injured. This is
the first born bing in
Bruton is also
virtually powerNorthern Ireland
that the IRA has adlessin this struggle.
This is the first bombing in
mitted w since the
Although he and
abrupt end to their
Major have atcease-fire earlier Northern Ireland that the IRA has
tempted to conthis year, but there
tinue talks in the
have been others. It admitted to since the abrupt end
wake of these
is unclear as to how
born bs, they refuse
manymorewillocto include Adams.
to their cease-fire earlier this
cur before legitiAdams is the
man of the hour,
mate action is year, but there have been others.
the only one cataken.
The IRA unconpable of ending
ditional cease-fire was signed on part of the deal that gave Ireland this near century of fighting. He
September l, 1994. Its objective its statehood in 1922, rhus justify- has the power to pull the plug on
was to create a peaceful and safe ing England's control of Ulster. the IRA, which would give he,
environment in which to conduct Both sides have legitimate gripes, Major and Bruton some breathing
peace talks and negotiations. At so the question is one of steadfast- room. Adams also has the power
that time, Irish Prime Minister ness: Who will blink first?
to kill any progress by intensifyjohn Bruton met with British
The IRA attempted to answer ing the bombing.
Unfortunately, right now
Prime Minister john Major and when it unceremoniously ended
Gerry Adams, leader of Sinn Fein, their cease-fire in February. A Adams is enjoying the mind
the political wing of the IRA. Their package of explosives, traveling on games he is playing with Major
goal was to conceive a solution an Ulster bus with an IRA soldier, and Bruton.
upon which both sides could exploded when the bus hit a potAs ironic as it seems, he continagree. Unfortunately, that solu- hole. With it went over a year of ues to be the Achilles' heel not only
hard work and anticipation. De- for Major and Bruton, but also for
tion never developed.
Some good did come from this spite the fact that it was an acci- the whole peace process that is
situation, however. England en- dent, Adams nonetheless used the essential for the unification of
joyed uninhibited peace for over situation to resume his crusadefor Ireland to be successfuL
17 mont hs for the first time since
l922,the year Ireland was granted
Its statehood. Major was able w
conduct the talks without having
to focus his attention on the IRA.
Moreover, Adams and the IRA finally had theirdreamof a unified
Ireland within their grasp.
Adams and the IRA believe that
si nee Northern Ireland (Ulster) is
part of Ireland it should be ruled
as such; it should not be underthe
control of England. Major holds
that England'sclaim to Ulster was

Tom Mulloy

Staff Reporter

Mechanical failure suspected in plane crash
TWA Flight 800 investigators are examining a fire-damaged
fuel vent line from the downed jet to see if an ignition charge
might have traveled through fhe vent and sparkedanexplosion of
the central fuel tank. If th1s scenario proves to be true it would
mean that mechanical failure downed the jetliner. The fuel vent
line is just one of a number of avenues that investigators are
pursuing as the search for mechanical causes in the July 17 crash
continues 10 take cenrer stage in the absence of any evidence of
sabotage.

Middle class most upset with U.S. politics
A Gallur poll report entitled "TheStateof Disunion' has found
that those who are most worried, upset and angry aboU[American
politics in general are the white, well -educated middle classes
who are most prominently from small towns in the East Central
states and the West According to the report, those at the bottom
of the socio-economic spectrum are, in fact, the least upset with
the US. government.

Survey predicts more hiring than firing
A survey conducted by the American Management Associa-

tion has found that more companies plan to hire workers than
plan to dismiss them in the upcoming year. The study, which
surveyed human resource executives at 1,441 firms around the
counrry, found that only one out of every five companies plan to
eliminate pbs w11h1n the next nine months, while nearly half of
them plan to add jobs.

japanese laws break business and political ties
Ajapanese report. has announced that new political [mancialdisclosure laws have reduced business donations dramatically
and increased taxpayer subsidies in this year's japanese national
campaign. The new laws have been instituted in an effort to break
the historic and notorious alliance etweenjapanese businesses
and the government.

Decreased child labor usage found
The Labor Department reported Monday that public pressure
pr

ucegarments or .. mar ets. e a r epartmentstate
wl11le they are happy about the decrease, many U.S. manufacturers and retailers arc not addressing the problem efficiently.
The Labor Department has been campaigning for more than a
year to pressure U.S. retailers to police their overseas and domestic
garment manufacturers to protect against the use of child labor.
1 hat

Shane Subler
Staff Reporter

For the second time in six
months, production at General
Motors Factories across North
America has been disrupted because of a strike at integral GM
parts pia nts
More than 26,000 workers from
the Canadian Auto Workers
Union(CAW)walked off their jobs
October 2. AI though both GM and
CAW leader Buzz Hargrove have
indicated that a settlement could
come soon, no agreement has been

Palestinians walk out on peace talks
Pales Irnian off1cials staged a walkout£ rom deadlocked peace
talks With Israeli representatives last Monday night. The Palestinians stated that the tensions at the bargaining table were due to
the arrogance of Israel negotiators.

World Brirj1 werrcompilcd by joe Wholley,Assistant Int. News&
Business Editor, with thr aid of wi rc souras.
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made as of the time of press.
in their attempt to limit GM's
Nearly 7,500 workers were outsourcing plans. They cite the
idled because of the strike, includ- fact that GM'sCanadian plants are
ing workers at GM's nearby already far more productive than
Lords town assembly plant. In late those in the U.S. Canada's stateSeptember, howrun health
ever, Hargrove
care system,
indicated that a If
is unable to
along with
strike was imthe low Caminent. This led fjntJ Other WayS tO
nadian dolGM to run overlar, mean
time at its Cana- reduce its labor
thatGM'sladian parts plants
bor cost per
to avoid any
jobs may have vehicle in
shortages of esCanada is
sential parts.
$10
cheaper
be sacrificed...
Thishasallowed
than in the
GM to continue
U. S. Beproduction of its light trucks, cause of this, the B1g Three and
sport-utility vehicles, and Saturn major japanese auto makers have
cars. These three are currently beensignifica ntl yexpand ing proGM's most profitable and success- duction in Canada for the past five
ful units.
years. Therefore,the CAW is relucThis strike follows a March tant togiveGMany indica tion that
strike at two key Dayton brake reversal o[ this trend will be acplants, and has shut down most of cepted.
GM'sNorth American production
The outcome of this strike may
for two weeks.
seta precedent forGM'sAmerican
Although wages and overtime operations. If GM is forced to give
are issues in the strike, the most up too much to the CAW in this
pressing issue, as in the Dayton strike, the United Auto Workers
strike, has been t he issue of will have the upper hand in blockoutsourcing. In an attempt to cut ing G M's futureoutsourcing plans.
costs, GM wants to send some of If GM is unable to find other ways
its parts production from more to reduce irs labor costs, jobs may
expensive GM-affiliated plants to have to be sacrificed because of
lessexpensiveoutsidecontractors. lost sales to lower cost producers.
The auto unions, fearing the loss
If GM is able to obtain concesof union jobs and lower wages re- sions from the CAW, however, It
sulting from outsourcing, have will have momentum going into
staunchly rejected GM's plans to future negotiations. This may lead
do so. GM says it must outsource to plant shutdowns at high-cost
some production to remain com- GM parts factories as production
petitive. GM's labor cost per ve- moves away from GM-affiliated
hicle is a) ready the highest of the factories. Either way, a shakeup in
Big Three (auto makers).
the u.s. economy could result.
Hargrove and other CAW lead- GM 's "sneeze" could give the rest
ers, however, have remained firm of the nation a "nasty cold"

GM

costs,
to
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Polling proving to be potential problem
Lisa Viscusi
Staff Reporter

According to some very favorabk polls, Bill Clmton claimed a
clear victory on Wednesday Oct.
16, 1996 in the second oft he presidential debates.
'

News Analysis

A CBS viewers' poll scored the
first debate a win forClimon,50%289o; on Wednesday, It was judged
a 62-17 victory for the president in
a CBS-New York Times survey.
Even people who did not see the
second debate gave Clinton a 4214 win in the polls, based on what
they had heard or read from a secondary source.
Polls are and have always
proved to be a powerful source of
public information, whether they
are accurate or not. Public opinion polls "are closing down the
conversations, making people believe that there is nothing to talk
about; it's all over," said Richard
Harwood, a Bethesda, Maryland
public policy analyst. They seem
to be declaring a finished race before the Nov. 5 election results are
even close to being in.
There are areas that Dole can
still possibly work on to close the
gap between the presidenl and
himself. According to a £ie1d poll
taken in Ca liforni a, after both debates had been held, Dole cut
Clinton's 22% lead in half to 10%.
BecauseCalifornia has 54 electoral votes,Dole ismakingthestare

his prime target for the remainder
of the race.
It looks as if there could still be
a race between Dole and Clinton,
according to those who watched
the debates. "Bob Dole came off as
being very authentiC and rea land
at home," said Harwood. He was
sure-footed and relaxed in an area
in which Clinton is said to be the
absolute best.
Janet Clift, a kindergarten
teacher, graded Clinton's debate
performance as "excellent , although I would have liked to have
heard a little more about education from both of the candidates."
While both Clinton and Dole
received positive as well as negative feedback about their performanceslastWednesdaynight, the
question remains-- what was the
"real" eflecr that the debates had
on the general voting public?
With fewer than one m 10 voters undecided on their choice [or
president, the debate may have
been less about picking sides and
more about finding reasons to stay
with a particularparryand which
cand idate to continue to support.
If that is what the debates were to
the viewers, then it appears that
Dole has an arduous task ahead of
him to turn the campaign around
in the final days before Nov. 5.
Another type of poll introduced in these presidential debates,debate-night "instant' polls,
brings a whole new perspective
into the race. A sample of those
watching had their immediate reactions measured and those reactions have become the opinions

that speculation of public opmion IS based on. These opinions
are magnified as nme goes by and
people absorb the commentaries
made and informauon becomes
second, third, and fourth handed
to represent something resem bling lirst-hand truth. The public
and professional criticisms and
analyses continue to bUild upon
one another.
All of the polls that feed into
public opinion and public feelings
concernmg a candidate have a
great effect. Thefact that they are
quick) y produced and easy to read
allow them to frequently be the
primary source of information
that the public draws from. Pollsters have power in these elections,
perhaps more so than ever before.
The candidates have an interesting fight ahead of them. "We are
going to get tough in this campaign. You haven't seen anything
yet," said Dole.
An underlying problem for
these candidates is that "this election has followed a story line that
hasn't changed much since the
beginning," said Harwood. Essentially, the polls only further these
in itial beliefsaboutthecandidates
and the race between them. john
Carroll students can attest to the
public's reliance on poll resu Irs and
what the spin doctors have to say
about them. 'The polls are right.
Dole is too old and he cannot relate to the youth,' said sophomore
Mike Majesky.
But, keep in mind that despite
what the polls may imply, theelection has not yet taken place.
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Election '96 Update
Clinton rallies through rain
Kristen Schneldler
Int. News & Business Editor

ot letting the bad weather
rain on his parade , Pres1dcnt
Clinton did not disappoint the
(estimated) 15,000 people await ing his arrival at Cuyahoga Community College's Western Cam
pus tn Parma Monday morning.
"l won'tlet the rain bother me
if you don't let it bother you," said
Clinton. The crowd cheered
Clinton on despite the rain , and
the numerous um brei las that kept
many from gettmg a view of the
president. "I was a little disappointed because of the weather
and because Icouldn't see Clinton
very well, but it was still exciting," said John Carroll University
junior Beth Arakaki.
Due to the rain, Clinton's
speech may have been a little on
the short side in length, but was
not short on substance. The first
issue the president addressed was
the economy, accentuating that
"we have 10.5 million more jobs"
than four years ago, and that "the
unem ploymcnt rate has decreased
from 7 percent to 4.8 percent."
Clinton added that d unng hIS four
years in office the crime rate has
also gone down.
The issue of the day, however,
was education. Prior to the
president's speech , several local
Democrats spoke, addressing the

importance of education. The introductory speakers inc! uded lOth
Congressional district candtdate
DennisKucinichandU .Senator
john Glenn, who sa1d "education
is the key here."
Clinton focused on several aspects of education, mcluding the
Head Start program, h1s college
"direct loan program," the Importance of the Department of Education (wh1ch he made sure to
point out Dole'sopposition to)and
his hope for seemg to Itt hat everyone i able to get a c llcge education regardless of their mcome
level. Clinton told those present
t hat "wearegomg to invest in education together," wh1ch was re eived by agreatamountof cheers
from the numerous student
groups present
linton's visit to the level and
area this week was just the latest
in a string of visits from both
Ch n ton andRe publican presidential nominee Bob Dole to rht area.
The rally, despite its brevay,
ucceeded in pumping up the
crowd, whi h 111 luded a number
of J U students. One of those students,junior Lori Roddy, was a bit
more fortunate than most. "lr was
great... I got to shake President
Climon' hand after his speech,
along with Senator Glenn·~ . We
just kept pushing ur way up co
the front, and lucked out."

FEATURES
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Tons of tricks up his sleeve
Sislo thrills crowds with "Reel Magic" show
Sara E. Buss
Staff Reporter

Jim ish• started performmg
at the age of ftve.
It was then thatStslo's mother
bought him hts first magic kit
from K- marr , and he has nor
stopped performmg smce. His
audience has grown considerably
smce that first ki L
Last summer, from Memorial
Day ro Labor Day, 33,477 people
saw Sisto's magic show at Geauga
Lake Amusement Park, according
tojohn Alan ,enrerramment manager at the park "Jim is very popular at the park He is missed when
he is not there," said A Ian
Sislo, TV Specialist in the
communications department,
said the same thtngs mtngue him
about magtc now as when he was
young. 1Magic] is very clever. lt
inspires you, It makes you thin k,"
said Sislo.
Sislo has worked hard at makmg people t hink. Sislo desc ri bed
lea rnt ng magic as a catc h 22 sit uation "Mag1c has been aro und forever, and no one wants togi ve away
[the sec retsl,"sa td Sislo. Before being let in on the tricks of th e grea t
magicia ns, Sislo sa id he s pe nt
hours learnmg wha t he ca ll s "library tricks," which are considered beginner leve l tricks by professional magicians and are explained in books about magic.
In order to become a member
of t he Society of American Magicia nsand the In ternational Brotherhood of Magi ians, he had to
rary tricks for
some of the members. By doing
this, a magJcJan gains c redibili ty
a nd shows he is serious abo ut perform ing magic, according to Sislo.
Meel ingpeopleafterthe hows

"Every magician
needs a trick with
bunnies."
Jim Sis lo
is ht s favor ite pa rt of per fo rming,
said Stslo, who redttsElv is Presley
as h1s mspiration in s how business
Both cht lclren and ad ultsenjoy
th e show. he sa td. "l wa nt the audie nce to have a good time, to be
tns p1 red and to enJOy the show,"
sa id Si lo. lnorderto promOte audience e njoyment, L lo said he
Incor porales music, form Prince
to Yan ni, Into his magtc s hows
For the aud ience to enjoy themselves they have to hke the magi-

Now you see it, now you don't: Sislo shows off his
amazing talents.

Jtnnl(erScrey

ci an, yet the m agician is con- Ha lloween celebration. He sa id
stan d y fooli ng t hem, Sislo sai d. hedevelopeda di fferentshowwith
"Theretsah ne li ne,' between mak- a Halloween theme for the occaing an aud ie nce feel foolish and sia n. "Halloween is the magicia n's
makmg them feel important.
favorite time of the year,"Sislosaid.
No matter what a ud ie nce he
Ala n sa id Sislo's Hallowscream
is performing for, Sislo said t hat shows were well attended , with
someone always insists there is a an ywhere from 50 to 100 people
tra pdoor or a mirror th at explains attending each show. "His show
a particulartrick orillusion. Wha t this year was imm ensely popudoes Sis lo do then? Simple. "I do a lar," said Alan , wh o hopes to exmind-reading trick," he sa id.
pand the magic s how next sum Sislosaid he never ti red of per- mer.
for mi ng the same show at Gea uga
Sislo said hi s mos t recent ca mLake th is past summer. He said, pus performance was at Lil' Sibs
"There IS always a new audience weekend last year. He has previthat has a different reaction, (of- o~ly performed during Parents
r rm new ener y.•
Weekend and ch ari ty even
nAian has seen most of Sisto's efi ti ng Rainbow Bab ies a nd
shows at Gea uga Lake. and he de- Children 's Hospital at Carroll.
The l993graduateofjohnCarsc nbes the show as fun. "[Sislolisa
happy guy. and that really comes roll University said his two loves
across in his s hows." said Ala n. of magic a nd television are interSislo gtves a w idely di versified twined. "Making television is an
show, he said, there is something illusion ," saidSislo."Thingsarenot
in his shows for everyone. "jim the way they seem."
st rives to p ut on the best show
Sislosaidheworksmainlywith
that he can." Al an said.
ed iting and computer gra phics
"My favo ri te on -stage trick and he is also on hand to help th e
would pro bably be Houdi ni's JCT V News run sm oothly. AtMetamorphosis," in w hic h the though he does not teac h classes
magician and his ass istant ap pear at Car roll, Sislo said he can help
to switc h places, Sislo said. His st ud ents wit h their TV cla sses.
favorit e up-close tr ick is his
He furthe r integrated his two
"s ponge bunny" trick, because ca reers by sta rting h is own comafr er all "every magician needs a pany, "Reel Magic Produc tions."
t rick wi th bunnies."
Localbusinessesco ntacthiscomln this trick, both the magician pa nyto createlogoanimationsfor
and the aud ience member clench their compa nies.
o n sponge bu nny. Then the bunny
Sislo has high goalsfor both his
fro m the magicia n's ha nd disap- magic and television careers. He
pears a nd reappears in the audt - has always wanted to do his show
e nce member's ha nd,sa id Sislo. He on a cruise li ne, though he admitsa id he enjoys the trick beca use red he would not want to make a
the magtc literall y ha ppens in the lifestyle out of it. As far as televia udic nce's hands
sion is concerned , Sislo sai d, "I
Last weekend,Stslocom ple tcd want to continue to make good
h1 s last m agic sho w a t TV, build the business-it's allfun
Ha llow cream, Gea uga Lake's • to me."
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ROTC: Summer
adventures at
Fort Bragg
Julie Thorud

~
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Staff Reporter
Leadership,
personal
growth, practJcal expenence,
management
training,
responsibility...all these are essential to success in college and
in a career.
According to Capt. Michael
]. Recenillo, assistant professor
for the department of military
science, those qualities can be
obtained through the ROTC
(Reserve Office r's Training
Corps) courses offered at john
Carroll University.
One of the m ain goals tha t
ROTC cadets train for is the six
week Advance Camp at Fort
Bragg, N.C Cadets participate
in this camp during the sum -

"It's one thing for
a 22-year-o/d
college junior to
do that sort of
thing, and
another for a 60year-o/d man like
me."
W.O. Bookwalter

mer between their junior and
senior year.
Advance Camp is a training
session that gives the cadets
hands-on experience for the
Army. During the past summer session JCU's
W.D.
Bookwalter, assistant to the
president, joined the cadets.
Bookwalter was an institutional representative for Carroll at the camp. He spent two
working days this past June at
Fort Bragg to get a sample of
what the six week experience
is like for a ROTC cadet.
Bookwalter even got out of
his day today uniform of a suit
and bow tie to participate in a
few of the events that the cadets actually do.
One of the three events that
he conquered was the slide for
life. Bookwalter found this to
be the most exciting event at
camp. Heexplained ,"Thereisa
steel cable attached to a tower
in which you climb to the top.
Thenyougeta hold of a bar and
you 'slide for life' about 150
yards into water."
The two other events were
repelling down a 30-foor tower
andcrossinga river bywalking
across a rope. Bookwalter commented, "It's one thing for a 22year-old college junior to do

that sort of th ing, and another
for a 60-year-old man like me."
Advance Ca mp requires extensive training for the cadets.
Lt. Eric Krantz, who had previouslycompleredthecamp,said,
"Advance Camp was a challenge but this university prepared us so I had no trouble
completing it."
The camp is diVided into
three phases with each phase
last ing approxima tely two
weeks. First there is an individual evalua tion. It tests how
well one performs land navigation, how well one s hoots a
weapon , and o ne's over all
physical condition.
The second phase is an orientation to weapons and army
jobs. Cadets learn infantry,
armor and aviation. The aim
is to prepareand test for combat skills.
The third phase takes
place on the field. Here, cadets are put in com bat situations to show leadership and
skil.l and to test their overall
knowledge of what they have
learned through the ROTC
programs, classes, and training from the first th.ree years.
Receniello was proud to
say th a t, on average, "JCU
scores in all three phases
were above the average camp
score."

Request line: 397-4438
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Leave your manners at home
Dick's Last Resort offers adventurous dining experience
Kimberly Dunnlngs

men u. Shack said, "We put no limitations
on what the staff can do. In fac t, we make
Outrageous is the best way to descri be people pl ay the accordian, smg weird songs
Dick's Las t Resort, a resta ura nt on th e East a nd do all kinds of crazy stuff du ring their
Ba nk of the Fla ts.
inter view before we will h ire them."
At Dtck'sc usromers will not find things
However, at Dtck's Last Resort it is not
they are acc ustomed to at other restaura nts, j~t the mem bersof the staff whoactoutrasuc h as manners, plates, rules, matching geous. Shack sa id tha t manycustomersjoin
chairs or fi ne artwork. Ed Shack, a manager in on the fun a Iso
at Dick's,described the resta ura nt as an "en"Custom ers bring in thei r blow-up dolls,
tertainmem faci li ty with no hmits." Shack they get up on th e tables and dance and
added, "People throw napkins a nd c hicken they never hesitate to yell back at thetr
bon es all the ti me."
waiter or waitress." Shack said.
At Dick's their ph ilosoph y is tha t joints
Sh ack added that most of the wild bewith good food are a d ime a dozen. The re- havior takes place af ter II p.m. "This is a
fore. they foc us their a ttention on giv ing place whe re the whole fa mily can come to
their c ustomers a new experie nce in a laid have a good time. Paren ts love when we
back a tm osphere.
Saran Wrap their kids to cha irs or wrap
t hem up in toile t paper and
put th em out si de w ith s igns
hangin g
around th eir
necks that say
'will work fo r
food,'" he said.
Be c ause
Dick's offers a
new experience
to patrons. they
ask people at
Ed Shack the door if they
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - have ever been
there before. lf
Instead of giving customers menus to they have not, staff members explain what
read, the waitresses and waiters yell the to expect to them. "We can pretty much
conrentsof the menu to customers. One of read people to see how far we can go with
the waitresses got tired of yelling so she them." said Shack. ·After all , we just want
decided to wea r a huge sign describing the to have fun and not offend anyone."
Staff Reporter

But at Dick'st hey domore th a n just serve
customers their food in metal b uckets and
yell through bull horns. On Ha ll oween,
Dick's will have a blood drive and a costume contest.
The blood d rive for the Amenca n Red

"Parents love when we Saran Wrap
their kids to chairs or wrap them up In
toilet paper and put them outside with
signs hanging around their necks that
say 'will work for food.' "

Cross is open to t he public and Wl ll be from
10 a. m. to 2 p.m. Staff a nd nurses w ill be
dressed in costumes to get everyone pumped
for the evening's costume contest.
Donors w ill begivenappetize rsa nd "vi rgin" Blood y Ma ry's. They will a lso receive a
free dessert with a lunc h purchase a nd a
coupon for Dick's.
Once all the blood is drained and the
vampires head home, Dick's will transform
into the "Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Maim." Creative souls are encouraged to d ress in their
most outlandish get-up The grand prize
will be $500 and runners- up will receive
gift certificates and oth er prizes. T he staff
at Dick's warn that wimpy pirates and
witches should stay home!
Patricia Stolmann from Shaker Heights
said that"everyoneshould come to Dick's at
least once, because it is a very unique place
Lhat has nothing bur laughs to offer."

camp is not intended to be
how one will react in tense
situations. Headded,"Butit's
not intended to break you."
Bookwalter, Receniello and
Krantz admitted they do not
understand why more people
don't take advantage and participate in ROTC.
Bookwalter recommends
rakingadvantageofROTC. "It's
a good way to help pay for your
education. You also get more
valueoULof challenge and more
value our of life," he said.
Not only the Advance
Camp,buttheentireROTCprogram works to build self confidence and self esteem.
"If you are going to lead
people you need to be confident." he said.
The Advance Camp is the
one chance that ROTC cadets
have ro prove their leadership
ability and practice everything
that they have learned in their
train ing at Carroll
Although the early morning
marches, the intense physical
training and the difficult military science courses may be a
challenge, ROTC can offer a
challenging way to prepare for
stressful situations. such as at
the Advance Camp.
"This is a unique experience.
It can really benefit those who
want to put forth the effort,"
Bookwalter said.

OCT30
It's what everyone will be wondering if you don't show up at 7:30PM
the Unive~ity Heights Pl annin~ Comm~ttee meeting where UH CITY
there w1ll be a vote on banmng parkmg on Miramar.
HALL

Year: Junior
Major: Biology
What i~ the one thing yoc
can't make it through life
without?: A prayer
What is the most interesting
thing you have ever read?: A
Brief Hiscory o(Time by Stephen
Hawking
Who is the person who influenced you most in your life?:
My father because of his wisdom,
experience and love.
Describe your perfect professor: Edward James O lmos 1n Stand
and Deliver
If you could be any spice, which
would you pick?: Cinnamon,
because I'm sweet in moderation.
inkrrTNtioo ' """""" b'f 11nn1 01 Franco:
~o by ~ T..,..,

..
Y "'"'<--.~
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easy. It creates stress to see

Parking PARKING parking where can I park?
Only on WUJC, 88.7 FM
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SALE DATES

10/29/96- 11/5/96

WHO:

ALL JCU STUDENTS, FACUL1Y, STAFF & ADMINISTRATORS

WHAT:

SUBMIT A MAXIMUM OF ONE ORIGINAL ART PIECE PER CATIGORY FOR
D,ISPLAY AND CASH AWARDS!

CATEGORY
CATEGORY
CATEGORY
CATEGORY

1: DRAWINGS (PASTILS, CHARCOAL, PEN & INK ...)
U PAINTINGS(WATIRCOLORS. OILS . ..)
J: PHOTOORAPHY(COLOR&BL.ACK& WHITI)
4: CERAMICS, SCUlPTURES & METAL WORKS

WHERE:

ART WORK MUST BE REGISTIRED & SUBMITITD ON MONDAY, NOV. 4
BITWEEN 9AM-IPM IN THE GRASSELLILIBRARY LOBBY.

WHEN:

DISPLAY WILL BE UP TUESDAY, NOV. 5-FRIDAY, NOV. IS. JUDGING WILL
TAKE PLACE AT THE END OF THE DISPLAY.

HOW:

GET INVOLVED AND SHARE YOUR MASTIRPIECESl ART WORK MUS HA\IE
BEEN CREATID BY THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
STUDENTS: DURING YOUR JCU TENURE OR IN YOUR LAST YEAR
OF HIGH SCHOOL.
FACULTV. STAFF & A!)MINISTRATQRS: WITHIN THE LAST lWO

YEARS.
I.ONJOIIiD IY WW<, OPfiCI or tiiiDiN<E LIPS • Till JCU IICINT.....AL COMMmll.
CALL X4401 WITH ANY QUIJTIONII
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Tons of tricks up his sleeve
Sislo thrills crowds with "Reel Magic" show
Sara E. Buss
staff Reporter - - Jim Sbh• staned performmg
at the age of five.
It was then th.tt Sisto" mother
bought l11m his first magic k1t
from K-mart. and he has not
stopped pcrformmg since His
aud1ence has grown considerably
since rhat first kit
Last summer. from Memorial
Day to Labor Day, 13.477 people
saw S1slo's magic show at Geauga
Lake A muscment Park,accordmg
to john Alan.entenamment manager an he park "jnn is verypopularatthepark. He is missed when
he is not there." said AJan.
S1slo, TV Spcc1alist m the
communications dep.utment,
satd the same th1ngs mtrigue him
about magic now as when he was
young. "!Magic] is very clever. 1t
insp1res you, it makes you thmk,"
said Sislo
Sisto has worked hard at makmg people thmk. Sislo desert bed
learmng magic as a catch 22 situation "Magic has been around forever, and noone wamsLOgtveaway
Ithe secrets]," said Sislo. Before being let m on the tricks of the great
magicians , Sislo said he spent
hours learmng what he calls "library tricks." which are constdered beginner level tricks by pro
fessional mag1cians and are explamed in books about magic.
In order to become a member
of rhe Society of American Magiciansand the Interna tiona l Brotherhood of Magicians. he had to
r ry rrl k ~ r
some of the members. By domg
this, a magtcran ga1ns credibility
and shows he is serious about performmg magic, accord ing toSislo.
Meeu ng people after the shows

"Every magician
needs a trick with
bunnies."
jim Sis lo
is h1s favo m e part of perform mg.
satdS1slo,w hocredus Flvis Presley
as his inspi ralt n in s how busi·
ne s
Both chilu ren and adu lts enJOy
theshow,hcsatd "I want the audience to have a good rune, to be
insptred and to cn_10y the show,"
said islo In ordcrro promote audience enJOyment. islo aid he
incorporates musrl , form Prince
to Yanni. Into h1s magic shows
Fort he audience to enjoy themselves they have 1 like t he magi-

ROTC: Summer
adventures at
Fort Bragg
Julie Thorud
Starr Reporter

Now you see it. now you don't Sislo shows off his
amazing talents.

)en nifer Strey

ctan, yet the magician is con- Halloween celebration. He said
stantly fooling them, Sislo said. hedevelopcdadifferentshowwith
"Thereisafineline,'betweenmak- a Halloween theme for the occaing an audience feel foolish and sian. "Hall oween is the magician's
making them feeltmportant.
favoritetimeof the year,"Sislosaid.
No matter what audience he
AlansaidSislo'sHallowscrea m
is performing for, Sislo said that shows were well atte nded, wi th
someone always insists there is a anywhere from 50 to 100 people
trapdoor or a mi rror that explai ns attending each show. "His show
aparticular trickorill usion. What this year was immense ly popudoesSislodo then? Simple. "I do a Jar," said Alan, who hopes to expand the magic show neKt summind -reading trick ," he said.
Sislo said he never tired of per- mer.
forming the same show at Geauga
Sislo said his most recen t camLake th is past summer. He said , pus perform a nce was at Li l' Si bs
"There is always a new aud ience weekend last year. He h as previthat has a different reaction,[of- ously performed during Parents
rln n wen r .•
eeken and h arityevents
Alan has seen most of Sisto's efiting Rainbow Babies and
shows at Geauga Lake, and he de- Children's Hospital at Carroll.
scr ibes theshow as fu n. "[Sislo]is a
The l993graduateofjohnCarhappyguy.a nd th at really comes roll Uni versity said his two loves
across in his shows." said Alan . of magic and telev ision are interSislo gives a wtdely diversified twined. "Making television is an
show, he said, there is something illusion ,"said Sislo."Thingsarenot
in his shows for ever yone. "j im the way they seem."
strives to put on the best show
Sislosaid heworks mainlywith
eda ing an d comp uter graphics
that he can," Alan sa id.
"My favorite on-stage trick and he is also on hand to help the
would probably be Ho udini's JCTV News run smoot hly. AlMetamorphosis," in which the though he does not teac h classes
magrcian and his a istantappear at Carroll, Sisto said he can help
ro switch places, Sislo said. His students with their TV classes.
favorite up-close t rick is his
He further integrated his two
"sponge bunny" tr ick, beca use careers by starting his own comafter all "every magicia n needs a pa ny, "Reel Magic Produc tions."
trick with bun nies."
Local b usinesses co ntact his comIn this tnck, both the magicia n panytocrea te logo animations for
and the audie nce member clenc h their compa nies.
on sponge bunny. Then the bunny
Sislo has h igh goals for both h is
from the magi ian's ha nd d i ap- magic and television ca reers. He
pears and reappears in the audi- hasalwayswanted todo hisshow
en e me mber's hand,said Sislo. He on a cruise li ne, though he ad mi tsaid he enjoys the trick beca use ted he would not want to make a
the magic literally happens in the lifestyle out of it. As fa r as television is concerned. Sislo said, "I
audience's hands.
Last weekend,Si locompleted want to continue to make good
his last magi
show at TV. build the business- it'sallfun
Hallowscream, Geauga Lake's ·tome."

;;IIi at 14101 Cedar Rd.
KING
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Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.
Tllis week's specie~\ is: Bwiler. Med. Fry and Mecl.
D!··~k ~(.' ~ n~. S~ .n9 · ;t~ '·'''~.r ~t~ cit)' t I.D. (d:c:

Leadership ,
personal
growth, practical experience,
management
traming,
responsibrlity...all these are essential to success in college and
in a career
According to Capt. Michael
J Recemllo,assistam professor
for the department of military
science, those qualities can be
obtained through the ROTC
(Reserve Officer's Training
Corps) courses offered at john
Carroll University.
One of the main goals that
ROTC cadets train for is the six
week Adva nce Camp at Fort
Bragg, N.C. Cade ts partic ipate
in this camp during the sum-

"'Its one thing for
a 22-year-o/d
college junior to
do that sort of
thing, and
another for a 60year-o/d man /Ike

me."
W.D. Bookwalter

mer berween their junior and
senior year.
Advance Camp is a training
session that gives the cadets
hands-on experience for the
Army. During the past summer session JCU's
W.D.
Bookwalter, assistant to the
president, joined the cadetS.
Book wal ter was an institutional representative for Carroll at the cam p. He spent two
working days this past J une at
Fort Bragg to get a sample of
what the six week experience
is like for a ROTC cadet.
Bookwalter even got out of
his day today uniform of a suit
and bow tie to participate in a
few of the events that the cadets ac tually do.
One of the three events that
he conquered was the slide for
life. Bookwalter found th is to
be the most exciting eve nt at
camp. Heexplained."Thereisa
steel cable attached to a tower
in which you climb to the top.
Then you get a hold of a bar and
you 'slide for life' about 150
yards into water."
The two other events were
repelling down a 30-foot tower
andcrossinga river by walking
across a rope. Bookwalter commented , "It's one thing for a 22year-old college junior to do

that son of thing, and another
for a 60-year-old man like me."
Advance Camp requires extensive uaining for the cadets.
Lt. Eric Krantz, who had previouslycompleted thecamp,said,
"Advance Camp was a challenge but this university prepared us so I had no trouble
completing it."
The camp is divided into
three phases with each phase
lasting approximately two
weeks. Firsr there is an individual evaluation. lt tests how
well one performs land navigation, how well one shoots a
weapon, and one's overall
physical condition.
The second phase is an orientation w weapons and army
jobs. Cadets learn infantry,
armor and aviation. The aim
is to prepare and test for combat skills.
The t hird phase takes
place on the field. Here, cadets are put in combat situations to show leadership a nd
skill and to test their overall
knowledge of what they have
learned through the ROTC
programs, classes, and training from the first three years.
Receniello was proud to
say t ha t, on ave rage, "JCU
scores in a ll three phases
were above the average camp
score."

Request line: 397-4438
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Leave your manners at home
Dick's Last Resort offers adventurous dining experience
Kimber! Dunnlngs

menu. Shack said, ·we put no limitations
on what the staff can do. In fact, we make
people play the accordian, smg weird songs
and do all kinds of crazy stuff dunng their
interview before we will hire them."
However, at Dick's Last Resort it is not
just the mem bersof the staff whoactoutrageous. Shacksaidthat many customers join
in on the run also.
"Customers bring in their blow-updolls,
they get up on the tables and dance and
they never hesitate to yell back at their
waiter or waitress." Shack sa1d
Shack added that most of the wild behavior takes place after 11 p.m. "This IS a
place where the whole family can come to
have a good time. Parents love when we
Saran Wrap their kids to chairs or wrap
them up in toilet paper and
put them outside w it h signs
h anging
around their
necks that say
'will work for
food,'" he sa id.
Beca u se
Dick's offers a
new experience
to pat rons, they
ask people at
Ed Shack the door if they
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - have ever been
there before. If
Instead of giv ing customers menus to they have not, staff members ex plain wh at
read, the waitresses and waiters yell the to expect to them. "We can pretty much
contents of the menu to customers. One of read people to see how far we can go with
the waitresses got tired of yelling so she them." said Shack. "After all, we just want
decided to wear a h uge sign descr ibing the to have fun a nd not offe nd anyone."

Staff Reporter
Outrageous is the best way to describe
Dick's Last Resort, a restaurant on the East
Bank of the Flats.
At Dick's customers will not fmd things
theyareaccustomed to at other restaurants,
such as manners, plates, rules, matching
chatrsorfineartwork. EdShack,a manager
at Dick's,described the restaurantasan "entertainment facility with no limits." Shack
added. "People throw napkins and chicken
bones all the time."
At Dick's their philosophy is that joints
wi th good food are a dime a dozen. Therefore, they focus their anention on giving
their customers a new eKperience in a laid
back atmosphere.

"Parents love when we Saran Wrap
their kids to chairs or wrap them up in

toilet paper and put them outside with
signs hanging around their necks that
say 'will work for food.' "

But at Dick's they do more than just serve
customers their food m metal buckets and
yell through bull horns. On Halloween,
D1ck's will have a blood drive and a cos
tume contest.
The blood drive for the American Red

Year: jun1or

Cross is open to the public and w1ll be from
lOam. to 2 p.m. Staff and nurses will be
dressed in cost umes to ge t everyone pumped
fo r t he evening's costume contest
Donors will begivenappetizersand "virgin" Bloody Mary's. They w ill also receive a
free dessert with a lu nch purchase and a
coupon for Dick's.
Once all the blood is drained and t he
vam pires head home, Dick's will tra nsform
into the "Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Ma im ." Creative souls are encouraged to d ress in their
most outlandish get-up. The grand prize
will be $500 and runners-up will receive
gift certificates and other prizes. The staff
at Dick's warn that wim py pirates and
witches should stay home!
Patricia Stolmann from Shaker Heights
said that "everyoneshould come to Dick's at
least once, beca use it is a very unique place
that has nothing but la ughs to offer."

how one will react in tense
situations. He added, "But it's
not intended to break you."
Bookwalter, Receniello and
Krantz admitted they do not
understand why more people
don't take advantage a nd participate in ROTC.
Bookwalter recommends
taking advantage of ROTC. "It's
a good way to help pay for your
education. You also ge t more
value out of challenge and more
value out of life," he said.
Not only the Advance
Camp,but the e ntire ROTC program works to build self confidence and self esteem.
"If you are going to lead
people you need to be confident," he said.
The Advance Camp is the
one chance that ROTC cadetS
have to prove their leadership
ability a nd practice everything
that they have learned in their
training at Carroll.
Althoughtheearlymorning
marches. the intense physical
training and the diffic ult military science courses may be a
challenge, ROTC ca n offer a
challenging way to prepare for
stressful situations, such as at
rhe Ad vance Camp.
"This is a unique experience.
It can really benefit those who
want to put forth the effort,"
Bookwalter said.

OCT30
It's what everyone will be wondering if you don't show up at 7:30 PM
the University HeightS Planning Committee meeting where UH CITY
there will be a vote on banning parking on Miramar.
HALL

Major: B1ology
What i!' the one thing yo ~:
can't make it through life
without ?: A prayer
What is the most interesting
thing you have ever read?: A
Bnef H1story o(Time by Stephen
Hawking

Who is the person who influenced you most in your life?:
My father because of his wisdom.
experience and love .

Describe your perfect professor: Edward james Olmos in Stand
and Deliver
If you could be any spice, which
would you pick?: Cinnamon,
because I'm sweet in moderat1on.
~"""""'!\ ,~; byAr<a Di fovco.
pll<tO by""""""
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camp is not ' intended to be

easy. It creates stress to see

Parking PARKING parking where can I park?
Only on WUJC, 88.7 FM
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SALE DATES
10/29/96 · 11/IS/96

WHOt

ALL JCU STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF & ADMINISTRATORS

WHAT:

SUBMIT A MAXIMUM OF ONE ORIGINAL ART PIECE PER CATIGORY FOR
DJSPLAY AND CASH AWARDS!

(ATE<iORY n DRAWINGS (PASTILS. CHARCOAL. PEN & IN~ ...)
(ATEGORY U PAINTINGS(WATIRCOLORS.OILS ...)
(ATEGORY J: PHOTOORAPHY (COLOR & BLAC~ & WHIT£)
(AT&CiORY 4: CERAMICS. SCUlPTURES & METAL WORKS
WHERE:

ART WOR~ MUST BE REOISTIRED & SUBMiffiD ON MONDAY, NOV. 4
BffWEEN 9AM-IPM IN THE GRASSELLI LIBRARY LOBBY.

WHEN:

DISPLAY WILL BE UP TUESDAY. NOV. 5-FRIDAY. NOV. 15. JUDGING WILL
TME PLACE AT THE END OF THE DISPLAY.

HOW:

GET INVOLVED AND SHARE YOUR MASTERPIECES! ART WOR~ MUS HAVE
BEEN CREATID BY THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
illJDENTS: DURING YOUR JCU TINURE OR IN YOUR LAST YEAR
OF HIGH SCHOOL
FACULTY, STAFF & ADMINISTRATORS: WITHIN THE LAST TWO

YEARS.
SPONSotiD IY WWC, oPfl<i Of liSIDIN<i LIPi • 1'111 JCU ll<iNtiNNAL COMMinU.
CALL X4401 WITII ANY QUaiTIONSI
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Coming Attractions

The Spinning Edge
THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC
Dan Lacksman
Pangea
(Elektra)

HghSchool Daze: Jon Lovitz plays a zany, whitebread idealist
v.t.o lands a teaching job at a tough inner city school.
It's a widely rumored though reluctantly
discussed fac,t that tWO OUt of three high school
students cant tdennf y such pteces of classtc
literature as Moby Dick and Huckleberry Finn. That statistic is due
largelywschoolssuch as Marion Barry High, thesettingof the new
comedy from TriStar pictures,HighSchoo!High,opening this Friday,
Oct 25. Produced by Davtd Zucker who brought us Airplane
0980) and the string of Naked Gun movies, the film continues in
the path of his familiar"stupid comedy' genre. Thestorycenterson
Richard Clark (Jon Lovitz). who leaves a job at a well-to-do prep
academy for an inner-cit yschool where the principal walksaround
wnh an armed band of body guards and the population of the
graveyard out back grows daily. Check local listings for theaters
and show11mes.

•ef•rtrtl

routed as 'a hilarious I limalayaof hypemorethan

won h the price of admission,'
by New York Times columnist Lawrence
Van Gelder, the Ringling Bros. and Barnum
& BaileyClrcus is back in town now through
Sunday,Nov 3atGundArena. Shows during
thell-daystay will run each evening except
Monday, Oct 28. Each perfomance will be
at 7:30pm except Sunday when the show
will begin at 5:30p.m. The feature will be
the all-new 'Airiana the Human Arrow."
Tickets e available direc l tlf.r
the
fl
r y p on at
a
ra
r
$9.50 to$1 5.50 tax included. For more information,call420-2200.

Concerts

This weekend the local scene offers a fairly
nicese lectionof pop/rockconcertsf rom which
to pick and choose. Here are some of the best:

doesn't fall far short.
This self-ritle second
album is pure Crow:
gritty, aggressive and
straight from the heart.
She wrote all the songs,
produced the recording
sessions and played a lot
of the instruments. As
she says in her current
hit single off the album
'lf It Makes You Happy':
I come round, around
the hard way. The song
adopts a credo of hers
about making the best
of a current situation.
The next best songs are
the lead-off'MaybeAngels"and 'Home,' a song
rhat she claims pretty
much wrote itself.
Bur the making of
this new CD was not
without its troubles.
After one night of re.
.
. .
. cording, her producer
Sheryl Crow:: Flymg hrgh With 1mpress1ve jumped ship. Luckily
new self-titled album from A&M Records. she found another and
Sheryl Crow
got back to work, but in New OrSheryl Crow
leans ratherthan her hometown
(A & M)
of Los Angeles where Crow had
beenbotheredbyrhedistractions
of everyday life. Once Sheryl
Crow was completed, more
Awash in criticism from lyrics !rouble erupted when Wal-Mart
about kids buying guns at Wal- boycotted the album forlyricsin
Mart,facing unreachable expecra- 'Love is a Good Thing': Watch our
tions in the wake of a stunning children while they kill each
debut CD, to all music fans-wei- other with a gun they bought at
come to sophomore album Sheryl Wai -Mart discount stores.
Crow. Welcome to Wednesday
Despite her cla im that I'm not
night.
the hind of girl you'd tahe home
Thecriticswererightwhen they in 'If It Makes You Happy,' this is
saidS·hll•wn•llllll_,..,__.w,.. definirely an albufi11 Y~)lf1Wt.
match the level of her first effort, w rake home.
Tuesday Night Music Club. But she
- Sam Subily

You may have learned from
one or your courses in school (had
you been paying attention) that
Pangea reFers to the time when
all the continents were, basica lly,
next-door neighbors. Then, I
think, the telephone was in vented by this Albert Belle guy,
which allowed all the continents
to drift apart without losing
touch. Well,one th mg is for surethe world certain! y has become a
chaotic place ever since.
The CD Pangea, produced in
part by Dan Lacksman,attempts
to return to chat peaceful time of
long ago when the world was
united as one. Pangea is a magnificent integration of the music
that originates from the onceheart of Pangea: Africa. It's all
tied together with more familiar
sounds of the modern era.
With a clever mix of gliding
melodies and tribal beats and
rhythms,Pangeacomposesacolorful environment full of mystery and wonder. But it's not the
music necessarily that would
cause someone to listen to this
CD agai n as much as the vocals.
A variety of interesting voices,
each with its own unique character, make listening to Pangea a
worthwhile experience.
Overall, Pangea is a remarkable example of what a littlecreativity can do, and it proves that
als.bp
th&.<:DD•irurqrs are.
longer connected by land , they
can still be united with music.
- ]effKneile L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----'
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Grant Lee Buffalo will appear at Peabody's Down Under
tomght as pan of the Belkin Concert Series. Tickets for
the 8 p m. show arc $10 plus a $2cover charge for those
under 21 and a vailablef rom Ticketmaster at 241-5555.
10/25:

Chris lsaak and guest Fiona Apple pia y Lakewood Civic
Auditonum at 7 30 p.m. tomorrow evening. Tickets
pailable from Ticketmaster.
GWAR and guest Mushroomhead come to the Agora
Fridayar9 p.m for a concert that will be taped for the
'jerry Springer Show." Tickets are $13.50 m advance.
TheConnclls come to the Odcon for a 9 p.m. show to
prom ore 1heir latest album , Weird Food and Devastation.
Tickets arc $9.50.
World in a Room head Iinesat The GrogShop in Coventry
tomorrow evening Cal1321-5588 for ticket information.

Ill

The end is near for Beatles fans_ The t>nd of the
two-co sets that make up the anthology
collection, that is. Due m stores next Monday,
Oct. 28, TheBeatlesAnthology3 is the last of the triology that
placed the Fab Four atop the charts once again. In fact, last
year they sold more albums than any other arttst or group in
the United States. On rhe new double CD are 50 previously
unreleased recordings from the 1968-70 era, out of which
came'Thc While Album,' Let it&andAbbeyRoad. From the
White Album are seven acoustic demos recorded at George
Harrison ' home in 1968, including 'Mean Mr. Mustard,'
'Polythene Pam,' 'junk' and 'Honey Pie.' Other interesting
morsels inc1ude an ad-Jibbed 'Hey jude' and Harrison's
acousttc solo 'While My
Guttar Gently Sleeps." The
firstalbum,Anrhologyl, was
released last 011ember and
along with the follow-up
Anthology 2 in the spring
enjoyed a combined sales
rota! of l3 million copies.
Alas. 3 has no new songssuch
as were on these flrsttwo, but
thisshould hardlydaunttrue
Beat lemaniacs.

Comtng AtlractwllS were compiled by Sam Subrty A rtworh by
]effKnt_!_~ Dares and times are subject to change
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jabberjaw Compilation
Pure Sweet Hell
(Mammoth)

As llistened to the sounds of
jabberjaw's compilation, my list
of "places to hit if I ever get out of
Ohio" increased by one. The

jabbcrjaw ls a popular Los Angeles
venue where a typical night consists of sipping cappuccino amidst
an atmosphere provided by the best
in live punk/pop bands. At the
core of thejabberjaw's allure is the
music,a sampling of which appears
on the Pure Sweet Hell disc.
As similar as punk rock can
sound at times, the CD displays a
wide-range of styles. The surf -infused punk of the Hi-Fives'"Skybolt
X -66" complements Mary Lou
Lord's mellow cover of Ween's
"Birthday Boy." Everclear, the most
commercially recogniza,ble of the
bands, offers an interesting cover
ofTheSmiths'"HowSoonlsNow." l
enjoyed "Heaven Isn't Hollywood"
by godheadsilo the most, with its
offbeat rhythm and guitar work,

and the sarcastic lyrics(astapleof
good punk).
As with any compilation, there
are some med iocrespots. Steel Pole
Bathtub's "The Charm" seemed to
plod along, and did not fit with the
rest of the songs. TheCoctails provided an off-the-wall instrumental, "Gripper Bite," to close the album, which accomplished the rare
feat of being both intriguing and
annoying at the same time. Taken
in thecontextof the CD, the mediocrity of a couple groups was not
as large as the promise of many of
these lesser-known bands. The
promise of these bands alone is
enough to make the disc worth
checking out.
-joe Halaiho
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Laughter abounds in new Simon play
Joe Kilbane
Staff Reporter

And Ira (Ben Lipitz) is a hypochondnac who comes tn late to
work every day with a new sickness or cancerous growth. The
other wnters each also have gtmmicks that make them different
and funny
Although 'The Max Prince
Show' has to adhere to FCC and
social standards of its day, when
the writers enter their office on
the 23rd floor there is no political
correctness and no censorship.
What puts money in the corned y
writers' pockets and food on their
children's plates is taking everything that tsof a senous,graveor
'delicate nature and making a joke
about it. The jokes in the office
deal with the currem affairs and
social strifes of the 50s-communism, adultery, the holocaust and

audience of Amenca. So NBC cuts
the show down to an hour.
The play ends at a Christmas
Eve party where Prince tells his
writers that the show is going ro
be canceled It has only been kept
alive thus far by Prince's absorbtog the show's extra costs The
writers all think that writing for
the show is the best job they have
ever had.
Characteristic of other Simon
plays such asBrtghtonBeach Mem
01 rs and Biloxi Blues. Laughter has
miment and emotion. Simon
shows the sad stde of thts great
comedywritingteam,togetherfor
the last time and abour tospht up
and head theirseparatedtrecttons.
But JUSt as a tear threatens to run
down one's cheek, Stmon supphes
a therapeuuc chuckle with a saxo-

Laughter on the 23rd Floor is a
hilanous play by Neil imon about
the comedy writers of a fictional
50s hi ttelevision show called "The
Max Prince Show." Running at the
Cleveland Playhouse now through
A Holiday Movie
101 Dalmatians: Making the movie Nov 17, the play portrays the seven
Preview
theater the "spot" to be for the holidays. comedy script writers and the
show's host, Max Prince, crying to
101 Dalmatians
Sam Sublty
write sketches, spoofs and jokes
(Disney, Nov. 27)
Entertainment Editor
about current affairs of the 50s for
Disney already has Americans the1r 90-minute TV comedy.
Hollywood 's offerings for the
fast approachmg holiday season seeingspotswith little plush pups
Laughter is based on Simon's
look to be short on yuks and, sur- popping up in toy stores, gift experiences as a writer for Sid
prisingly,shorton holiday themes. shops, and you name it all across Caesar's "Your Show of Shows'
One thing movie fans can count the nation as part of a pre-movie which was a hit back in the 50s.
on: there defmitdy wtll be plenty release blitz. The film itself is a The fictiona ]'Max Prince Show' is
of films to choose from. Here area live remake of the 1961 cartoon critically the bests how of its time
few of the at least 30 movies open- classic, now starring jeff Daniels and winner of several Emmy
and joel y Richardson as the 'dogs' awards. It had the best script writing within the next two months:
best friends. Glen Close plays the ers and largest budger
Space jam
sinister
Cruella De Vii.
of any program. The
(Wamer Bros., Nov. 15)
Beavis
and
Butt-head
Do
writers, who throughHe wins NBA championships,
America
outthe
pia y make jokes
played baseball, has a pair of sneakthat cannot be pr inted
ersnamedafter him-and now he's (Paramount, Dec. 20)
I raged y strikes f~r the d y- or aired on television,
breaking into the movie business.
namicduoof
the 90s when some- are geniuses of
This film stars Michael jordan in a
combination live action/anima- one steals thetr television. Since Vaudelvtlltan slaption feature opposite Bugs Bunny theirwholeshow is, like, them sit- stick, one-liners and
but will havetogoinroovenimeto ting in front of rhe boob tube, they hilarious insul rs.
A small cast of
recoup its almost, $90 million in have to go looking for it Does this
spell doom for our heroes?
characters is diverse
production costs.
and independently
Jingle All the Way
funny. Max Prince,
(Fox, No11. 22)
played by Stephen
It's Arnold Schwarzenegger at
Berger, ends his day by
his frus trated best, cast as a dad
gettingintohislimouwhom ust overcome great hurdles
sine and taking two
to put a hard-to-find 'Turbo Man·
softball-sized pre- Laughteronthe23rdAoor: NeiiSimonplaytakes the stage Tuesdays through
toy underthe treefor his son. This
scription tranquilizers Sundays at the Cleveland Play House on Euclid Ave. through Nov.17.
movie alsos1ars Phil Hartman as
washed down with
a bothersome neighborandJames
phone squeaking out a screechy
four shots of Scotch. He punches religious conflict.
Belushi in the role of a Santa
of· hestnuts Roasung
rendttion
But
the
television
nerwork,
his hand through a wall every time
who'suptonogood. Maybethey
someone asks him what he thinks NBC, wants a show less intellec- on an Open Ftre' Laughter is anshould've called it Terminator
mh-r wonderlu\ C.imon TJhy
tual that appea1s to more viewer<.
icketS for all dates are avail o-~,~~.""""_..,
J. hris mas Da ?
The show's sponsors must sell
Star Trek: First Contact
able
by calling the Play House at
Val (James MoniLOr) is the head more merchandise. Spoofs or
795-7000.
Prices range from $28
(Paramount, Nov. 22)
movies
likej
uliusCaesarand
stars
writer of the ream who has to go
Hamlet
Eight and counting now? For
to a speech tutorto learn to swear such as Marlon Brandodo not ap- weeknights to $35 on Friday and
Trekkies,it'sanadded bonus to look (Castle Rock, Dec. 25)
without his hard Russian accent. peal to the larger catfood buying Saturday evenmgs.
Once the egg nog is gone, you
rorward to during the holidays.
Everyone w ho'ssick of theSta r Trek might want tocatch this filmsrarfilm series might see this new one ring Ken nerh Bra nagh with guest
as breaking the promise of The last appearances by Billy Crystal and
Frontier. Still, the films continue Charlton Heston. A few select theto perform well at the box office, so aters may receive a four-hour version of Shakespeare's classic play
why not make another?

--teoft-
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Hollywood's
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a freshman or

tuition, most books and
sophomore with good
fees,plus$150perschool
grades,apply now for a
month. Theyalsopay.off
three-year or two-year
with leadership experischolarship from Army
ence and officer credenROTC. Army ROTC
~ tials impressive to

•cholanhip• pay

~

futu'e employe".

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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The Spinning Eclge

Coming Attractions

THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC
Dan lacksman
Pangea
(Eiektra)

It's a widely rum ored though reluctantly
discussed fact that two out of three high school
students can't identify such pieces of classic
literatureasMoby Dick and Huckleberry Fino. Thatstatisticisdue
largely to schools such as Marion Barry High,the setting of the new
comedy from TriStar pictures, HighSchool H.igh,openingthisFriday,
Oct 25. Produced by David Zucker who brought us Airplane
0980) and the string of Nahed Gun movies, the film continues in
the path of his familiar'stupidcomedy"genre. Thestorycenterson
Richard Clark (Jon Lovnz), who leaves a job at a well-to-do prep
academyforan inner-city school where the principal walksaround
with an armed band of body guards and the population of the
graveyard out back grows daily. Check local listings for theaters
and showtimes.
routed as 'a hilarious ~~~
Himalaya of hypemorethan
worth the price of admission,'
by New York Times columnist Lawrence
Van Gelder, the Ringling Bros. and Barnum
&:BaileyOrcusis back in town now through
Sunda y,Nov. Jat Gund Arena. Showsduring
the 11 daystaywillruncachevenmgexcept
Monday, Oct. 28. Each perfomance will be
at 7:30p.m. except Sunday when the show
Will begin at 5:30p.m. The feature will be
the all-new "Airiana the Human Arrow."
Tickets re available directl thro h th
I

r

n a

an r<

rom

$9.50 to $15.50 tax included. For more information,call 420-2200.

Concerts

The Carroll News, October 24, 1996

This weekend the local scene offers a fairly
nicesc lectionof pop/rockconcertsf rom which
to pick and choose. Here are some of the best:

,~0/241

Grant Ltt Buffalo will appear at Peabody's Down Under
tomght a parr of the Belkin Concert Series. Tickets for
the 8 p.m. show arc $10 plus a $2 cover charge for those
under 21 and available from Ti cket master at 241-5555.

I0/25:

Chris lsaak and guest Fiona Apple play Lakewood Civic
Auditorium at 7:30p.m tomorrow evening. Tickets
~vailable from Ticketmaster.
GWAR and guest Mushroomhead come to the Agora
Friday at 9 p.m. for a concert that will be taped for the
Jerry Springer Show." Tickets are $13.50 in advance.
The Connells come tot he Odeon for a 9 p.m. show to
promote their latest album, Weird Food and Devastation.
Tickets are $9.50.
World in a Room headlines at The GrogShop in Coventry
tomorrow evemng. Call321-5588 for ticket information.

Theend1snearforBe-.nlesfans. Theendofthe
two-co sets that make up the anthology
collection, that is Due in stores next Monday,
-Oct. 28, The BeatlesAnthology3 is the last of the triology that
placed the Fab Four atop the charts once again. In fact, last
year they sold more al bums than any other art\st or group in
rhe United tates. On rhe new double CD are 50 previously
unreleased recordi ngs from the 1968-70 era, out of whtch
came"The White Album,' Let it Be and Abbey Road From the
Wh11e Album are seven acoustic demos recorded at George
Harrison's home in 1968, including 'Mean Mr. Mustard,'
'Polythene Pam,' "junk" and 'Honey Pie.' Other interesring
morsels mclude an ad·hbbed 'Hey jude' and Harrison's
acou tiC solo 'Whi le My
Guitar Gently Sleeps." The
first album, Anthology 1, was
released last November and
along with the follow-up
Anthology 2 in the spring
enjoyed a combined sales
IOta! of 13 million copies.
Alas,3 has no new songssuch
as were on these fust two, but
tht5should hardlydaumtrue
Beat lemaniacs.

Coming Attractwns were co mpiled by Sam Subity. Artwork by
]elfKnede. Datrs a1Id lim es are Stlbject to change
_ _ _ _ _ __J

You may have learned from
one of yourcourscsinschool(had
you been paying attention) that
Pangea refers to the time when
all the continents were, basically,
next-door neighbors. Then, I
think , the telephone was in vented by this Albert &lie guy,
which allowed all the continents
to drift apart without losing
touch. Well, one thing is for suretheworldcertainly has become a
chaotic place ever since.
The CD Pangea, produced in
part by Dan Lacksman, attempts
to return to that peacefu l time of
long ago when the world was
united as one. Pangea is a magnificent mtegration of them usic
that originates from the onceheart of Pangea: Africa. It's all
tied together with more familiar
sounds of the modern era.
With a clever mix of gliding
melodies and tribal beats and
rhythms,Pangeacomposesacolorful environment full of mystery and wonder. But it's not the
music necessarily that would
cause someone to listen to this
CD again as much as the vocals.
A variety of interesting voices,
each with its own unique character, make listening to Pangea a
worthwhile experience.
Overall, Pa ngea is a remarkable example of what a littlecreativity can do, and it proves that

a.U.bp.tb& CQDtincn£&are..
longer connected by land, 1hey
can still be united with music.
- jelfKneile

Jabberjaw Compilation
Pure Sweet Hell
(Mammoth)

As I listened to the sounds of
Jabberjaw's compilation, my list
of"p\aces to hit if lever get out of
Ohio" increased by one. The

doesn't fall far short.
This self -title second
album is pure Crow·
gritty, aggressive and
straight from the heart.
She wroteallthesongs,
produced the recording
sessions and played a lot
of the instruments. As
she says in her current
hit single off the album
'If It Makes You Happy':
l come round, around
the hard way. The song
adopts a credo of hers
about making the best
of a current situation.
The next best songs are
the lead-off'MaybeAngels"and "Home," a song
that she claims preuy
much wrote Itself.
But the making of
this new CD was not
without its troubles.
After one night of recording, her producer
Sheryl Crow:: Flying high with impress ive jumped ship Luckily
new self-titled album from A&M Records. she found another and
Sheryl Crow
got back to work, but in New OrSheryl Crow
leans rather than her hometown
of Los Angeles where Crow had
(A&: M)
been bothered bythedistractions
(/) (/) (/) (/)
of everyday life. Once Sheryl
Crow was completed , more
Awash in criticism from lyrics trouble erupted when Wai-Mart
about kids buying guns at Wal- boycotted the album forlyricsin
Man, facing unreachableexpecta- "LoveisaGood Thing": Watch our
tions in the wake of a stunning children while they kill each
debut CD, to all music fans-wei- ot her with a gun th ey bought at
come to sophomore album Sheryl Wal-Mart discount stores.
Crow. Welcome to Wednesday
Despite her claim that I'm not
night.
the hind of girl you'd tahe home
Thecriticswererightwhen they in "If lt Makes You Happy," this is
saidShl...~--~~~~~~~~~~~llflllllll... definiael.y an albu~y914J.,w~~
match 1he level of her first effort, to take home.
Tuesday Night Music Club. But she
- Sam Subity
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - '
jabberjaw is a popular Los Angeles
venue where a typical night consists of sipping cappuccino amidst
an atmosphere provided by the best
in live punk / pop bands. At the
core of the jabberjaw's allure is the
music,a sampling of which appears
on the Pure Sweet Hell disc.
As similar as punk rock can
sound at times, the CD displays a
wide-range of styles. The surf-infused punk of the Hi -Fives'"Skybolt
X -66" complements Mary Lou
Lord's mellow cover of Ween's
"Birthday Boy." Everclear, the most
com mercially recogniza_ble of the
bands, offers an interesting cover
ofT he Smiths'"How Soon Is Now." I
enjoyed "Heaven Isn't Hollywood"
by godheadsilo the most , with its
offbeat rhythm and guitar work,

& - wa•te of t tfJ rfJ -fair
rfJ rfJ rfJ - good
rfJ & JJ JJ - excellent
rf) rf) & r!J ,J? - Instant cl...lc
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and the sarcastic lyrics(a staple of
good punk).
As with any compilation,there
are some med iocre spots. Steel Pole
Bathtub's "The Charm" seemed to
plod along, and did not fit with the
rest of the songs. The Coctails provided an off-the -wall instrumental, "Gripper Bite," to close the album, which accomplished the rare
feat of being both intriguing and
annoying at the same time. Taken
in the context of the CD, the mediocrity of a couple groups was not
as large as the promise of many of
these lesser-know n bands. The
promise of these bands alone is
enough to make the disc worth
checking out.
-joe Halaiho
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Laughter abounds in new Simon play

Hollywood's
most
worderful
time of year
A Holiday Movie
Preview

9

And Ira (Ben Upitz) is a hypochondnac who comes in late 10
work every day with a new sickne s or cancerous growth. The
other writers each also have gimmicks that make rhem different
and funny.
Although '1 he Max Prince
Show' has to adhere to FCC and
social standards of its day, when
the writers enter their office on
the 23rd floor there is no political
correctness and no censorshtp.
What puts money m the comedy
writers' pockets and food on their
child ren's plates i taking everything that is of a serious, grave or
'delicate nature and making a joke
about tt. The jokes in the office
deal with the current affairs and
social strifes of the 50s-communism . adul tery, the holocaust and

Joe Kilbane
Staff Reporter

101 Dalmatians: Making the movie
theaterthe"spot"tobefortheholidays.

Sam Sublty
Entertainment Editor

Hollywood's offerings for the
fast approaching holiday season
look to be short on yuks and, surprisingly,shorton holiday themes.
One th ing movie fans can count
on: there definitely will be plenty
offi lmstochoosefrom. Herearea
few of the at least JO movies opening within the next two months:
Space jam
(Warner Bros., Nov.l5)
He wins NBA championships,
played baseball, has a pair of sneakers named after him -and now he's
breaking into the movie business.
This film stars Michael jordan in a
combination live action/animation feature opposite Bugs Bunny
but will have togo into overtime to
recoup its almost $90 mill ion in
product ton costs.
Jingle All the Way

101 Dalmatians
(Disney, Nov. 27)

Disney already has Americans
seeingspots with little plush pups
popping up in toy stores, gift
shops, and you name it all across
the nation as part of a pre-movie
release blitz. The film itself is a
live remake of the 1961 cartoon
classic, now starring jeff Daniels
andjoely Richardson as the "dogs'
best friends. Glen Close plays the
sinister Cruella De Vii.
Beavis and Butt-head Do
America
(Paramount, Dec. 20)
Tragedy strikes for the dynamicduoof the 90s when someone steals their television. Since
their whole show is,like, them sitting in fro nt of the boob tube, they
have to go look ing for it. Does this
spell doom for our heroes?

(Fox, Nov. 22)

It's Arnold Schwarzenegger at
his frustrated best, cast as a dad
who must overcome great hurdles
to put a hard-to-find "Turbo Man'
toy under the tree for his son This
movie also ~tars Phil Hartman as
a bothersome neighborandjames
Belushi in the role of a Santa
who'suptonogood. Maybe they
should've call ed it Terminator
J:Chri masDa ?
Star Trek: First Contact
(Paramount, Nov. 22)
Eight and couming now? For
Trekkies,it'sanadded bonus to look
rorward to during the holidays.
Everyone who's sick of the Star Trek
fi lm series might see this new one
as breaking the promise of The Last
Frontier. Sti ll , the films continue
to perform well at the boxoffice,so
why not make another?

Laughter on the 2Jrd Floor is a
hilariousplaybyNeilS1monabout
the comedy writers of a fictional
50s htt televisionshowcalled 'The
MaxPrinceShow.' Running at the
Cleveland Playhouse now through
Nov.l7, the play per trays the seven
comedy script wnters and the
show's host, Max Prince, trying to
write sketches, spoofs and jokes
about current affatrsof the 50s for
their 90-minute TV comedy.
Laughter is based on Simon's
experiences as a writer for Sid
Caesar's "Your Show of Shows'
which was a hit back in the 50s.
The fictional"Max Prince Show' is
critically the best show of its time
and winner of several Emmy
awards. It had the best script wnters and largest budget
of any program The
writers, who throughout the play make jokes
that cannot be printed
or aired on television,
are geniuses of
Va udel vi llian slapstick, one- liners and
hilarious insults.
A small cast of
characters is diverse
and independently
funny. Max Prince,
played by Stephen
Berger, ends his day by
getting into his limousine and taking two
softball-sized pre- Laughteronthe23rdAoor:Nei1SimonplaytakesthestageTuesdaysthrough
scription tranquilizers Sundays at the Cleveland Play House on Euclid Ave. through Nov.17.
washed down with
phone squeakmg out a screechy
four shots of Scotch. He punches religious conflict.
rendition of 'Chestnuts Roasting
But
the
television
network,
his hand through a wall every time
someone asks him what he thinks NBC, wants a show less intellec- on an Open Fire" Laughter IS an
tua l that appea1s 10

Hamlet
(Castle Rock, Dec. 25)
Once the eggnog is gone, you
might want to catch this film starring Kenneth Branagh with guest
appearances by Billy Crystal and
Charlton Heston. A few select theaters may receive a four-hour version of Shakespeare's classic play.

audience of America SoNBCcuts
the show down roan hour.
The play ends at a Christmas
Eve party where Prince tells h1s
wnters that the show is going to
be canceled. lthasonlybeen kept
alive thus far by Prince's absorbmg the show's extra costs. The
writers all thmk that writing for
the show is the best job they have
ever had
Characteristic of other Simon
plays such as Brighton Beach Me moi rsand Biloxi Blues,Laughtcrhas
sentiment and emotion Simon
shows the sad side of this great
comedy wnnng team, together for
the last time and about to split up
and head theirseparatedirections.
But just as a tear threatens to run
down one's cheek, Simon supplies
athcrapeuticchucklewithasaxo-

Val (James Monitor)is the head
writer of the team who has to go
to a speech tutor to learn to swear
without his hard Russian accent.

mor~

vi

w~rs

he show's sponsors must sell
more merchandise. Spoofs of
movies likejuliusCaesarandstars
such as Marlon Brando do not appeal to the larger catfood buying

01 her

wondt·rf u I <:.imon 'f'lay

I ickers or a dares are avai able by calling the Play House at
795-7000. Prices range from $28

weeknights to $35 on Friday and
Saturday evenings.

CASH IN ON GOOD GlADIS.
If you're a freshman or

sophomore with good
grades,apply now for a
three-year or two-year
scholarship from Army
ROTC.ArmyROTC
scholarships pay

i

tuition, most books and
fees,plusSlSOperschool
month. They alsopay.off
with leadership experience and officer credenlials impressiveto
future employers.

~~

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COUEGE COURSE YOIJ CAN TAKE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

I
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Something to Crowe about at the Hall

Amelican Recordmgs

Croweln'all night: (I to r):Johnny Colt, Marc Ford, Chris Robinson, Rich Robinson, Eddie Harsch and Steve

Gonnan, collectively the Black Crowes, thrilled the crowd at the Music Hall on Sunday, Oct.13.
nificentconcert when considered breathtaking stage decor. Large
objectively. The sound was crys- red, black and gold lapestries with
tal dear and the Crowes handled Buddhist monks and the intrigutheir instruments with grace and ing symbols from the back cover
skill. It'samazinghowtheirtalent of Three Snakes served as a backhas developed exponentially over drop and were draped on every
the past six years since the debut speaker.
of Shake Your Money Maker.
Large cauldrons of incense
The young Rich Robinson per- hung from the ceiling. Thesetwas
formed magic on his guitar, lead- so detailed that even the guys who
ingthe band through a ten-minute switched the guitars wore red,
int roduction to "T horn in My hooded robes. Robinson and
Pride" which included a five- Johnny Colt used a different guiminute solo imerlude by lead tar for every single song.
singerChrisRobinsonon the harThiswastrulyaconcenamong
monica. The performance rivaled concerts, one which could easily
anything Blues Traveler's jon Pop- have been disregarded as tedious
per might perform. Some of the if one lostsightof thefactthat the
other highlights included the Crowes are not about made-forcrowd-pleasing "Wiser Time," the-radio songs as most bands of
"Conspiracy· and "Sister Luck."
today are. Their bliss is found in
To complement the intricate the evolution and playing of rnund
1:
sk. TheC:t'OilUeS-Ilrewith0 ~
Aside from th1s and the unfa - dcrful music which only the tion the best kept secret in rock 'n'
mlllarsongseJection,ltwasamag- Crowes cou ld create was the roll.

James Sullivan
Staff Reporter
In order to have truly appreciated this concert, one must be a
fan of obsessive nature. Five of the
"16 songs the Black Crowes played
were either covers or rare songs
not on any one of their four al bums. The only one of these five
wh1ch l, and seemingly most of
the crowd, recognized was a phe·
nomenal rendition of Neil Young's
"Big Time.' This alone made the
night worthwhile.
It appeared in a three-song encore, packaged between "PawnshopGirl,"arguablythemost beau tiful song from their latest CD,
ThruSnahesandOneCharm,and
a rousing "Twice as Hard.' The fact
that they played on I y three songs
from their new album wasdisap-
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Shock: Rice anyone?
Andrew Schlegelmilch
Foreign Correspondent
As anyone who has traveled
to other countries can testify to,
having some knowledge of the
local cuisine is very important
Even such restrictions on one's
diet as taste preferences or the
commoncollege-daystight budget can make dming difficult.
Because the area of Tokyo in
which !live is hopping with urbancommerciallife,manytypes
of restaurants are to be found
within walking distance_ However, even with options ranging
across about every kind of food
in the world, there is no guarantee of finding something that is
both affordable and digestible.
The rumor is true-rice is certain! y a staple here in japan. It's
served with every meal in my
dorm cafeteria and just about
everywhereelse. Typically it appears as a sided ish or a base to a
main dish.
Also very prevalent is seafood. Cooked or raw, seafood is
in soups, on rice, in salads and
by itself as a main dish. Most
meats, though, are rather scarce.
Ihaveseenchickenand pork but
very little beef.
Aside from these, ramen and
curry chops are popular cuisine
though not indigenous to japan.
Ramen is a long noodle usually
found ina broth with other odds
and ends such as fish and vegetables. Curry is an Indian dish
that the Japanese tone down a
bit from its traditional very
spicy navor and, you guessed it,
ser overr·
Usual1y,japanese restaurant
signs are, like those in America,
nottranslated for foreigners. The
Japanese are very resourceful,
though. Outside nearly every
rest a uranr are plastic reprod uctions of all the dishes it serves.
These are typically next to the
street and list the names and
prices. Friends of mine have had
to bring the waiter into the street
and point to the dish they want.
But therestaurant'sstaff are usua II y glad to he Ip.
The other way to order food
is with ticket machines. Each
dish is listed above the machine
so that customers can put their

money in and simply find the
correct button.
One of my favorite restaurants in the area uses this system. It's called "Bambi," the
meaning of which still eludes
me_ Thefirstthing I do when I go
there is look at all the plastic food
and pick what l want Bambi
specializes in cholesterol so the
decision is a tough one.
When I have decided, l go inside where three cooks race to be
the first to say "irassyaimasen·
("welcome')_ Next, I get my food
ncketand9neof the cooks points
to the place where he wants me
to sit Then they serve water and
a mug of something that tastes
like chicken broth while they
begin the meal. In about five
minutes a plate of rice is followed
by the main dish.
So far, l have mentioned only
Japanese restaurants. If you get
a hankering for some home cooking, there's usually something to
be found no matter where you're
from. Italian and some types of
Asianfoodseemto be very popular_ There is also a modest selection of fast food like McDonald's
and K FC. However, the rule that
!live by is: if there's English on
the menu, you wlll pay.
lnjapaneserestaurants,a person can expect topay300tol000
yen ,or roughly the equivalent of
$3 to $9 fora meal. I havefound a
cup of tea in a French cafe for 350
yen_ The Tokyo Hard Rock Cafe
sells lO ounces of Coke for 400
yen and a hamburger goes for
around 1600 yen. Cheap foreign
food takes a lot of .scouting
around_ Typically:service and'
atmosphere suffer as food gets
less expensive.
I have eaten everything here
from McDonald's ham burgers to
sushi_ lf I am lucky, 1'll never
have to live on sushi_ The japanese eat and enjoy types of food
that most Americans. could
probably not stomach. The other
day I found squid in my salad.
Today it was tree bark
Food is a big consideration
when traveling. Beawareof your
likes and dislikes, but also be
willing to try anything at least
once. I never thought I'd say this
but it's true: tree bark isn't bad.
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Football falls to Mount
Streaks suffer first loss of the season
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
CJit Saturday at Wasmer Field,
Mount Union showed that it is
more than worthy of DIVISIOn Ill's
number one rankmg nationally
as 11 dommated then eighth ranked john Carroll Umversity
and walked away with a 27 -9 victory
ThejohnCarrolldefensewhich
came into the game as the topranked rushing defense in the
Ohio Athletic Conferen ce allowing an average of only 60.8 yards
per game, floundered against the
Mount Union ground game as the
Purple Ra1ders piled up 260 yards
on the ground , mamly using the
option_
"We weren't very good on defense against the option," coach
Tony DeCarlo said. "They ran the
option more than we expected ."
The game started off positively
enough for john Carroll (5-l, 4-l
OAC) as its defense forced Mount
Union (6-0,5-0 OAC) to punt after
only three plays. Following the
18-yard punt, the Blue Streak offense tookoveratt he Mount Union
38-yard line. But af tcr eight plays,
which included a 19-yard pass
completion tosenior wide receiver
Dave Davison third-and-eighteen
to put the Streaks on the Raider
14-yard line, john Carroll could
muster only a 24-yard field goal
from senior Jason Goldberg.
Scoring once they were inside
the Mount Union 20-yard was a
problem all day for john CarrolL
They were inside the "red zone"
f1ve times during the game but
came away with only nine points.
DeCarlo atuibtil:ed
WID his
team's inability to run the balL
"You have to be able to move the
ball on the ground," he said. "We
unfortunately were unable to
move the ball on the ground when
we needed to."
Twice the Blue Streaks penetrated inside the 20-yard llne but
failed to put points on the
scoreboard because sophomore
quarterback Nick Caserio tossed
interceptions. Although rain fell
fort heentircga me, Caserioref used
to blame the weather for the interceptions.
"Youca n't put anyemphasison
the weather," he said. "I made bad

decisions. There are no excuses."
Except for those two interceptions, Caseno had an otherwise
solid game. He completed 21 of 41
passes for 266 yards and one touchdown. The touchdown pass went
for 24 yards to senior runmng back
Chad Rankin . Returning from a
one-game suspension, Rankin had
a ca reer day on offense, catching
ten passes for a career high 121
yards
Mount Un wn sandwiched four
scores. three of which came on
consecutive f1rst half possessions,
around the Goldberg field goal and
Rankin's fourth-quarter touch down.
Purple Raider running back
Mark Lantos scored the first two
touchdowns on one-yard runs and
quarterback Bill Borchert hooked
up with Steve Evanson a 14-yard
touchdown pass. Borchert completed the Raider scoring in the
third quarter by scampenng 21
yards into the end zone.
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher paced the defense with
19 tackles. He also entered the
game offensively in the first quarter and carried the ball twice for
eight yards.
"Every week we have something different," DeCarlo said.
"London is a talented athlete. We
felt he might beablctoget us some

T..·•m CYKon.:r.1t .1.

Senior Chad Rankin watches as the Mount Union defender intercepts a Nick Caserio pass attempt.
yardage in certain situations."
Senior linebacker Chris Anderson injured his knee during the
thirdquarterofthegame. DeCarlo
said that it is a second degree
sprain of the medial collateral
ligament and he added that
Anderson is questionable for this
week's game. DeCarlo also said
senior running back Carmen
llacqua played on a torn anterior
cruciate ligament, but he plans to
playthcrestof the season and have

surgery once it is over.
"Id n'tundcr tandhowhcwas
able to play," De arlo said of
llacqua. "l'm sure it affected him a
little bit."
Touted as one of the biggest
Division lllgamesof the year, emotions and tempers ran high both
prior to and during the game.
During pre-game warmups.
Mount Union cut through thejoh n
Carroll side of the field . Trash talk ing between the players began

then and continued throughout
the game. Also, the Blue Streaks
were flagged for four personal foul
penalties.
"There were a lot of negative
comments and language thrown
out," DeCarlo said. " ommem
like that are unnecessary. No question that bUilt on the emotion of
the game."
Next up forrhe Blue trcaks is a
trip to Bexley, Ohio to battle Capital on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

Cross country heads for OAC championships
Stephanie Fox
Sports Reporter
This weekend will be a huge
test forthejohnCarroll men's and
Saturday, the B uc Streaks will
travel to the Cuyahoga County
Fairgrounds for the Ohio Athletic
Conference Championships
hosted by Baldwin-Wallace College.
Both squads' last competition
was at the All-Ohio ChampionshipsOctober ll in Delaware, Ohio
where the women's team placed
seventh and the men's team took
17th. The All-Ohio race was a
rough one, but it made for good
preparation for the OACs. The
teams have had the past two weeks
to prepare, and they have been
training hard for this event.
Last year at the OAC cham pi-

onship meet, the men's division
was led byOtterbeinCollege. This
year, the team to beat will be
Moun t Union. A \though the men's
c,
coach Don Stupica has a very positive attitude about this meet
"What we are looking for is a
performance indicative of the
hard work that we have done over
the past few weeks," said Stu pica.
"We are healthier than we have
been in previous events, so the at-

titude for competition is very
good ."
The men wi II look to sophomore James Van Dress to lead the
y at

years

n

li

has been the top finisher for the
men in all six meets this season
He finished 37th at the All-Ohio
Championships with a time of
27:39.
This weekend VanDress will
have full support from his teammates who arc all healthy for the

first tlme. Freshman Nick Sellers
and junior Mike Garber a wtll be
helping out the men's team, along
wtth freshman Jon H oellem, scm
n
irond ' r tian Hedrick and sophomore joe
Chernowski.
1 he john Carroll women are
alsoveryoptimisticabout theOAC
Championships. They have had
many top finishes this season so
far and feel very ready for Satur·
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The Skiers' £dye invites all JCU students to come
and visit your neighborhood's newest ski ~pecialty
shop. Present your JCU J.D. for 10% off any
purchase during October.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
The Jesuit University in Cleveland"(

~ou~

coY~

oV ~"""

K2*Head*!yrolia*M~ rker*So lstice*Colu mbia*Oa kle_y
Chums*Wlgwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomic
3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)371-6900
5 min!IW from canpw

,.

and save!
Get • llMd sMrl oa lhe MeAT

with Tlw Malle•'• Lead•l' Ira THt PMpl
• Greot ttHIIta

• Ol'ltOttlrae.-.
• OINt 111temls

1-800-DP·TEST

Brady Brosnahan
Senior, Soccer

Brosnahan earned back-tohack OAC Player of the Week
awards the last two weeks. He
scored two goals including the
first tally in last week's overtime win against Muskingum.
He now leads the Streaks with
nine goals on the season.

"''"""'"'··· Soccer
~a.L<v

gathered in 22 saves in
week's loss to Heidelberg.
season, Gatto has made
saves and recorded four
. She has played every
•u•~......... of the season in goal for
Blue Streaks and posted a
goals against average.
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Football falls to Mount
Streaks suffer first loss of the season

Amcrk:iln

Crowein' all night: (I tor): JohmyColt. Marc Ford, Chris Robinson. Rich Robinson, Eddie Harsch and Steve
Gorman, collectively the Black Crowes, thrilled the crowd at the Music Hall on Sunday, Oct.13.

James Sullivan

a rousinglwiceas Hard." The fact
that they played only three songs
from their new album was disap-

nificentconcert when considered
objective! y. The sound was crystal clear and the Crowes handled
their instruments with grace and
ski ll.lt'samazinghow theirtalent
hasdevelopedexponentiallyover
the past six years since the debut
of Shake Your Money Maker.
The young Rich Robinson performed magic on his guitar, leadingthe band througha ten-minute
introduction to "Thorn in My
Pride" which included a fiveminute solo interlude by lead
singer Chris Robinson on the harmonica . The performance rivaled
anythingBluesTraveler'sjon Popper might perform. Some of the
other highlights included the
crowd - pleasing "Wiser Time,"
'Conspiracy" and "Sister Luck"
To complement the intricate

Aside from th Js and the unfamiliarsongselection,tt was a mag-

derful music whtch only the
Crowes could create was the

Staff Reporter

ln order to have truly appreciated th1s concert, one must be a
fanofobsessivenature. Fiveofthe
.16 songs the Black Crowes played
were either covers or rare songs
not on any one of the ir four a!bu ms. The only one of these five
wh1ch I, and seemingly most of
the crowd, recognized was a phenomenal rendition of Neil Young's
"B1g Time.' This alone made the
night worthwhile.
[t appeared in a three-song encore, packaged bet ween 'Pawn shopGirl;arguablyt he most beautiful song from their latest CD,

ThreeSnakesandOneCharm,and

llft4!la~~ll"'l'!!l~Mn·f1\etel

breathtaking stage decor. Large
red, black and gold tapestries with
Buddhist monks and the intriguing symbols from the back cover
of Three Snakes served as a back drop and were draped on every
speaker.
Large cauldrons of incense
hungfromtheceiling. The set was
so detailed that even the guys who
switched the guitars wore red,
hooded robes. Robinson and
johnny Colt used a different gui tar for every single song.
Thiswastrulyaconcerramong
concerts, one which could easily
have been disregarded as tedious
ifonelostsightofthefactthatthe
Crowes are not about made-forthe-radio songs as most bands of
today are. Their bliss is found in
the evolution and playing of must.~ TbeCmwes.are.with<~t

q

tion the best kept secret i ~ rock 'n'
roll

Andrew Schle elmllch
Foreign Correspondent
As anyone who has traveled
to other countries can testify to,
having some knowledge of the
local cuisine is very important.
Even such restrictions on one's
diet as taste preferences or the
common college-days tight budget can make d ining difficult.
Because the area of Tokyo in
which !l ive is hopping with urbancommerciallife, many types
of restaurants are to be found
within walking distance. However, even with opt ions ranging
across about every kind of food
in th e world, there is no guarantee of finding something that is
both affordable and digestible.
The rumor is true-rice iscertainly a staple here in japan. It's
served w ith every meal in my
dorm cafeteria and just about
everywhereelse. Typically itappears as a sided ish or a base to a
main dish .
Also very prevalent is seafood . Cooked or raw, seafood is
in soups, on rice, in salads and
by itself as a main dish. Most
meats, though, are rather scarce.
Ihaveseenchicken and pork but
very li trle beef.
Aside from these, ramen and
curry chops are popular cuisine
though not indigenous to japan.
Ramen is a long noodle usually
found in a broth with other odds
and ends such as fish and vegetables. Curry is an Indian dish
that the Japanese tone down a
bit from its traditional very
spicy flavor and, you guessed it,
ser eov r~
Usually,Japanese resmuram
signs are, like those in America,
nottranslated forforeigners. The
Japanese are very resourceful,
though. Outside nearly every
restaurant are plastic reproductions of all the dishes it serves.
These are typically next to the
street and list the names and
prices. Friend s of mine have had
to bring the wai ter into the street
and point to the dish they want.
But the restaurant'sstaff are usual! y glad to help.
The other way to order food
is with ticket machines. Each
dish is listed above the machine
so that customers can put their

money in and simply find the
correct button.
One of my favorite restaurants in the area uses this system . It's called "Bambi," the
meaning of which sull eludes
me. Thefirstthingldowhenlgo
there is look a tall the plastic food
and pick what t want. Bambi
specializes in cholesterol so the
decision is a tough one.
When I have decided, I go insidewhere threecooks race to be
the first to say 'irassyaim asen'
("welcome'). Next, I get my food
ticket and {;Jneof the cooks points
to the place where he wants me
to sit. Then they serve water and
a mug of something that tastes
like chicken broth while they
begin the meal. ln about five
minutes a plate of rice is followed
by the main dish.
So far,l have mentioned only
japanese restaurants. [f you get
a hankering for some home cooking, there's usually something to
be found no matter where you're
from. Italian and some types of
Asian food seem to be very popular. There is also a modest selection of fast food like McDonald's
and KFC. However, the rule that
I live by is: if there's English on
the menu, you will pay.
lnJapanese restaurants, a person can expect to pay 300tol000
yen ,or roughly the equivalent of
$3 to$9fora meal. 1havefounda
cup of tea in a French cafe for 350
yen . The Tokyo Hard Rock Cafe
sells 10 ounces of Coke for 400
yen and a hamburger goes for
around 1600 yen. Cheap foreign
food takes a lot of scouting
around. Typically, service and'
atmosphere suffer as food gets
less expensive.
J have eaten everything here
from McDonald's hamburgers to
sushi. If I am lucky, I'll never
have to live on sus hi. The japanese eat and enjoy types of food
that most American!i, could
probably not stomach. The other
day I found squid in my sa lad.
Today it was tree bark
Food is a big consideration
when traveling. Beawareof your
likes and dislikes, but also be
willing to try anything at least
once. I neverthought I'd say this
but it's true: tree bark isn't bad.

Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
Cllt Saturday at Wasmer Field,
Mount Union showed that it is
more than worthy of Division lll's
number one ranklllg nationally
as 11 domtnated then e ighth ranked John Carroll Umverstty
and walked away with a 27 -9 victory.
TheJohnCarrolldefensewhtch
came into the game as the topranked rushing defense in the
Ohio Ath letic Conference allowmg an average of only 60.8 yards
per game, floundered aga inst the
Mount Un ion ground game as the
Pu rple Raiders piled up260 yards
o n the ground, mamly using the
option.
"We weren 't very good on defe nse against the option," coach
Tony DeCa rlo sa id. "They ran the
option more than we expected."
Thegamestarted off positively
enoug h for john Carroll (5-l, 4-1
OAC) as its defense forced Moum
Union (6-0,5-00AC) to punt after
on ly three plays. Following the
18-yard punt, the Blue Streak offense tookoveratthe Mount Union
38-yard line. But after eight plays,
which incl uded a 19-yard pass
completion to sen ior wide receiver
Dave Davison third-and-eighteen
to pUl the Streaks on the Raider
14-yard line, John Carroll could
muster only a 24-yard field goal
from senior jason Goldberg.
Scoring once they were inside
the Mount Union 20-yard was a
problem all day for john CarrolL
They were inside the "red zone"
five times during the game but
came away with only nine points.
Deearlo atuiblited
aa:m his
team's inability to run the ball.
"You have to be able to move the
ball on the ground," he said . "We
unfortunately were unable to
mover he ball on the ground when
we needed to."
Twice the Blue Streaks penetrated inside the 20-yard line but
fai led to put points on the
scoreboard because sophomore
quarterback Nick Caserio tossed
interceptions. Although rain fell
fort heentirega me,Case rio ref used
to blame the weather for the intercept ions.
"Youca n't put anyemphasison
th e weather," he said. "l made bad

dec1sions. There are no excuses."
Except fort hose two interceptions, Caseno had an otherwise
solid game. He completed 21 of 41
passes for 266yardsandone touchdown. The touchdown pass went
for24 yards toseniorrunning back
Chad Rankm. Returning from a
one-game suspension, Rankin had
a career day on offense, catching
ten passes for a career high 121
yards
Mount Union sandwiched four
scores. three of wh1ch came on
consecutive first half possessions,
around the Goldberg field goal and
Rankin's fourth-quarter touchdown.
Purple Ratder running back
Mark Lantos scored the first two
touchdownsonone-yardrunsand
quarterback Bill Borchert hooked
up with Steve Evans on a 14-yard
touchdown pass. Borchert completed the Ra ider scoring in the
third quarter by scampering 21
yards into the endzone.
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher paced the defense with
19 tackles. He also entered the
game offe nsively in the first quarter and carried the ball twi ce for
eight yards.
"Every week we have something different ," DeCarlo said.
"London is a talented athlete. We
feh he might be able to get us some

l om Olri.OOI.Yollolt.t

Senior Chad Rankin watches as the Mount Union defender intercepts a Nick Case rio pass attempt
yardage in certain situations."
Senior linebacker Chris Anderson injured hi s knee during th e
third quarter of the game. DeCarlo
said tha t it is a second degree
spra in of the medial collateral
ligament a nd he added that
Anderson is questionable for this
week's game. DeCarlo also said
se nior running back Carmen
Ilacqua played on a torn anterior
cruciate ligament, but he plans to
play therestof the season and have

surgery once tt is over.
"I don't under tand how hew as
able to play," DeCarlo said of
llacqua. "I'm sure it affected him a
little bi1."
Touted as one of th e biggest
Division lllgamesoftheyear,emotions and tempers ran high both
prior to a nd during the game.
During pre-ga me warmups,
Mount Union cut through thejohn
Carrollsideo( the fie ld. Trash talk ing between the playe rs began

then and continued throughout
the game. Also, the Blue Streaks
wereflagged for four personal fo ul
pcnalries.
"There were a lot of negative
comments and language thrown
out," DeCarlo said. "Comments
likethatare unnecessary. No question that built on the emotion of
the game."
Next up fort he Blue treaks is a
1rip to BeKley,Ohto to battle Capital on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

Cross country heads for OAC championships
Stephanie Fox
Sports Reporter
This weekend will be a huge
test for the john Carroll men's and
aturday, the B ue Streaks will
travel to th e Cuyahoga County
Fairgrounds for the Ohio Athletic
Conference Championships
hosted by Baldwin-Wallace College.
Both squads' last competition
was at the All-Ohio ChampionshipsOcwber tJ in Delaware, Ohio
where the women 's team placed
seventh and the men's team took
17th. The All-Ohio race was a
rough one, but it made for good
preparation for the OACs. The
teams have had the past two weeks
to prepare, and they have been
training hard for this event.
Last year at the OAC cham pi-

onship meet, the men's division
was led by Otterbein College. This
year, the team to bea t will be
Mount Union. AI though the men's
r,
coach Don Stupica has a very posi tive attitude about this meet.
"What we are looking (or is a
performance indicative of the
hard work that we have done over
the past few weeks," said Stu pica.
"We are healthier than we have
been in previous events, so the at·

titu de for com pew ion is very
good."
The men will look to sophomore James Va nDress to l ad the
w y
n .,
has been the top finisher for the
men in all six meets thi season
He fi nished 37th at the All-Ohio
Championships with a time of
27:39.
This weekend VanDress will
have full support from his teammates who are all healthy for the

first time. Freshman Nick Sellers
and junior Mike Garbcra wtll be
hclpmgoutthe men's team , along
Wtth freshman Jon Hoellem, ~
m
n
l
nd ' hr •
tian Hedrick a nd sophomore Joe
Chernowski
The john Carroll women are
also veryoptimisticabout theOAC
Championships. They have had
many top finishes thi s season so
far and feel very ready for Satur-
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Brady Brosnahan
Senior, Soccer

Brosnahan earned back-toback OAC Player of the Week
awards the last two weeks. He
scored two goals including the
first tally in last week's overtime win against Muskingum.
He now leads the Streaks with
nine goals on the season.

man, Soccer

gathered in 22 saves in
week's loss to Heidelberg.
season, Gatto has made
saves and recorded four
touts. She has played every
of the season in goal for
Blue Streaks and posted a
goals against average.

1'-Ja,uv
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V-Ball splits, hosts Capital Friday
Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

Senior Katy Perrone fires a shot past the Marietta blockers
during JCU's three-set victory last week.

The john Carroll University
volleyball team went on the road
last week hopmg to pick up two
wins and put pressure on Ohio
Athletic Conference frontrunners
Oh10 Northern and Capital
Although the Streaks beat
Heidelberg 15-7, 2-15, 15-9, 15-8,
they dropped a four game match
10 Muskingum 15-6,15-8,9-15, 155 and now face an uphill battle to
win the OAC regular season title.
JCU (21-8, 4-2 OA C) traveled to
Mount Union Wednesday and will
host undefeated Capital ina tough
conference showdown Friday
night at the Shula Sports Center.
Coach Gretchen Wei tbrecht
was pleased with the way hen eam
focused against Heidel berg.
"For games one, th ree, and four
we s ustained a good effort,"
Weitbrec ht said . " [Halfway
through each game] we took control and pul led away, which is a
sign of good concentration."
Sophomore setter leslie Dissel

saidjCU is beginningwshowthey
can play through their mistakes.
"We were happy because we
remained consistent with our play
throughout the match," Dissel said
"We'recontin ually 1mproving,and
when they get a couple of points
we can come back and remain consistent."
Muskingum was a different
story. A long travel day and an
aggressive blockingscheme by the
Muskies handed the Streaks ItS
second OAC loss of the season.
Sophomore Nicole Peterson
said the match was difficult because the Muskies' blockforced the
team to change its hitting style.
"They got their hands on everythi ng, which frust rates you because you ca n not put anyth ing
down," Peterson sa id. "We did not
do as good a job block ing th em as
they d id blocki ng us •
"Wewere hittingi nto the block,
and we were very flat," Weit brecht
said. "There was a breakdown of
fundamentals."
Wit h matches against Mount

Union and Capital this week,JCU
is wmdmgdown theirOAC schedule. They hope to match last year's
7-2 conference record and gain an
invitation to the NCAA Divtston
Ill ational Tournament.
"In the past few weeks we have
been passing serve as well as any
team in the last few years,"
We It brecht said. "O ur m iddles[senior Elizabeth Black and sophomore Molly Ridenour! have been
playing veryconststentlyand have
been a big factor in our hitting success."
As it stands now, Ohio Northern (22-3)and Capi tal (19-7)share
first place in the OAC, whilejCU
sta nds alone in tbird place and
hopes to move up this weekend.
With a top four fi nish in the
conference, j CU would host a first
round OAC to urna ment game,
w hich Dissel said the team will
shoot for.
"1 think it's a good emotional
boost to have a game at home, havingourfans there, and having that
support for our team and school."

Men's soccer clinches berth in OAC tournament
Steven R. Colaianni
ASSIStant Sports EditO:.:.;r::.:;,__ __
The john Carroll Uni versity
men's soccer team fmished the
Ohio At hleuc Conference pornon
of its schedule last week with two
key overt 1me v ictones over
Hetde lberga nd Muskmgum .
lleadmg in to last week's play,
jCU was on the OA tournament
bubble wit h a 4 3 mark in confer-

ence play. The Streaks had just
lost a rough match to Marietta,and
they needed back-w-back wins in
order to have any hope of maki ng
the OAC tournament.
Fac in g eliminat ion fro m postseason play,jCU responded in fine
fash ion with a 1-0 victory ove r
Heidel berg at Wasmer Field and a
2-1 tri umph at Musking um to
clinc h an OACtournament berth .

We d nesday's match wit h
Heidelberg saw jCU ga in revenge
on the St uden t Princes, whoelim inated the Streaks from the OAC
tournament last season. Thegame
remained scoreless until sophomorej on Bowman scored thewinni nggoaloff senior Rya n Caudill's
assist with 14.3 seconds lef t in the
first overtime. In the win, junior
goal kee per Gra nt Mast's lucky

number was six as he made six
saves on six Heidelbe rg shots for
his sixth shutout of the season.
"We felt a lot of pressure comingintotheHeidelberggame,"said
Bowman, who scored his seco nd
goal of the season in the win. "Bu t
at no poi nt in that game d id we
think we would lose."
Senior Brady Bros nahan added
how important it was tO bea t the

Pr inces, w ho las t year stopped
JCU's streak of 42 home ga mes
without a loss.
"For the se niors especia lly, we
felt the pressure against Heidelberg," Brosnahan said. "We had
been used to winning the OAC
[regular season title! and we felt
the pressure of missing the OAC
to urnament, so we had to step up
against Heidelberg."
Sat urday's co n tl~
wi t-!
Muskingum was also a struggle as
ti m ~.;,.;.....,.,..

the vi tory. Broshan han, who was
recently named OAC Pl ayer of the
Week for the second consecutive
week, tallied his nin th goal of the
season off an assist from jun ior
j im Myers with 6:17 remaining in
the first half. The Muskies tied the
score, 1-1, in the seco nd half to send
th ega me intoovert ime. With just
29seconds remaini ng in the ex tra
session ,juniorjeff Hu nkele scored
his second goa l of the season off
sophomore David Bart ulov ic's
pass to give j CU a 2-l victory.
JCU (9-6, 6-3 OAC) traveled to
Wooster Wed nesdayand will host
Malone College Sa turday at 2 p.m.
Afte r the Ma lone matchup, Rio
Grande stands asJCU's final regula r season game before OAC tourna ment play begins.
"We always want toe nd the season on a good note," Brosna han
sa id. "!Wooster, Malone a nd Rio
Grande ! are all highl y ranked
tea ms in our region, and playing
well agai nst top-ranked opponents will defini tely help our
c hances of makin g the NCAA
tournament this yea r.'
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Women's soccer wins, evens mark in OAC at 4-4

•

Streaks end season Saturday at Ohio Northern
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll University
women'ssoccerteam 1speakingas
the season nears an end. Three
wins m two weeks have allowed
the Streaks (6-8-2, 4-4 OAC) to
gather momentum heading into
next season.
The women wrapped up the ir
non-conferenceschedulet hi s past
Monday wit h aconvinci ng6- l victory over NA IA oppone nt Notre
Dame College. Having already
beaten them in the preseason, the
Streaks were prepared fo rt he Blue
Falcons.
jCUevenl yspaL~d out its scoring wit h three goals in the first
half and three in the seco nd.
Sullivan led the way wit h three
goa ls, w hil e senior Annie
Klekamp,juniorOona Blakemore,
and freshma n Maureen Mohney
each added one apiece. Blakemore
and jun ior Shan non Sull iva n had
two assists each.
lt was a record-setting day for
Sull iva n. Shesetschoolrecords in
th ree different ca tegories: most
goals in a season (12), most assists
(ll),and most points05). Theju nior is also near the top in career
sta ndings. She is in second place
wi th 23 career goals, second with
15 assists, and third wit h 61 total
poims.
"1couldn't have done anythi ng
without my teamm ates," sa id
Sullivan when asked about her
accomplishments. "It feel s good to
have the m contribute to any succes< I h:we had."
"Eve ryone seems to be playi ng
weH"' tbe sa,m~ t~l]'le; c Li u
the junior, "and that really shows
the unity on our team , both on
and off the field."
Acco rding to coac h Ke ll ie
Leema n, Blakemore has been one
of severa l players that have played
co nsiste ntly well th e pas t few
weeks.
"Oo na has been winning a lot
of ba li s fo r us lately," Leeman said.

"She's really been controlling the
mtdfield the last few games,espectally against Hiram and Notre
Dame."
ln that Hiram game on October 9, john Carroll struggled to
victory due to poor weather condit ions. After a shot by Sullivan
deflected off the Terrier goalkeeper, sophomore April Protzlk
followed to score the only goal of
the game.
"Anyth ing can happen whe n
pl aying un der those kind of
cond itions,"commented Leeman
"I'm just happy to get out of there
with a win. We were fortunate not
to have any major injuries."
The Blue Streaks finished out
their homesc hedule two days later
by blanking Ma rietta l-0. Forthe
second straight game, they shut
out their opponent by a score of l0. The game was scoreless until
la te in the second half, when freshman Ashlie Saeger scored for the
second time this season, assisted
by Su llivan.
"The girls lost to [Mariet tal4-0
last year," said Coac h Leeman.
"This was a greatw infor us ... a h uge
win.
"For the most part, we were patie nt and exec uted well. Everything seemed to come toget her.

Overall, we played a good game."
The Marietta game was especiallyimportanttoKlekamp, who
played her final home game at
Wasmer Field. The team dedicated
themselves to wmning, not wanting her to end her college career
wah a loss.
j ohn Carroll traveled to Heidelberg last Wed nesday, October 16,
to take on the sixth- ranked team
in Division Ill. The BlueStreaks
marched up well with the
conference'sfirst -place team since
bot h play a similar style of soccer,
focusing on passing and team defense.
Both teams played even ly for
80 minu tes before Heidel berg took
control of the game wtth three
goalsinaspanof 4:26,makingthe
final score 3-0. Severalmjuries in
the backfield and the resulting
lack of depth accounted for the
late defensive breakdowns.
john Carroll finishes its season
this Saturday on the road against
Ohio Northern. The Blue Streaks
a re looking forwa rd to ending the
year wi th a victory, possibly determi ning wh ic h teams will make
the playoffs fro m the OAC. They
will be seeking the irfo urt h win in
five ga mes, and their fifth conference victory of the season.

Junior Oona Blakemore races toward a 50-50 ball in the midfield
during a recent contest at Wasmer Field.

cc
day.
"My expectat io ns are ver y
high," satd coach Kathy Lanese.
"We are up against much tougher

of 19:11. Fenske is the only se nior
on the women's ream, so her leadershipandexper ience will be play
a key role in the women's overall
performance.
"Am y is extremely exci ted
about th is race ," Lanese sa id. "Her
exper ience and knowlcdg of th

many strong performances this
season. Another runner who will
bring experience to the team is
junior Penny Roxas, who has had
a n excelle nt ca mpaign thus far
includin g a personal-best time of
19:54 at the Nationa l Catholic In
vitauonal <;ophomoic )ul\c

lot youngtalen n t e le i:l. e
team to beat will be Mou nt Union,
but th ey are bearable on a given
day, and Saturday has to be that
day."
The women's team took fourth
at last year's OA C meet and were
led by sen ior Amy Fenske who
ra n one of the best races of her life.
She tooksecond overall with a time

hertothe top. lknowshecan have
an awesome race if she puts her
mind to it."
Freshman Debbie Pagano will
be another JCU runner to watch.
She has led the women's tea m in
eve ry eve nt so far this year and
keeps ge tting better. Freshman
Molly Mayer will be a big asset to
the team as well, having turned in

and Mary Howarth will a lso help
the women's ca use.
'We're lookmg to fmis h In the
top th ree at theOA 's,'said Roxas.
"Everyone knows what they have
to do. We all work hard, and alii
can do is try my best and lead by
example.'
The OACC hampio nship Meet
will begin at 11:00 a. m.

continued from page 13
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V-Ball splits, hosts Capital Friday
Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

Senior Katy Perrone fires a shot past the Marietta blockers
during JCU's three-set victory last week.

The j ohn Ca rroll University
volleyball team went on the road
last week hoping to pick up two
wins and put pressure on Ohio
Athletic Conference f romrunners
Ohio Northern a nd Capital.
Although the Streaks beat
Heidelberg 15-7, 2-15, 15-9, 15-8,
they dropped a four game match
to Muskingum l5-6, 15-8,9-15,155 and now face an uph1ll battle to
win the OAC regular season title.
JCU(2l-8, 4-20AC)traveled to
Mount Union Wednesday a nd will
host undefeated Capital in a tough
confe rence show d own Frida y
ni ght at the Shula Sports Center.
Coach Gretch en Weitbrech t
was pleased with the way her team
focused against Heidelberg.
"For games one, three, and four
we sus tained a good effort,"
Weitbrecht said . " !Halfway
through each game! we took control and pulled away, which is a
sign of good concentrat ion ."
Sophomore setter Leslie Dissel

saidjCU is beginningtoshow they
can play through their mistakes.
"We were happy because we
remained consistent wit hour play
throughout the match,"Dissel said.
"We'recontinuall y i mprovi ng,and
when they get a couple of poi nts
we can come back and remain conSistent."
Muskingum was a different
story. A long travel day and an
aggressive blocking scheme by the
Muskies handed th e Streaks its
second OAC loss of the season.
Sophomo re Nicole Pe te rs on
said th e match was difficult beca use the Muskies' bl ock forced the
team to change its hitt ing s tyle.
"They got their ha nds o neverything, which frustra tes you because you cannot put anything
down," Peterson said. "Wed id not
do as good a job blocking them as
they did blocking us."
"Wewerehittingintothe block,
and we were very flat," Weitbrecht
said. "There was a breakdown of
funda mentals."
With matches against Mount

Union and Ca pital thts week,JCU
is windi ng dow n their OACschedule.They hope to ma tch last yea r's
7-2 co nfere nce record and gain an
invit:ation to the NCAA Division
llJ Nationa l Tou rna ment.
"In the past few weeks we have
been passing serve as well as any
team in t he las t few years,"
Weitbrechtsaid. "Our m iddles[senior Elizabeth Black and sophomore Molly Rideno ur] have been
playing veryconsistentl yand have
been a big factor in o ur hitt ing success."
As it stands now, Ohio North ern (22-3) and Capital ( l9-7) share
first pl ace in the OAC, whil e j CU
stands a lone in third place a nd
hopes to move up this weekend.
With a top four fin ish in the
conference, JCU would host a first
round OAC tournamen t game ,
which Di ssel said the team will
shoot for.
"I think it 's a good emotional
boost to have a game at home, having ourfans there, and having that
support for our team and school."

Men's soccer clinches berth in OAC tournament
Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Sports Editor

The john Car roll University
me n's socce r team fmished the
Ohio At h leticConference portion
of its schedu le last week with two
key overtime victo n es ove r
Heidelberg and Musk ingum .
Heading inw last week's play,
j CU was on the OAC to urnament
bub ble wah a 4-3 ma rk in confe r-

ence pl ay. Th e Streaks had just
lost a tough match to Marietta,and
they needed back-to-back wins in
o rder to have any hope of mak ing
the OAC tournament.
Facing elimination from postseason play,j CU responded in fine
fas hio n wi th a 1-0 victory over
Heidelberg a t Wasmer Field and a
2-1 triumph at Musk ingum to
cli nch an OAC tournament berth.

Wedne sday's m a tch with
Heidelberg saw jCU gain revenge
on the Student Princes, whoel iminated the Streaks from the OAC
tournament last season. The game
remained scoreless until sophomorejon Bowman scored thewinni nggoal off se nior Ryan Caudill's
assist with 14.3seconds left in the
first overtim e. In the win, junior
goalkeeper Grant Mast 's lucky

INSTANT CREDIT

number was six as he made six
saves on six Heidelberg shots for
his sixth shutout of the season.
"We felt a lot of pressure comingintothe Heidelberggame," said
Bowman, who scored his second
goal of the season in the win. "But
at no point in that game did we
thin k we would lose."
Senior Brady Brosnahan added
how important it was to beat the

Prin ces, who last year stopped
JCU's streak of 42 home games
without a loss.
"For the seniors especially, we
felt the pressure against Heidelberg," Brosnahan said. "We h ad
been used to winning the OAC
]regular season title] and we felt
the pressure of missing the OAC
tournament, so we had to step up
against Heidelberg."
Saturday's contes
wit-h - Muskingum wasalsoastruggleas
lCt~'<l ~'ll.l'ri'l'le
ed
tl m o
t
the victory. Broshanhan, who was
recently named OAC Player of the
Week for th e second consecut ive
wee k, tallied his ninth goal of the
season off a n assist from jun ior
Jim Myers with 6:17 remaining in
the fi rst ha lf. The Muskies tied the
score,l-l,in the second half to send
the game into overtime. With just
29seconds rem aining in the extra
session ,juniorjeff Hunkele scored
his second goal of the season off
sophomore David Bart ulovic's
pass to givejCU a 2-1 victory.
jCU (9-6, 6-3 OAC) traveled to
Wooster Wednesdayand will host
Malone College Saturdaya t 2 p.m.
After the Malone matchup, Rio
Gra nde stands asjCU's final regular season game before OAC to urnament play begins.
"Wealwayswam to end the sea son on a good note," Brosnaha n
said. "!Wooster, Malone and Rio
Grande] are all highly ranked
teams in our region , and playing
well against top-ranked opponents will definitely help our
chances of making the NCAA
tournament this yea r."
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Women's soccer wins, evens mark in OAC at 4-4
S'treaks end season Saturday at Ohio Northern
Matt Rayl
Sport s Reporter

The john Ca rroll Un ivers it y
women 's soccer team is peaking as
the sea o n nears a n end. Three
win s in two wee ks have a llowed
the Streaks (6-8-2 , 4-4 OAC) to
gather momentum heading into
nex t season.
The wo men wrapped up their
non -confe rence schedule this past
Monday with aconvincing6-l victory over NAJA opponent Notre
Dame College. Having already
beate n the m in the preseason, the
St reaks we re prepared fort he Blue
Falco ns.
j CUeve nly spal..:d out its scoring with three goals in th e first
half a nd three in th e second.
Sulli van led the way wi th three
goa ls, whil e se n ior Ann ie
Klekam p,juniorOona Bl akemore,
and fres hman Maureen Mohney
eachaddedoneapi ece. Blakemore
and junior Shannon Sullivan had
two assists each.
It was a record-se tti ng day for
Sulliva n. She set sc hoolrecordsi n
three different categories: most
goa Is in a season (12), most assists
(ll),and most points O S). The junior is also nea r the rop in career
standings. She is in second place
with 23 career goals, second with
15 assists, and third with 61 tot al
points.
"I couldn't have done anything
without my teammates," said
Sull ivan when asked about her
accomplishments. "ltfeelsgood to
have them contribute to any success 1h :lVe ha d."
"Everyone seem s to be playing
w II '\1 t he sa,~ lme,"
· u~
rhe junior, "and that really shows
the unity on our team , both on
a nd off the field."
Acco rd ing to coach Kellie
Leema n, Blakemore has been one
of several players that have played
con s is tently well the past few
weeks.
"Oon a has been winning a lot
of bal Is for us lately," Leeman said.

"She's really been controlling the
midfield the last few games, especia ll y against Hiram a nd ot re
Da me."
In that Hira m game on October 9, j ohn Ca rroll struggled to
vic tory due to poor wea ther condi tions. Afte r a shot by Su llivan
deflec ted off the Te rrie r goalkeeper, sophomore April Protzik
followed to score the only goal of
the game.
"Anything can happen when
playing under those kind of
conditions,"commented Leem an.
"l'm just happy to get out of the re
with a win. We werefortunatenot
w have any major injuries"
The Blue Streaks fini shed out
their home sc hed ule two days later
by bla nki ng Mariett a 1-0. For th e
second straight game, they s hut
out their opponen t by a score of l0. The game was scorel ess until
late in the second half, whe n freshman Ash lie Saeger scored for the
second time this season, assisted
by Sullivan.
"The girls lost to 1Mariet tal4-0
last year," said Coach Leem an.
"This was a greatwin for us ... a huge
win.
"For the most part, we were patient and executed well. Everything seemed to come together.

Overa ll, we played a good game"
The Marietta game was especia llyimportanttoKleka mp, who
played her final home game at
Wasme r Field. The team dedica ted
themselves to winni ng, not wanting her to end her college ca ree r
with a loss.
j ohn Carroll traveled to Heidel berg last Wednesday. October 16,
to take on the sixth -ranked team
in Division Ill. The BlueStreaks
matc hed up well with the
conference's firs t-place team since
both play a similar style of soccer,
foc using on passing and ream defense.
Both teams played evenly for
SO minutes before Heidel berg took
co ntrol of the ga me with three
goals in as pa n of 4:26,ma king the
fi nal score 3-0. Severa l injuries in
the backfield a nd the res ulting
lack of depth acco unted for the
late defensive breakdowns.
john Ca rroll fi nishes its season
th is Satu rday on the road aga inst
Ohio Northern. The Blue Streaks
are looking forward to ending the
year wi th a victory, possibly determi ning which tea ms will make
the playoffs from the OAC. They
will be seeking their fourth win in
five games, and the1r rH th conferen ce victory of the season.

Junior Oona Blakemore races toward a 50-50 ball in the midfield
during a recent contest at Wasmer Field.

cc
day.
"My expectations a re very
high," said coac h Ka thy Lanese.
"We are up agai nst much tougher

of 19:11. Fenske is the only senior
on the women's team, so her lead ershipandexperiencewill be play
a key role in the women's overall
performance.
"Am y is extremely ex c ited
about this race," Lanese said. "Her
experie nce and knowledge of the

many strong performance this
season. Another runner who will
bring experience to the team is
junior Penny Roxas, who has had
an excellent campaign thus far
including a persona l- best time of
19:54 at the Na ti ona l Catholi · InSo ph omore j uli

lotofyoungtalenf ntlie red. The
team to beat will be Mount Union,
but they are heatable on a given
day, and Saturday has to be that
day."
The women 's team took fourth
at last year's OAC meet and were
led by senior Amy Fenske who
ran one of the best races of her Iife.
She took second overall with a time

hertothetop. lknowshecanhave
an awesome race if she puts her
mind to it."
Freshman Debbie Pagano will
be another JCU runner to watch.
She has led the women's team in
every event so far this year and
keeps getting better. Freshman
Molly Mayer will be a big asset to
the team as well , having turned in

and Mary Howarth will also help
the women's cause.
'We're looki ng to fi nish in the
topthreeat theOAC's,'sa1d Roxas.
'Everyone knows what they have
to do. We all work hard, and alii
can do is try my best and lead by
example.'
The OAC Championship Meet
will begin at 11:00 a.m.

continued from page 13
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THAT'S OK, WE'LL

STILL LIKE YOU
TOMORROW

•
Flowers For All Occasions
Wedding Specialists
3233 WarrenSVille Center

Road
Shaker Heights, OH 44122

921-3100

ll's really not that stressful and doesn't taRe
all that much time, maybe you should lry us
on tor size. WRITE FOR THE CARROLL NEWS

ON CEDARA D LEE

h-'1ppy hOUR 4-7 p.m.
<DONDPty tl')RU
S-'1tURDPty
$1 AND $3 Sp€ClAl.S
Draft Specials during Happy Hour

Guinness, Harp, Cider, Murphy's
Bud Light Draft Special
seven days a week

Thinking About:
La
School?
It you or someone you know is considering a
lavv. school education novv or a tew years trom
no""W; t:hen plan t:o att:end t:he Cleveland
Metropolitan Law School Fair. 31 law schools
trom across t:he country along with LSAT test
preparation representatives will be available t:o
answer your questions. You will also be able t:o
receive catalogues. applications, and financial aid
intormation. It's one st:op shopping! This event
is tree and open to t:he public.
Event:
Date:
Time:

Place:
21 VlND OVER pLEV\5€

321-3469

RSVP:

Cleveland Metro Law School Fair
Saturday, October 26, 1 996
1 0:00 a . m- to 2:00 p.m.
John Carroll University Student Center
Located on Belvoir Road
University Heights. OH 44118
Phone: (216) 397-4434
Not necessary. We'll see you there!

•
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By Stephen 5. Rosenfeld

-

The Washington Post;-;;e>;:-----'--'..:.:...._ _ __ _

Don't worry--We'll vote
for you.
Flash forward. Two weeks from today. You've sat
through the debates. You've scanned the newspapers.
You've salvaged the facts from the smear campaigns.
You duck out of lunch a few minutes early, or hop into
your car between classes. You drive to the nearest high
school or VFW, follow the red arrows to the voting
booths. But when you step up to the registration tables
and whip out your 10, you're told that you're too late.
The 44th President of the United States has already been
elected. The 6 mil school levy has already been denied.
Riverboat gambling has already been legalized. And all
without your vore.
Not in America, you say?
Not only in America, but on this very campus.
During a recent SU meeting, the current student
elections code was modified, reducing the percentage of
the student body required to vote upon a proposed
referendum from 50% to 25%, and the amount of affirmative votes needed for passage of that referendum
from two-thirds to one-half of all votes. As a result of
these modifications, even on the most miraculously
motivated of student election days, when every single
ehgible voter that walks the Quad is seized by the urge to
drop their scrap of paper into the ballot box, it would
only take about 400 of us scribbling "yes" to put any
referendum into action. But since the more typical
election day miracle is when any of us remember it at all,
the number of needed "yes" votes diminishes rapidly.
Further complicating this issue is the forthcoming
student election regarding the Student Activities Budget
Board, which has been drawn up and debated for years.
Although, officially, there is no explicit connection
linking the SABB vote with the modified election code,
the tw hav been m n \ n \n h
m
h ,a
h
modifications would make the SABB much easier to pass.
If there is no conscious connection between these two
issues, one question is whether or not it is prudent to
install these untested modifications at a time when such
an important issue is up for vote.
How these modifications will affect the election
process in the long run is another concern. How will
reducing the number of votes needed to pass a referendum affeel a more controversial or unpopular referendum? Do we really want to trust the future laws of the
Carroll student body to such an unbalanced democratic
process~ Or will the election code be tailored to fit each
issue as it arises?
lf our Carroll student government mirrors the political principles we would also apply to local, state, federal
and global politics, the reflection is very disturbing. We
have a frustrated legislative body taking drastic measures to overcome the difficulties posed by apathetic
student vorcrs. A democracy is fueled by votes. An
oligarchy is fueled by indifference. Whereas most
campaigns for any issue would try to sway the number
of voters in their favor, the Carroll SU is forced to try and
sway the number of votes to keep the entire student
government from stalling.

HITS & misses
HIT: Having Fall Break weekend to catch our
breath (Two months down, two more to go).
m I s s: Not having the cafeteria open during
Fall Break weekend, so that those of us who
decided just to hang around and relax had to
make an emergency run to Russo's. m I s s:
Viruses plaguing the business computer labs.
Fall isn't just flu season anymore. m I s s:
Professors who schedule tests and papers
for the Monday after Fall Break. mIss: Lakesize puddles on the sidewalks. Grab your
galoshes, everyone. HIT: It could be worse.
They could be frozen puddles.
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Immigration: And the argument continues
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-
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WASHINGTQNHt's tough to get a
handle on the rolling review of immigration policy now going on in this country.
lmmigrams, even legal ones, have been
singled out for rough treatment in recent
legislation bearing on welfare as well as im·
migration. Still, on Sunday you could read
in this newspaper that a group of Latino
demonstrators, obviously not intimidated ,
wereaskingfor a minimum wage of $7,free

Commentary

The road less traveled
1s there more than just going home for Fall Break? You
bet there isl You could just stay on campus and bury your
face in a book, or you can get in your favoriteform of
transportation and visit Cleveland's neighbors You could
travel to Chicago, Columbus, Pittsburgh, or another city.
This past weekend my
roommate and I took a trip
that proved that there are
Jim
other things to do than just
Grant
go home for Fall Break. Our
M Design
trip went into the heart of
Pittsburgh, circled through
the Laura! Highlands of
Pennsylvania and ended
back in Cleveland. We
Commentary
stopped at various universities where some of our
friends attend and panaked in some of the typical college
activities.
However, the important part of the trip was the
culture and historical points of interest where we
stopped. We went to the Carnegie Museum of Art and
spent a good hour or two there, and then took a driving
tour of the city. Later in the day, we went to the Phipp's
Conservatory,a glass-enclosed botanical garden that

men

nmn:d-

orl .

The best part of the weekend is that we just rook our

time and enjoyed a different area other than Cleveland.
Throughout downtown Pittsburgh we walked and found
that Pittsburgh has a rather interesting civic plan with
beautiful architecture. The PPG Place would happen to
be the most awe inspirting buildings of the Pittsburgh
skyline. After Pittsburgh. we
drove to Frank Lloyd Wright's
masterpeice. Falling Water, in the
heart of the Laura[ Highlands. We
took a tour of this house and then
went mountain biking at
Ohiopyle. The views were
beautiful and if it would have not
been raining and SNOWING the
break would have been perfect .
Take advantage of your
weekends, and explore the city of
Cleveland and the surrounding cities. These areas hold
much to be known and it is part of our college experience to visit these places. Cleveland, Columbus, and
Pittsburgh hold some of the most interesting facts which
can heighten your education out of the classroom. When
students study abroad, they visit many cities and points
of interest along the way. Do the-srme-he:re;-otn<li-geHe- - - -know what the cities and areas around where we live
h v O<>off~
"'YW
nahowotherswhatmakes
Pittsburgh . Cleveland, or other cities fun ro live in.

Silence is deadly
Deciding on a topic for a commentary is never easy. As
them dead , but that does not mean that I, or anyone, have
CN staffets, we avoid being the week's ·commentator" like
the right to kill them. Plain and simple. Murderers do not
the plague, not just because it means having to have your
have the right to kill, they should be punished by spending
photo accompany what you write, but because most of us
the rest of rheir lives in prison (this of course would
are simply used to reporting the news and opinions of
involve reforming the prison system , which would cost a
others. We are not used to the opportunity to write about
lot of money, but is not a reason to use the death penalty).
our opinions, which is a very frightening thing to do
There are countless reasons that are commonly cited as
(especially when our photo is attached to it).
justifications for capital punishment , and countless other
As I sat down to write this commentary, I felt the fear
reasons I believe it is wrong, such as the stan ling fact that,
associated with the task, and the fear of knowing that not
according to one study, at least23 people this century who
many people agree with what I am about to say. I could
were later found to be innocent had already been
have chosen to write a nice,
mistakenly executed.
fluffy piece about gomg home ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My goal here is not 10 say that I
1
for Fall Break, or reminding
am right and those who support
Kristen
everyone to take the time to
capi tal punishmen t are wrong. My
Schneidler
watch the leaves change colors
objective, rather, is to question our
IN&BEditor
in the next fcw weeks. But,
nation 's apathy toward this issue.
that did nor motivate me tosll
This past weekend I went to see the
down and write.
movie The Chamber. I won't revtew
There is one issue that, for
the movie, but will instead review
as long as I can rem em bcr, has
the audience's reaction to it.
Commentary
reall)• motivated me tO express
As I was leaving the theater,!
my opmion. And , while it is a
was visibly shaken. (Sorry, I have to
matter of life and death just as much as abortion or
reveal the movie's ending here ...) The film ends with Gene
euthanasia, this topic does not seem to get the coverage that
Hackman'scharacter(a convicted killer) being execured in
other issues do.
the gas chamber, a scene that left me with an upset
The issue is capital punishment. And I believe that it is
stomach and conscience. But, walking out of the theater, I
wrong. But,!his is not gomg to be a recitation of the typical
was surrounded by people (including my own friends)
high school persuasive speech on capital punishment.
who were talking only about how good Chris O'Donnell
What this is is a commentary on the kind of socrety that
(the defense attorney) looked, or laughing, or simply
condones Its usage with seemingly little thought.
indifferent to it all. Now, ! know that this was only a
1can remember the first time I really thought about the
movie, and that Gene Hackman didn't really die, but this
death penalty. I was in the sixth grade, and somehow it
movie (like most an) is a reflection of society, is it not?
came up at school. All I rememberthinking was that, to me,
Capital punishment does exist. People are still executed
11 sounded hypocritical. "You mean the government tells
in the gas chamber, and in the electric chair, and by the
people that it is illegal to kill, yet they then kill people for
firing squad, and hanging from a rope,and by lethal
committing thiscrimel Aren't they then guilty of the same
injection- the current method of choice for the greatest
crt me?' These were the thoughts of a naive sixth grader,
number of states. Yet why is this an issue that is not really
givtng her gut reaction.
talked about? If this movie had shown a panial· binh
Almost a decade later. after much thought, ! still come
abortion. I am sure that people would be talking about
to the same conclusion. I still believe that murder is
more than Chris O'Donnell's appearance.
murder. whether it ts sponsored by the government or not. I
At the least I am hoping that this commentary will
do not believe that "lawmakers" have the right to"play
persuade us to think about this issue. I know Lalone cannot
God," and decide when someone should live and when they
change anyone's mind, but I do hope that you will think
should die. The argument that my own family often
about capital punishment, and if you do support it,
throws at me is'Jf one of us were murdered, you wouldn't
that you will think long and hard about the reasons that
want the person whodtd it dead?" Well, yes, I wouldwant
you do so.

education through college and legal amnesty for all undocumented or illegal aliens.
There is a measure of excess on both sides.
What has happened is plain enough . The
last bargain Amen cans made with themselves about immtgration is coming unglued. In 1965, the United States switched
from a modest flow,)[ mostly skilled immigrants coming proportionally rrom the
countries where Americans had, up till then,
come from, to a broader flow of less-ski lied
people and their eKtended families, many
from the Third World, espectally restive,
nearby Mexico. Thedebate is about whether
the resulting mix suits us.
I am one who grew up in the '30's and
'40's savoring the romance of immigration,
its offer off reed om and a bite of the Ameri-

can apple to needy, butproductiveand relatively easily assimilated foreigners. But 1 he
evident reality of immigration today is in
some aspects grittier: social and economic
costs that may or may not be offset by the
immigrants' work and other contributions;
arrival in an economy that makes some
immigrants, including illegals, grating
competitorsof citizens, including workingclass blacks; an ambiguous attitude toward
previously unquestioned notions of thecultural and civic obligations of American citi·
zenship.
Little wonder that our current American debate is ragged and divisive . The issue
iscomplex ;thingshavemovedon. The policies of openness and inclusiveness that are
under scrutiny now date from the 1960s;
their roots go back to the great immigra tion surge before World War I, a memory,
but to many Americans. still a resonant
one. Many immigration critics and skeptics, meanwhile, evoke the attitudes of reduced openness and greater exclusivi ty
associated with the interwar period . The
plates are clashing.
Much of this was supposed to have been
fixed already. Congress attempted to make
a clean cut between legals and illegals the
latter were to be barred and, if they still
made it in, caught and sent home. But the
border, employer and other controls that
were meant to catch the illegals, and the
measures of cooperation with MexiGo that

were meant to deter them , never were adequately established and enforced. This is
what created the special tension in California and the other major gateway locations.
where, most.! y byfederaldefault, large numbers of illegals have piled in. The answer
would seem to be obvious, police and pay
the bill for the illegals, but it turns out to be
harder than most people thought.
The task has been aggravated by a cumulative blurring of the line between le-

gals and illegals. There should be no question about benefitsforlegalsand their families; we invited them intoour house, and we
should therefore treat them well . Some
people go on, however, to claim it's wrong to
deprive uninvited and illegal immigrants
of certain benefits. The argument is on. But
it can hardly be denied that the providing
even of limned benefits, and the spreading
of the word about It can contribute lO a
magnet effect that draws in more illegals.

From around t

•Views/ Letters to the editor
ROTC cadence found offensive
It's unfortunate that a beautiful fall
evening has to be disrupted all because of
some bawdy marching exercises. There I
was, walking from Grasselli Library last
Friday, ready to begin my weekend after a
tiring-barrage of classes-and studying; he
suddenly the even, heavy footsteps of the
ROTC Ranger Squad could be heard not
twenty pace:. behind me. This did not
bother me, however. Hey, who wouldn't
find a dozen youngaduhsdressed in army
fatigues cute, charming, or even somewhat
attractive? What did bother me was the
cadence that the drill leader, or whatever
you call him, started chanting. The oh-so
catchy cadence, whose message I do not
wish to repeat, was particularly offensive
to women and I would think, to anyone
standing within earshot (which happened
to be anywhere within 100 yards). Now, 1
watched the movie "Cadence" with Charlie
Sheen, and I understand that engaging in
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this ritual can instill camaraderie among
the troops, bolster theirprideandevenshow
off their rhythmic prowess, but come on!
Even Charlie Sheen's modest group did not
feel it necessary to chant offensive lyrics.
Theirs were ac tually quite endearing.
So, I decided to walk across the Quad

inggiven toadministratorsandcertainprofessors and less to the rest of the faculty. Is
this about a Liberal Arts education or some
kind of power play agenda. I encourage
individuals such as Mr. Sparks, to look
dee perintotheissuessurroundinghis commenta ry. You a re a pay ing cusromer. De-

about noise levels or move-in day, I wonder
from where you get the idea that University
Heights does notlikeJohnCarrollstudents.
The city employs students in many ways,
from individual household employing
baby-sitters to the private c tor's provision of s rvice a nd re tail posn LO ns to stu -

romt~heflr-tra-1'N~r~~;av<)id~heH--~R~~d··ta·~~h~~iila~~,M~~au~~~~~~.g~~~~-~~

raunchiness, but no. I could still heart hem
echoing all around campus! Thank goodness there were no parents with small chi!dren ambling about the Quad, or any prospective students with their families touringcampus(sinceit was Open House Weekend). I'm sure this example of the young
military's "finest" would leave a poor impressionwith(thevisitingfamilies). ROTC
already has a rather negative rapport with
those on campus. Case in point, the CN's
last issue included in its Hits and Misses:
"miss: ROTC waking up half of campus
with their (very) early morning exercises."
It is not that I don't respect the fine men
and women in ROTC It takes a lot of discipline to do all the things they do, and if I
was one of its members, I would wear my
uniform proudly. However, I think ROTC
would do well to rethink the types of messages and examples it sends out with its
troops. I only feel sorry for the one or two
females in this ROTC squad who have to
chant along with "the boys" for the sake of
camaraderie.
Chris Zalas
Class of 1998

Alumni dlssapolnted In
administrations procedures
I am disappointed in the apathy that
seems to be present through reading the
Carroll News edition of September 26. lam
a recent graduate of]ohn Carroll, and will
not soon forget the bureaucracy of the administration. I am reminded of the tenure
process of last spring and of the S.A.B.B.
and their effect on student life atjohn Carroll. I have read of the raise in parking fees
and the control that is forded over the
student body by the Vice·Presidem of Student Affairs. When wilt the student body
realize that they have the power to stand up
and change what they feel is wrong with
their college experience.
The game of smoke and mtrrorsconunues this year. Is Fr. Shea really around cam pus, or at cocktail parries raising more
money to waste. There is more power be-

University. Don'tallowyourselfto befooled.
!continue to ask myself, how much money
could have been spent feeding the homeless
of Cleveland? !ask you to look to the gospel
for some words of wisdom. jesus came to
live and walk with the lowly. He came to
put down the RICH and HAUGHTY How
much damage to the beauty of JC.U. will
you let happen? Hold those accountable
that need big brother. It isachoicethatonly
you can make.
Maury Petrak Jr.
Class ofl996
jesuit Volunteer Corps

Student supports UH actions
This response may be arriving in your
office too late for publication, but I had to
write in concern to Gina Girardot's commentaryentitled "Stroll in the Heighrs"f rom
the October 3, 1996 issue of The Carroll
News..Girardotquestions where the priorities of the University Heights community
lieandcontendsthatthecity'sresidentsare
setti nga poor example fortheir children by
"singling out students via legislation". She
la.ter says that "the world is an inconvenient
place ... not some feigned utopia that some
seem to strive for". Aside from this incorrect formation of a prepositional phrase,
Girardot also poorly forms her argument
against University Heights residents. She
questions the priorities of the entire city
after witnessing one young pregnant girl
being picked up from middle school and a
group of disrespectfulGesustudents taunting a crossing guard. Or would you like to
see a better community yourself, despite
the fact that you criticize University
Heights' attempt to achieve a utopic quality? You cannot possibly criticize the city
for not being responsible enough and for
being too responsible at the same time.
In regard to the statement that University Heights does not like john Carroll studems "just because they are not !tke (the
residents)", I must speak to the absolute ridiculousness of this statement. First. aside
fromoccasionalcomplaintsf rom netghbors

L

Carroll students are not like the residents
ofUniversity Heights, I see theargumenras
ludicrous. The students at john Carroll,
while not completely homogeneous, in a
very general sense come from areas with
ethnic and socio-economic conditions that
are strikingly similar to its surrounding
community. This claim thatrhe University
dislikes the students because they are different is simply uninformed and incorrect.
I confidently say all of this as lama lifelong resident of University Heights. I have
been employed in the john Carroll Alumni
office during several summer breaks and
school vacations, I am friends with several
Carroll students, and myself am a college
student at another jesuit university,
Fordham,located in the Bronx. New York,
where a great number of thestudentsactually do not have much in common with
theirsurroundingcommunity. Maybe you
ought to be grateful that you attend a university that is set in a community as beautiful as University Heights. You should appredate the attempts of the community to
try to achieve a sort of utopia If everyone
cared as much about their communities as
the concerned University heights residents,
maybe the world would not be the dismal
place that you paint it to be.
Susan E. Lutjen
Class of 1998
Fordham University

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS · jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters wi II be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
our hone number.
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By Stephen S. .Rosenfeld
The Washington Postc
,
WASHINGTQNI-lts wugh to get a
handle on the rollmg rev1ew of immigra·
tton pohcy now going on in this country
lmmtgrants, even legal ones, have been
smgled out for rough treatment tn recent
legtslatJon be.arrngon welfare as well as immtgranon. Sttll, (Hl Sunday you could read
10
thts newspaper ~hat a group of latmo
demonst.rators, obvwusly not intimidated,
wereasktngfora mmtmum wageof$7, free

for
you.
-

•

HITS & misses
HIT: Having Fall Break weekend to catch our
breath (Two months down, two more to go).
m I s s: Not having the cafeteria open during
Fall Break weekend, so that those of us who
decided just to hang around and relax had to
make an emergency run to Russo's. m I s s:
Viruses plaguing the business computer labs.
Fall isn't just flu season anymore. m I s s:
Professors who schedule tests and papers
for the Monday after Fall Break. m I s s: Lakesize puddles on the sidewalks. Grab your
galoshes, everyone. HIT: It could be worse.
They could be frozen puddles.
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Immigration: And the argument contimes

Don't worry-- We'll vote
Flash forward. Two weeks from today. You've sat
through the debates. You've scanned the newspapers
You've salvaged the facts from the smear campaigns.
You duck out of lunch a few minutes early, or hop into
your car between classes. You drive to the nearest high
school or VFW, follow the red arrows to the voting
booths. But when you step up to the registration tables
and whip out your 10, you're told that you're too late.
The 44th President of the United States has already been
elected. The 6 mil school levy has already been denied.
Riverboat gambling has already been legalized. And all
without your vote.
Not in America, you say?
Not only in America, but on this very campus.
During a recent SU meeting, the current smdent
elections code was modified, reducing the percentage of
the student body required to vote upon a proposed
referendum from 50% to 25%, and the amount of affirmative votes needed for passage of that referendum
from two-thirds to one-half of all votes. As a result of
these modifications, even on the most miraculously
motivated of student election days, when every single
eligible voter that walks the Quad is seized by the urge to
drop the1r scrap of paper mto the ballot box, it would
only take about 400 of us scribbling "yes" to put any
referendum into action. But since the more typical
election day miracle is when any of us remember it at all,
the number of needed "yes" votes diminishes rapidly.
Further complicating this issue is the forthcoming
student election regarding the Student Activities Budget
Board, which has been drawn up and debated for years.
Although, officially, there is no explicit connection
linking the SABB vote with the modified election code,
the two hav been m n 1 n in t
m br th, a
h
modifications would make the SABB much easier to pass.
If there is no conscious connection between these two
issues, one question is whether or not it is prudent to
install these untested modifications at a time when such
an important issue is up for vote.
How these modifications will affect the election
process in the long run is another concern. How will
reducing the number of votes needed to pass a referendum affect a more controversial or unpopular referendum? Do we really want to trust the future laws of the
Carroll student body to such an unbalanced democratic
process~ Or will the election code be tailored to fit each
issue as it arises?
If our Carroll student government mirrors the political principles we would also apply to local, state, federal
and global politics, the reflection is very disturbing. We
have a frustrated legislative body taking drastic meaures to overcome the difficulties posed by apathetic
student voters. A democracy is fueled by votes. An
oligarchy is fueled by indifference. Whereas most
campaigns for any issue would try to sway the number
of voters in their favor, the Carroll SU is forced to rry and
sway the number of votes to keep the entire student
government from stalling.
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Commentary

NINE 0' QOCXQ.A55,.

The road less traveled
ls there more than just going home for Fall Break1 You
bet there is! You could just stay on campus and bury your
face in a book, or you can get in your favorite form of
transportation and visit Cleveland's neighbors You could
rravel to Chicago, Columbus, Pittsburgh, or another city.
This past weekend my
roommate and I took a trip
that proved that there are
Jim
other things to do than just
Grant
go home for Fall Break. Our
Ad Design
trip went into the heart of
Piusburgh, circled through
the Laura] Highlands of
Pennsylvania and ended
back in Cleveland. We
Commentary
stopped at various universities where some of our
friends attend and partaked in some of the typical college
activities.
However, the important part of the trip was the
culiure and historical points of interest where we
stopped. We went to the Carnegie Museum of Art and
spent a good hour or two there, and then took a driving
tour of the city. Later in the day, we went to the Phipp's
Conservatory, a glass-enclosed botanical garden that
m
v rleu
1'01'!1 tliOLiittHhe•world.
The best pan of the weekend is that we just took our

time and enjoyed a different area other than Cleveland.
Throughout downtown Pittsburgh we wa] ked and found
that Pittsburgh has a rather interesting civic plan with
beautiful architecture. The PPG Place would happen to
be the most awe inspirting buildings of the Pittsburgh
skyline. After Pittsburgh, we
drove to Frank Lloyd Wright's
masterpeice, Falling Water, in the
heart of the Laura! Highlands. We
took a tour oft his house and then
went mountain biking at
Ohiopyle. The views were
beautiful and if it would have not
been raining and SNOWING the
break would have been perfect.
Take advantage of your
weekends, and explore the city of
Cleveland and the surrounding cities. These areas hold
much to be known and it is pan of our college experience to visit these places. Cleveland, Columbus. and
Pittsburgh hold some of the most interesting facts which
can heighten your education out of the classroom. When
students study abroad, they visit many cities and points
of interest along the way. Do the=me ho-e;-omd-ge1---'---~
know what the cities and areas around where we live
h v to. offet'

d'"}' we-can M\ow others what me k~

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, or other cities fun ro live in.

Silence is deadly
Deciding on a topic for a commentary is never easy. As
being the week's "commentator" like
the plague, not just because it means having to have your
photo accompany what you write, but because most of us
are simply used to reporting the news and opinions of
others. We are not used to the opportunity to write about
our opinions, which is a very frightening thing to do
(especially when our photo is attached to it).
As I sat down to write this commentary, I felt the fear
associated with the task, and the fear of knowing that not
many people agree with what lam about to say. I could
have chosen to write a nice,
CN staffers, we avoid

them dead , but that does not mean that l, or anyone . have
the right to kill them. Plain and sim pie. Murderers do not
have the right to kill, they should be punished by spending
the rest of their lives in prison (this of course would
involve reforming the prison system, which would cost a
lot of money, but is not a reason to use the death penalty).
There are countless reasons that are commonly cited as
justifications for capital punishmem, and countless other
reasons L believe it is wrong, such as the startling fact that,
according to one study,at least 23 people this century who
were later found to be innocent had already been
mistakenly executed.
My goal here is not to say that I
am right and those who support
capital punishmen t are wrong. My
objective. rather, is to question our
nation's apathy roward this issue.
This past weekend 1 went to see the
movie The Chamber. I won 't rev1ew
the movie, but will instead review
the audience's reaction to it.
As I was leaving the theater, l
was visibly shaken. (Sorry,! have to
reveal the movie's ending here ...) The film ends with Gene
Hackman's character (a convicted killer) being executed in
the gas chamber, a scene that left me with an upset
stomach and conscience. But, walking out of the theater, I
was surrounded by people (including my own friends)
who were talkmg only about how good Chris O'Donnell
(the defense attorney) looked. or laughing. or simply
indifferent to it aiL Now. I know that this was only a
movie, and that Gene Hackman didn't really die, but this
movie (like most art) is a reflection of society, is it not?
Capital punishment does exist. People are still executed
in the gas chamber, and in the electric chair, and by the
firing squad. and hanging from a rope,and by lethal
injection- the current method of choice for the greatest
number of stares. Yet why is this an issue that is not really
talked about? If this movie had shown a partial-birth
abortion. I am sure that people would be talking about
more than Chris O'Donnell's appearance.
At the least I am hoping that this commentary will
persuade us tothmk about this issue. I know I alone cannot
change anyone's mind. but I do hope that you will thm k
about capital punishment, and if you do support it ,
that you will think long and hard about the reasons that
you do so.

l·---------------

fluffy piece about gomg home
for Fall Break. or reminding
Kristen
everyone to take the time to
Schneidler
watch the leaves change colors
IN&BEditor
in the next few weeks. But,
that did not motivate me to sit
down and write.
There is one issue that,£or
as long as lean remember, has
Commentary
rea II y motivated me to express
my opmi011. And, while it is a
mauer of life and death just as much as abortion or
euthanasia. this topic does not seem to get the coverage that
01 her issues do.
The issue is capital punishment And I believe that it is
wrong. But , 1 his IS not gomg to be a recitation of the typical
high school persuasive speech on capnal punishment.
What this is is a commentary on the k1nd of SOCiety that
condones Its usage with seemingly liule thought.
Ican remember the first time I really thought about the
death penalty. I was in the sixth grade. and somehow it
came up at school. All I rememberthinking was that, to me.
n sounded hypocritical. "You mean the government tells
people that it is illegal to k1Il. yet they then kill people for
committing this crime? Aren't they then guilty of the same
crime?" These were the thoughts of a naive sixth grader,
givmg her gut reacuon.
Almost a decade later, after mu h thought, I st ill come
to the same conclusion. I snll believe that murder is
murder, whether it •s sponsored by the government or not. I
do not beheve that "lawmakers" have the right to "play
God," and decide when someone should live and when they
should die. The argument that my own family often
throws at me is "lf one of us were murdered, you wouldn't
want the person who did 11 dead?" Well, yes, I would want

education through college and legal amnesty for all undocumented or illegal aliens.
There is a measure of excess on both sides.
What has happened is plain enough. The
last bargain A men cans made with themselves about imm1gration is coming unglued. In 1965, the United States switched
from a modest flow,)[ mostly skilled immigrants coming proportionally from the
countries where Americans had, up till then,
comefrom, to a broader flow of less-skilled
people and their extended families, many
from the Third World, espectally restive,
nearby Mexico. The debate is about whether
the resulting mix suits us.
I am one who grew up in the '30's and
'40's savoring the romance of immigration,
its offer off reedom and a bite of the Ameri-

can apple to needy,but productive and relattvelyeast lyasstmtlated foreigners. But the
evtdent reality of tmmtgration today is in
some aspects grittier: social and economic
costs that may or may not be offset by the
immigrants'workandothercontributions;
am val m an economy that makes some
immigrants, including illegals, grating
competitors of citizens, including workingclass blacks;anambiguousattitudetoward
previously unquestioned notions of theculturalandcivicobligationsof Americancitizenship.
little wonder that our current American debate IS ragged and divisive The issue
is complex; things have moved on. The policies of openness and inclusiveness that are
under scrutiny now date from the 1960s;
their roots go back to the great immigration surge before World War I, a memory,
but w many Americans, still a resonant
one. Many immigration critics and skeptics, meanwhile, evoke the attitudes of reduced openness and greater exclusivity
associated with the interwar period. The
plates are clashing.
Much of this was supposed to have been
fixed already. Congress attempted to make
a clean cut between legals and illegals the
latter were to be barred and, if they still
made it in, caught and sent home. But the
border, employer and other controls that
were meant w catch the illegals, and the
measures of cooperation with MexiGo that

were meant to deter them, never were adequately established and enforced This is
whatcreatedthespecialtensioninCalifornia and the other major gateway locations.
where,mostlybyfederaldefault, large numbers of illegals have piled in. The answer
would seem to be obvtous, police and pay
the bill for the illegals, but it turns out to be
harder than most people thought.
The task has been aggravated by a cumulative blurring of the line between le-

gals and illegals. There shou ld be no questionabout benditsfor legals and theirfarnibes;weinvitedthemintoourhouse,andwe
should therefore treat them well. Some
peoplegoon,however,toclaim it's wrong to
deprive uninvited and illegal immigrants
of certain benefits. The argument is on. But
it can hard! y be denied that the providing
even of ltmited benefits, and the spreading
of the word about It can contribute to a
magnet effect that draws in more illegals.

nation._~
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
ROTC cadence found offensive
It's unfortunate that a beautiful fall
evening has to be disrupted all because of
some bawdy marching exercises. There I
was, walking from Grasselli Library last
Friday, ready to begin my weekend after a
tiringbarrageof classesandstudyin
he•
suddenly the even, heavy footsteps of the
ROTC Ranger Squad could be heard not
twenty pace~ behind me. This did not
bother me, however. Hey, who wouldn't
find a dozen young adults dressed in army
fatigues cute, charming, or even somewhat
attractive? What did bother me was the
cadence that the drill leader, or whatever
you call him, started chanting. The oh-so
catchy cadence, whose message I do not
wish to repeat, was particularly offensive
w women and I would think, to anyone
standing within earshot (which happened
to be anywhere within 100 yards). Now, l
watched the movie "Cadence" with Charlie
Sheen, and I understand that engaging in
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this ritual can instill camaraderie among
the troops, bolster their prideandevenshow
off their rhythmic prowess, but come on!
Even Charlie Sheen'smodestgroupdid not
feel it necessary to chant offensive lyrics.
Theirs were actually quite endearing.
So, I decided to walk across the Quad
ru,·~~~n-+n·-onio~~~~~

inggiven toadm inistratorsand certain professors and less to the rest of the faculty. Is
this about a Liberal Arts education or some
kind of power play agenda. I encourage
individuals such as Mr. Sparks, to look
deeper into the issues surrounding hiscommentary. You are a paying customer. De-

about noise levels or move-in day, I wonder
from whereyougetthe idea that University
Heights does not like john Carroll students.
The city employs students m many ways,
from individual hou eholds employmg
baby-sitters to the private se tor's proviSIOn of ser vice a nd rctat1 posm ons to stu ·

i

raunchiness, but no. I could still hear them University Don'tallowyourselftobefooled. Carroll students are not like the residents
echoing all around campus! Thank good- I continue to ask myself. how much money of University Heights, Isee the argument as
ness there were no parents with small chil- could have beenspentfeedingthehomeless ludicrous. The students at john Carroll,
dren ambling about the Quad, or any pro- of Cleveland? I ask you to look to the gospel while not completely homogeneous, in a
spective students with their families tour- for some words of wisdom. Jesus came to very general sense come from areas with
ingcampus(since it was Open House Week- live and walk with the lowly He came to ethnic and socio-economic conditions that
end) I'm sure this example of the young put down the RICH and HAUGHTY. How are strikingly similar to Its surrounding
military's "finest" would leave a poor im- much damage to the beauty of JC.U. will community. This claim tha!the University
pression with(the visiting families). ROTC you let happen? Hold those accountable dislikes the students because they are difalready has a rather negative rapport with that need big brother. It is a choice that only ferent is simply uninformed and incorrect
those on campus. Case in point, the CN's you can make.
!confidently say all of this as 1am a lifelast issue included in its Hits and Misses:
long resident of University Heights. I have
'miss: ROTC waking up half of campus Maury Petrak Jr.
been employed in the john Carroll Alumni
with their (very) early morning exercises." Class of I996
office during several summer breaks and
It is not that I don't respect the fine men jesuit Volunteer Corps
school vacations, I am friends with several
Carroll students, and myself am a college
and women in ROTC It takes a lot of discistudent at another jesuit university,
pline to do all the things they do, and if I
was one of its members, I would wear my Student supports UH actions Fordham, located in the Bronx, New York,
uniform proudly. However, I think ROTC
This response may be arriving in your where a great number of thestudentsactuwould do well to rethink the types of mes- office too late for publication, but I had to ally do not have much in common with
sages and examples it sends out with its write in concern to Gina Girardot's com- their surrounding community. Maybe you
troops. 1 only feel sorry for the one or two mentaryentitled "Stroll in the Heights"£ rom ought to be grateful that you attend a unifemales in this ROTC squad who have to the October 3, 1996 issue of The Carroll versity that is set in a community as beauchant along with "the boys" for the sake of News._Girardot questions where the priori- tiful as University Heights. You should apcamaraderie.
ties of the University Heights community preciate the attempts of the community to
lie and contends that the city's residents are try to achieve a sort of utopia. If everyone
Chris Zalas
setting a poorexamplefor their children by cared as much about their communities as
Class of 1998
"singling out students via legislation". She the concerned University heights residents,
later says that "the world is an inconvenient maybe the world would not be the dismal
Alumni dlssapolnted In
place ... not some feigned utopia that some place that you paint it to be.
administrations procedures seem to strive for". Aside from thts incorrect formation of a prepositional phrase, Susan E. Lutjen
I am disappointed in the apathy that Girardot also poorly forms her argument Class of 1998
seems to be present through reading the against University Heights residents She Fordham University
Carroll Newseditionof5eptember26. lam questions the priorities of the entire city
The Carroll News welcomes
a recent graduate of john Carroll, and will after witnessing one young pregnant girl
letters to the editor. as it is
not soon forget the bureaucracy of the ad- being picked up from middle school and a
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
ministration. I am reminded of the tenure group of disrespectful Ges ustudents tauntthe campus or life in general.
process of last spring and of the S.A.B.B. ing a crossing guard. Or would you like to
We require that letters be
and their effect on student life at john Car- see a better community yourself, despite
submitted by noon Monday. in
roll . l have read of the raise in parking fees the fact that you criticize University
the CIVoffice. to be eligible for
and the control that is forded over the Heights' attempt to achieve a utopic qualpublication. Letters can also
student body by the Vice-President of Stu- ity? You cannot possibly criDcize the city
be submitted via e-mail to
dent Affairs. When will the student body for not bemg responsible enough and for
CNLETTERS · jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
realize that they have the power to stand up being too responsible at the same time.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if ther e is
and change what they feel is wrong w1th
ln regard to the statement that Univeradditional
space available. We
sity Heigh rs does not like john Carroll stutheir college experience.
reserve the right to edit letters
Thegameof smoke and mirrors contin- dents "just because they are not like (the
for
clarity
or
space
ues this year. Is Fr. Shea really around cam- residents)", l must speak to the absolute riconsiderations. Letters must
pus, or at cocktail parties raismg more diculousness of this statement First, aside
be signed and accompanied b~·
money to waste. There is more power be- from occasional complaints from ne 1gh bors
our hone number.
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The Carroll News, October 24, 1996
Claullled ado coot $2.50 for the llrot ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To
pt.ce a cla.. lfled ad, It muot be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and aent to or
dropped off at the Canol! '"ws office with payment. Cla. .lfled ads will not run without
pre-payment. Cla.. lfleds will not be taken over the phone. The deadline for classified eds
Is noon of the Monday prior to publication
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/www.icpt.com.
Nature provides, we protect!
Part-time jobs for full-time
students. A Cleveland
based
environmental
protection group is looking
for committed, goaloriented, sincere individuals
to become members of our
organizing staff. Our current
campaign is to protect Lake
Erie and northeast Ohio
rivers from further pollution.
Casual dress, supportive
team atmosphere. Part-time
hours 4-1 Opm (flexible days
with class schedules) . Fulltime hours 2:00-10:00 M-F.
Up to $325/week depending
on number of days worked.
No experience necessary,
but some college preferred.
Call Angela t 861 -1989 to
schedule an interview. Take
a stand for Northeast Ohio!
FreeT-shirt+$1000! Credit
card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities, and
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a
whopping
$5.00/VISA
application. Call1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers rec ive a tree t· hlrtl
Wanted!! Individuals and
student organizations to
promote Spring Break trips.
Earn money and free trips.
Call
Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-3276013 or reach them at http:/

c
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Help wanted: Men/Women
earn
$480
weekly
assembling circuit boards/
electronic components at
home .
Experience
unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in
your local area. Call 1520-680-7891 .
Aquatics help wanted:
Orange Recreation has
immediate openings for
lifeguards, swimming
instructors, and a USS
Assistant Swim Coach. 6
miles from campus. Call
831-8600 ext. 260.
Need extra $$$? Valet
attendants needed for
part-time work. We offer:
flexible hours (will work
around
your
class
schedule), good pay, and
easy work. Call 398-0497
for details.

Sl TTERS NEEDED
Free room and board- within
walking distance to Carroll in exchange for few hours
h lp
I
rlgh
physically
challenged
daughter. Leave a message
at 921-1040.
Child care in our home for
our 5, 3, and 2-year-old
children.
Tuesday
afternoons. We pay well for

a r

responsible, loving care.
Walking distance from Gesu/
JCU. Ca11Chrisat381-7584.
13abysitter needed Saturdays
from 9:30am -12:30pm. $20.
Call 591-0066.

Spring Break early special!
Book early and save $50!
Bahamas party cruise! 6
days $279! Includes all
meals and parties! Great
beaches and nightlife!
Leaves Sun. 7am from Ft.
Lauderdale and returns Fri.
8pm! Springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

R LimiJ

Hello to all of my friends on
1he first floor of Dolan!

,Jo Jo and Theodore: make

ACIIOSS

1 Yeotoryear
5 Munich river
8Cry
13 LA. ach.
14 Aecustom
15 Kllor whale
16 17P6 VIce President
19 R..ty

20 MadleYal tenant
21 Ford's mlslok..
22 Cow palace
23 FlllllCh d-..
24 Charee
27 Ireland
28 Radio frequenctea
31 Teecher's aid
32 Ado< Alan
33 Photographer Mia
34 fiU8 VIce President
37 Buldlng wJnee
36 Send OIA
39"Ahole
40 Bro'satiii'tng

41 •Mneatu
42 BlaMW'o r:iii.-e -

Newly remodeled duplex for
45 Laaotaat
rent on Cedar near Lee. 5
:'r": you
bedrooms, 3 1/2 baths, and
~ ~::::f8Siden~
se Modemvtrus
parking. $1000 per month.
---l--t-i57:H~~ ~<*~
42 - 421 or~ ails.
'""' ": 1930's
5ll "'umb

:!

comic llrlp

Nice-

60

SALE

DOWN
I Seta
2 Paln'o OOU6In

'85 Chevette, 4-door
hatchback, automatic AM/
FM, good tires, new exhaust
and brakes, good cargo
room, 101 K miles, JCU

3 Vegaa"""""""
4 ScoaJsh cap
6
Joe
e Taken 1o cooo

7
8
9
10

Sandy's oan:l

41
42
Compandllle loom of bad 43
Ceil
44
11 Efllllrolvnortal ad.
45
12 Polo' oompanlore
46
14 FlllllCh river
47
R~

17 Seward'• folly
18 Mo Brickel
!2 Michael'• teem
23 Goren'aii<Mce wl1h 13

Pete Sampnoa for one
Plant part
Join p1peo
Footboll's Don
Fake

Enllce
~award

48 Thurder god
49
n'a .Jofvwoo

~wds

HtOf-

24
pOiiU
25 MelC1can dish

211 Phonal
27 Pixie Ilea
26 Noah's prolllem
29 Anclher FlllllCh river

30VIUJ'aa>cpreoston
32 I.Jltln
33Arona&comblnlng

IDrm
35 Wrw. a , _ IIOI'f
36 llslolllfarlero

P. 0. Box 461. Sdlerectacly, NY 12001
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Out On

Niki and Melissa: you and I
will keep bouncing those
balls until we drive someone
crazy!

TotheMASKgang: Practice
tho~e poses for Sunday's
photo session! You guys are
the best. Queen.

43 Edlnb<.wgh reoldenl
44FillllChSalrU

n

- t o tile CN at:
canoll\lew.@jC'Iaxa.jc:u.edu

sure to dance the night away
even if the beat is turning.
FromAJto.

Alum-original owner. Must
sell! Call 464-1512.

Cancun and Jamaica 7
nights air/hotel from $399!
Panama City! Boardwalk
resort! $1291 Best location
next to bars! Daytona Beach
- best location $139! Cocoa
Beach Hilton $169! Book
early and save $50!
Springbreaktravel.com or
call 1-800-678-6386.

FOR
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Mill to uelll:
The Carroll
20700 ~ l'1ltk Boulevard
~1-.lty Hel&hta, onto 44U8
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R.F.

"Mommy said to give you a
big hug, and this letter from
her attorney."

•
by

Mike
Marland

=

HAAol~ I'T'S NICE THAT YOU'RE
lAKIN& tto£ OUT FoR DINNER, SUT
! HOP£ WE'RE NOT GOIN<f TO ONE
~ TOOS£ 'GREASY Sl'OONS"l'OIILIKE.
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!'I.ASTIC' ONES!!
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IP4!
by
Jeff
Pickering

"Gallagher, your suspended
until you lose 20 pounds!"

